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ABSTRACT: The GREAT (Great River Environmental Action Team) I team was formed
to develop a river resource management plan for the Upper Mississippi River in
response to public and agency concerns over the impact of navigational channel
maintenance on river resources. The GREAT I team has developed a channel main-
tenance plan that, in essence, designates a dredged material disposal site for
every historic dredge cut on the river. The team has also developed a set of
river resource management recommendations covering navigation channel maintenance,
commercial transportation, fish and wildlife resources, sediment and erosion con-
trol, recreational resources, and floodplain management. These recommendations
include implemental actions, adoption of or changes in management policies, and
identificatiot) of further study needs.
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FOREWORD

The final environmental impact statement (EIS) has been prepared primarily by
staff of the St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, for the GREAT I study with
assistance from staff members of other GREAT I member agencies and States (see
the "List of Preparers" for the primary contributors). The Corps of Engineers
will ft.l&his final EIS with the Environmental Protection Agency. At that time,
a notice-of-availability will be published in the Federal Register, and an offic-
ial 30-day comment period will commence. Until such time as the notice is pub-
lished in the Federal Register, this document should be considered a preliminary
final EIS that will become final on the date of notice in the Federal Register.
Any changes made in this document prior to the notice date will be forwarded to
all recipients.
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SUMMIARY

BACKGROUND

The Mississippi River is an integral part of the American heritage. It once
served as our Nation's western border, and expansion beyond it was a key turn-
ing point in our history. In recent years it has been the center of a major
controversy involving reconstruction and/or expansion of Lock and Darn 26, at
Alton, Illinois.

The Upper Mississippi River is more than just a river--it is a unique resource
because it serves both as a major artery in our inland waterway system and as
a site of an internationally significant series of fish and wildlife refug-es.
It also is a heavily used recreational resource, a source of water for human
and industrial uses, and a recipient of our wastes. Finally, for those who
are served by the river in one or more of these ways, it is a significant
element in our cultural heritage.

Problems have arisen because the various State and Federal agencies who have
had management authority on the river have not always seen it as a multi-purpose
resource. In 1924, Congress established the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife
and Fish Refuge. The primary purpose of this action was to set aside lands and
waters for waterfowl. In the 1930's, Congress authorized a series of locks and
dams (29 in all) to aid in management of the river as part of our inland water-
way systems for commercial navigation. As a result of these actions, millions
of people come to tne river annually for recreational pursuits, although recrea-
tion was not directly included in either of the above Congressional actions.
The river is also a recipient of many residential, commercial, and industrial
wastes. Clearly, agencies could not continue to address the river in piecemeal
fashion and expect it to serve all users and uses without the eventual develop-
ment of conflicts and problems. In the mid-1970's, the various agencies in-
volved began to question whether there was a better way to manage this resource
which is known as the Upper Mississippi River.

GREAT

In 1974, under the leadership of the two principal management agencies on the
river, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice, an interagency team was organized to identify and assess the problems
associated with multi-purpose use of the river and to develop recommendations
for improved management of the river. The Upper Mississippi River was geo-
graphically divided into three study reaches, each covered by its own stud.%
team called the Great River Environmental Action Team, or GREAT.

The first of these studies to be completed was the GREAT I study. It covered the
reacn from the Head of Navigation in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, to Gutten-
berg, Iowa. The team was organized in 1974 with add-on funds through the Corps
of Engineers operation and maintenance budget and was formally authorized by
Congress through Section 117 of the Water Resources Act of 1976. The (;REAT Ii



team was composed of the following representatives: the U.S. Department of the
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service; the U.S. Department of Defense, Army Corps
of Engineers; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service; the U.S.
Department of Transportation, Coast Guard; the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency; the State of Iowa, Iowa Conservation Commission; State of Minnesota,
Department of Natural Resources; State of Wisconsin, Department of Natural Re-
sources; Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission, Ex Officio member; Upper
Mississippi River Basin Commission, Ex Officio member; and the general public.
From 1974 through 1980, this team carried out an extensive program of research
and pilot action projects, dealing with many aspects of river resource management.

CHANNEL MAAINTENA4NCE

Background - Under authorization of the River and Harbor Act of 1930, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers operates and maintains a 9-foot navigation project for
commercial navigation through the operation of a series of Locks and dams and
through annual maintenance dredging of the main channel. Average dredging vol-
umes in the last 50 years have been almost 1.5 million cubic yards annually.
Corps of Engineers channel maintenance activities, especially dredged material
disposal, has been an area of special concern to State and Federal resource
management agencies. This concern was one of the moving forces for the initia-
tion of the GREAT study.

Disposal of dredged material in the past has been confined primarily to lands
and waters in the river floodplain, resulting in direct and indirect destruc-
tion and damage to the river's vital wetland habitat. This damage has reduced
the quantity and quality of natural habitat necessary for survival of the num-
erous fish and wildlife species that depend on the river's ecosystem for life.
Furthermore, State floodplain management agencies believe that the cumulative
impact of this material placement has affected the flood storage capacity of
the river floodplain. At the same time, the placement of dredged material has
created and expanded areas of bare sand along the river that are attractive to
recreational boaters for picnicking and camping.

GREAT I has acknowledged that maintenance of the 9-foot navigation project is
essential for a strong Upper Midwest economy, and thus continuation of this
project is in the best interests of the people of this region. However, to
insure that the interests of the total resource are considered, and to comply
with State and Federal regulations,a channel maintenance program must also con-
sider other resource uses and users.

To provide for an environmentally and economically sound channel maintenance
program, GREAT I has developed interim guidelines and a long-term plan (Channel
Maintenance Plan) for placement of dredge material at selected interagency
acceptable sites both in and out of the floodplain. In addition to recommend-
ing a series of actions, GREAT I developed policy and funding changes and study
needs to address problems and issues associated with channel maintenance.

2
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Channel Maintenance Plan - The development of a Channel Maintenance Plan in-
vo' .ved selecting disposal sites for projected dredging needs on the river
and formulation of recommendations to reduce the overall impact of dredged
material disposal operations. Selection of disposal sites initially involved
identification of seven alternative plans which eventually were narrowed down
to a National Economic Development (NED) plan and an Environmental Quality (EQ)
plan. Originally, a no action plan was developed called the Most Probable
Future Without GREAT plan. However, the requirements of the Clean Water Act
of 1977 rendered the Most Probable Future Without GREAT plan essentially ob-
solete and no new no action plan was formulated. The no action alternative as
it stands now would be a continuation of the Corps practice of selecting a
disposal site in coordination with the State and Federal agencies on an as-
needed basis by dredging job.

The cAiteria for developing the NED plan were as follows: (1) minimize the
need for erosion control in site preparation, (2) minimize the effects on
flood flows, (3) meet water quality standards, (4) minimize adverse recrea-
tional impacts, (5) minimize dredging costs,-(6) maximize beneficial use of
dredged material, (7) minimize infringement upon commercial navigation, (8)
minimize site acquisition costs, (9) maximize recreation enhancement potential,
(10) enhance industrial and commercial development, (11) minimize agricultural
impacts, and (12) minimize impacts on commercial fishing and trapping.

The criteria for developing the EQ plan were as follows: (1) minimize the
need for erosion control and site preparation, (2) minimize effects on flood
flows, (3) meet water quality standards, (4) minimize adverse recreational
impacts, (5) maximize fish and wildlife enhancement potential, (6) minimize
adverse effects upon fish and wildlife habitat, (7) eliminate adverse impacts
on endangered species, (8) eliminate adverse impacts on cultural resources,
(9) eliminate impacts on wild and scenic rivers, and (10) eliminate impairment
of lands under consideration for wilderness designation.

A selected or recommended plan was developed from the EQ and the NED plans.
In some instances a compromise disposal site was selected if neither the
NED nor the EQ site was acceptable to the GREAT I team. Final site selec-
tion was done on a consensus/caucus vote of the member Federal agencies and
States. If a concensus could not be reached, Federal and State caucuses were
held. Approval of a disposal site required both Federal and State caucus
approval.

Tables 2 and 5 on pages 19 and 154 of this EIS summarize the impacts assoc-
iated with the NED, EQ, and Selected plans. Tables 4.1-4.14 analyze the site-
specific impacts (see pages 92-153).

Channel Maintenance Recommendations - In addition to dredged material disposal,
many other problems and issues associated with channel maintenance were identi-
fied by GREAT I. During this study, the following surfaced as the major problems
and issues rela ted to channel maintenance.

3



a.* The definition of the 9-foot channel is unclear in terms of the
depth of dredging allowed to maintain the navigation ckhnel. GREAT I
recommends that the depth of the channel be defined as achannel deep enough
to provide for safe navigation of 9-foot draft vessels (Policy/Funding Item 8).*

b. Because emergency dredging is exempt from compliance with State water
quality regulations, the definition of emergency dredging is an important issue
between the Corps of Engineers and the States. GREAT I has developed an emer-
gency dredging definition (Policy/Funding Item 3).

c. The historical Corps practice of over-depth dredging is an issue be-
cause it significantly increases the volume of dredged material disposal and
subsequently increases the disposal impacts compared to what would occur if
the channel were dredged only to 9 feet. (This question is related to the issue
of a. above.) GREAT I recoimmends a program to reduce dredging depths (Action
Item 4).

d. The impacts of open water or riverine disposal are highly controver-
sial, and little is known of the specific impacts of this practice. GREAT I
reconmmends studies of riverine disposal to determine its usefulness and
acceptability (Further Study Item 11).

e. State and Federal laws and regulations can limit beneficial activities
on the river such as fish and wildlife and recreation enhancement efforts. GREAT
I recommnends that the States and Federal agencies modify their laws and regula-
tions to accommdate resource enhancement projects (Policy/Funding Item 7).

f. Corps of Engineers policy is such that no land can be purchased for
dredged materials disposal. This policy is a problem on the Upper Mississippi
River in that existing Federal lands available for disposal along the river are
generally wetlands, in the floodplain, and valuable fish and wildlife habitat.
GREAT I recommends that the Corps of Engineers change its policy along the Upper
Mississippi River to allow the purchase of private land for dredged material dis-
posal (Policy/Funding Item 6).

g. The water quality impacts of dredging and disposal are not clearly
understood, and thus are highly controversial. In addition, existing water
quality standards were not necessarily developed to deal specifically with
dredging and disposal operations. GREAT I recommends that water quality cri-
teria and standards directly applicable to dredging and disposal operations be
developed (Action Item 9).

The impact of the seven channel maintenance recommendations discussed above plus
the 26 others developed by the GREAT I team should be to reduce the adverse im-
pacts of dredging and disposal operations and to provide avenues for further
studies that could develop methods to further reduce these impacts. The recom-
mendations should foster and increase the awareness and consideration of all re-
source values in the conducting of channel maintenance operations. Finally,
there should be reduced controversy concerning channel maintenance operations,
allowing management agencies to make more positive steps in management of the
river's resources.

*A complete list of the GREAT I team recommendations can be found in section
2.000 of this EIS and Chapter VII of the main report.
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SFDIMENT AND EROSION CONTROL

As identified by GREAT I the most pervasive and damaging problem for the
Upper Mississippi River is erosion from basin uplands. Approximately one-
quarter of the open water areas present when the lock and dam system was
completed in 1939 has become marshland. Since 1894, approximately one-third
of the capacity of Lake Pepin (Pool 4) has been lost to sediment.

While sedimentation is a natural phenomenon, its effects on the Upper Missis-
sippi River are accelerated by the pooling effects of the locks and dams.
GREAT I recommends that soil erosion control practices be accelerated on that
portion of the drainage basin where most of the fine sediments originate
(approximately 18 percent of the drainage basin) and that funds be provided
for the development of new erosion control techniques and methodologies
(Action Item 12 and Further Study Item 17).

While sedimentation cannot be completely stopped, the impact of these recom-
mendations, if implemented, should be to prolong ecological life of aquatic
environments along the Upper Mississippi River and at the same time provide
agricultural benefits through erosion control.

WATER QUALITY

Water, the basic resource of the river, is the major element of the aquatic
environment and the lifeblood of the plant and animal environment. It is
essential for human habitation, and it is a highway for commercial vessels.
The quality of life for all living organisms (man included) is directly re-
lated to the quality of the water in the river.

Upper Mississippi River water quality is affected by a combination of direct
discharges of waste water (point source), upland and spring bank erosion (non-
point source), and the quality of water from the tributaries. The problem of
water quality impacts during dredging and disposal are addressed under the
section entitled Channel Maintenance. The major problems of point source and
nonpoint source pollution are being addressed in other Federal programs such
as the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System, and the Section 208
program. The GREAT I team lends its support to these programs. No other
significant issues related to water quality were identified during the study.

FISH AND WILDLIFE

The value of the Upper Mississippi River to fish and wildlife cannot be over-
stated. Besides being an internationally significant migration route for
waterfowl, the river hosts 270 species of birds, 50 species of maunls, 123
species of fish, and 35 species of reptiles and amphibians. The main channel,
islands, and backwaters were recognized for their national significance in 1924
when Congress established the Upper Mississippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge. This
refuge encompasses over 195,000 acres of land and water along 284 miles of the
river, part of which lies in Pools 4 through 10 of the GREAT I study area.

5
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While the initial construction and operation of the lock and dam system re-
sulted in an increase of wetland acreages, the wetland values are being re-
duced as a result of sedimentation. If future generations are to enjoy hunting,
fishing, and observation of this magnificant resource, immediate action to
reduce the trend of sedimentation and to rehabilitate precious habitat already
lost needs to be undertaken.

The following were identified during the GREAT I study as the most important
issues and problems relating to fish and wildlife:

a. Losses:of aquatic habitat due to sedimentation from upland sources.
GREAT I has recommended action to curb the source of fine sediments (see Sedi-
mentation ancifErosion Control sections). In addition, GREAT I has recommended
studies to develop methodologies to protect critical backwaters from sedimenta-
tion (Further Study Item 19). GREAT I has also identified critical backwater
areas -that should receive first priority consideration and study for protection
and rehabilitation (Further Study Items 21, 23, 24, and 25).

b. The Corps of Engineers has limited authority to cooperate in protect-
ing and maintaining the river's fish and wildlife resources without State or
local cooperation. The Corps of Engineers cannot barge dredged material,
open side channels or boat accesses, alter wing dams or blocking dams, con-
struct partial closing dams, construct berms, modify placement sites, obtain
additional dredging equipment, or hire private dredging contractors, if the
work equipment is to solely or primarily benefit fish, wildlife, or recreation
resources without State or local cost-sharing. However, the Corps has the
equipment and the expertise to perform these necessary functions for the
States and the Fish and Wildlife Service. GREAT I recommends that the Corps
be given definitive authority to assist the Fish and Wildlife Service and the
States in accomplishing fish and wildlife and recreation projects (Policy/
Funding Item 11).

c. Management of the river's fish and wildlife resources has historically
been a piecemeal process, with independent and occasionally opposing programs
and objectives reducing the effectiveness of management. GREAT I recommends
that various steps be taken toward coordinated management of the river's fish
and wildlife resources such as development of a Refuge Master Plan, develop-
ment of unified management objectives, and managing the river as an-ecologi-
cal unit (Policy/Funding Items 9, 10, 14, and 15).

d. Concern has developed that funds expended solely for fish and wild-
life and recreation by the Corps not be allocated as costs for maintaining
the navigation project especially since user charges for water resource
projects may become more common in the future. GREAT I recommends that
separate line items for fish and wildlife and recreation be shown in future
funding requests and that user/beneficiary cost data be developed (Policy/
Funding Items 12 and 13).
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The impact of the 12 fish and wildlife recommendations discussed in this
section and the 14 others developed by the GREAT I team should be more
coordinated and unified management of these resources by Federal and State
management agencies. Specific actions and studies are recommended that will
lead to general and area-specific protection and enhancement of the fish and
wildlife resources of the river. Site-specific actions can lead to the pro-
tection and enhancement of over 15,000 acres of wetlands.

COMMERC IAL NAVIGATION

Commercial navigation systems in the GREAT I area consist primarily of a
9-foot navigation channel, locks, fleeting areas, and terminals, plus thle
navigation vessels and barges themselves. This mode of transportation
serves as a vital link in our national intermodal system. A 1975 study
by the Upper Mississippi River Waterway Association concluded that the
river system handles 56 percent of the area's grain exports, 41 percent
of the area's fertilizer, and 28 percent of the refined petroleum products.
In addition, about one in every three people in the Upper Midwest is ser-
ved by electricity generated by barge coal.

An assured navigation channel is essential to the continued vitality of
this industry. In addition to issues and concerns relative to channel
maintenance, the following major issues concerning commercial navigation
were identified during the GREAT I study.

a. Commercial navigation interests are concerned that an excessive
overlap in Federal, State, and local government agency regulation of water
transportation development causes unnecessary delays in accomplishing needed
development. GREAT I recommends that a study be made of this problem to
identify where there may be unnecessary and overlapping regulation of the
industry (Further Study Item 35).

b. There is a general shortage of barge fleeting areas to meet present
and future needs. GREAT I recommends a study to identify acceptable fleet-
ing areas (Further Study Item 36).

The impact of the seven commercial navigation recommendations should be to
reduce constraints in commercial navigation from regulations, lack of fleet-
ing areas, inadequate bridges, and lockage congestion, and also to identify
solutions to future needs of the industry. This could put additional pressure
on the natural resources of the river if these resource values are not given
adequate consideration in the decision-making processes.

RECREAT ION

Over 3,000,000 people live along the Mississippi River in the GREAT I area,
with nearly 2,000,000 in the St. Paul-Minneapolis metropolitan area. By the
year 2025, the total will grow to almost 5,000,000 people.
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There are already over 8,000 marinas and private slips in the GREAT I
area, and use of the river for boating, hunting, fishing, camping, etc.,
is extensive. Little has been done to provide an over-all management
process for this extensive activity. Because recreation management has
not been the clear mandate of any of the agencies, little historical moni-
toring has been done to accurately determine demands and needs. GREAT I
provided valuable baseline data by doing extensive surveys of facility in-
ventories. Conclusions from work done to date indicate that the recrea-
tional use of the river will grow and that the need for management of this
activity will be more important than ever. GREAT I identified many needs
relative to recreation with the following 3s the major issues and problems
identified.

a. Historic dredged material disposal sites have been identified as
valuable recreation areas. However, with changing practices in dredged
material disposal to protect other resource values, these sites are losing
their recreational values due to increased revegetation. GREAT I recommends
that same of these historic disposal areas be maintained for primitive
(picnicking and camping) recreational uses using procedures identified dur-
ing the GREAT study (Action Item 19).

b. Current lockage regulations give a certain measure of priority
to commercial barge traffic that at times results in large numbers of rec-
reational craft waiting to lock through. These craft are forced to anchor,
circle, or leave and return later. This results ini a safety problem, exces-
sive fuel consumption, and lost time to the recreationist. G;REAT I recommends
that lockage waiting areas for recreational crafts be established at problem
locks and dams (Action Item 20).

c. Recreation management of the river historically has been haphazard
and lax because no agency has a clear mandate to manage the entire area for
recreation. GREAT I recommends that a comprehensive recreation master plan
for the river be prepared and coordinated by the Upper Mississippi River
Basin Commission (UMRBC) (Further Study Item 40).

d. Many private leases on public lands along the river have been authori-
zed over a number of years with little comprehensive planning. GREAT I recom-
mends that these leases be reviewed to determine if there is a higher public
need for these lands for fish and wildlife habitats and/or recreational access
(Further Study Item-43).

The impact of GREAT I's 24 recreation recommendations should be to determine
if the ever-increasing recreational demands on the river can be provided for
while minimizing impact on the natural resources of the river and minimizing
conflicts with other river users. The objective is to provide quality rec-
reation experiences while protecting the resource base for all users on the
river.

8



F'LOODPLAIN ,ALNAGEMENT

The intrusion of inan into tile natural floodplain of the Mississippi River has

necessitated actions to protect human life and property. This has been prin-

cipally the responsibility of tile three States of Iowa, Minnesota, and Wis-

consin; the Federal Emergency 'Managenent Agency; and through these bodies, the

local units of government.

rile major issue identified by GREAT I relative to floodplain management is

that the lack of uniform interpretation of the floodplain and lack of con-

sistency by the States in regulating floodplain development has caused dif-

ficulties in solving this problem within the large context of our river

systea. Long-term resolution is dependent upon improving our techniques
for analyzing impacts of specific actions on flood flows, and coordinating

tile inanagement activities of the States. GREAT I recommends that the

States develop uniform floodplain management standards (Policy/Funding
Item 25).

The effect of the four GREAT I team floodplain management recommendations

should be to improve management decisions in the regulation of the Upper

Mississippi River floodplain.

ONGOING PLANNING AND COORDINAT ION

The GREAT I study has shown that Federal agencies, the States, and the public

can work togetner and approach problem-solving in the best interests of total

river resource management. While the National Environmental Policy Act and

the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act mandate that agencies develop a work-
ing relationsaip within certain areas, GREAT I has expanded that idea to all

areas of river resource management. Under the organizational umbrella of

the UMRSC, GREAT was a conceptual idea that has been relatively successful.

GREAT has become a national model for cooperation in the area of water re-

source planning. Two major concerns were identified during the GREAT I study

relative to the continuation of planning efforts on the Upper Mississippi

River.

a. The GREAT I study was charged by Congress to develop a river resource

management plan. However, the GREAT I team soon realized that they did not

have the funding or the time to accomplish this task even though such a plan

would be highly desirable. GREAT I recommends that the Upper Mississippi

River Basin Commission develop and complete a total river resource management

plan (Action Itein 39).

b. Concern developed during the GREAT I study as to how interagency

coordination and communication would continue after the GREAT I study was

completed. GREAT I recommends that an ongoing river resource management

team be established by management agencies to plan and promote the implementa-

tion o1 GREAT I recommendations (Action Item 36).

9
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The impact of tne ongoing planning and coordination recommendations would
be to provide a framework for implementing the GREAT I recommendations and
for future coordinated management of the river and its resources by all of
tae managing agencies: Federal, State, and local.

In summary, the GREAT I recommendations do not provide all of the answers
to all of tue problems on the river. They do provide a framework and guid-
ance for future management efforts on the river, however. Even the most
specific of the GREAT I recommendations, the Channel Maintenance Plan, is
designed to be flexible to accommodate changes, if future conditions so
require.

Aany of the GREAT I recommendations are within existing authorities of the
member Federal agencies and States. The States and agencies can at their
own discretion proceed with implementation of those recommendations. They
can also obtain authorities and funding necessary for implementation of the
remainder of the recommendations.

The GREAT I report and appendices will be forwarded to higher authorities
and possibly to Congress by the Corps of Engineers and the Upper Mississippi
River Basin Cormmission. The Corps of Engineers will also file the GREAT I
EIS with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Once the EIS is filed,
an official 30-day comnent period will follow.

Federal agencies implementing GREAT I recommended actions will be required to
comply with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and Council
on Envirouiaental Quality regulations for implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1500-1508).
Once tris EIS nas been filed and the comment period has expired, Federal agencies
may use it to satisfy NEPA document requirements when implementing GREAT I
recommendations.

To satisfy NEPA requirements, the agencies will have essentially three options.
First, they may determine that this EIS adequately addresses the impacts of the
intended action and prepare no further environmental documents. Second, they
may prepare a supplement to this EIS to address specific impacts not covered
in this EIS. Finally, they may prepare an environmental document completely
independent of this EIS. Because of the broad nature of most of the GREAT I
recommendations, the second and third options are the most likely to be used.
Section 6.00 of this EIS identifies those recommendations likely to require
additional NEPA documents prior to implementation.

State agencies are not required to comply with NEPA but will have to comply
with their own State environmental laws and regulations in implementing
GREAT I recomaendations.
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1.000 NEED FOR AND OBJECTIVES OF ACTION

STUDY AUTHORITY

1.001 For many years, public agencies, private organizations, and individuals
expressed concern over the maintenance of the 9-foot navigation channel on the
Mississippi River. An environmental impact statement (ETS) prepared by the
Corps of Engineers in 1974 revealed that current methods of channel maintenance
were having significant adverse impacts upon the backwaters, marshes, and sloughs
of the river.

1.002 From 1974 through 1976, efforts were undertaken at various levels by the
Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission, the Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area
Commission, the Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
develop long-range planning for management of the resources of the Upper Miss is-
sippi River. The GREAT study was eventually authorized by Congress in Section 117
of the Water Resource Development Act of 1976. The underlying purpose of this
legislation was a recognized need for a long-range plan to manage the resources
of the Upper Mississippi. Chapter II of the main report gives a more detailed
history of the development of the GREAT I study.

PUBLIC CONCERNS

1.003 A great number and diversity of public concerns and problems were identi-
fied during the study. These ranged from study area-wide problems to more site-
specific concerns. Although too numerous to repeat here, all these concerns
are listed in Chapter IV of the main report. The major areas of concern include:

1. The problem of dredged material disposal and its impacts upon river
resources.

2. The effects of erosion and subsequent sedimentation on river resources
and dredging requirements.

3. Conflicting demands of users upon the land and water resources of the
Upper Mississippi River.

Within these general areas of concern, many specific problems were identified,
as well as other prpblems not related to these major areas of concern. Chapter IV
of the main report discusses in detail the problem identification process as
well as how and why problems were selected for study.

PLANNING OBJECTIVES

1.004 Planning objectives for the GREAT study were defined by the Upper Missis-
sippi River Basin Commission in October 1974. These objectives are as follows:

1. Develop ways to significantly reduce the volume of dredged material
removed for the navigation project.

2. Open backwater areas that have been deprived of necessary freshwater
flow as a result of navigation maintenance activity.
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3. Assure necessary capability to maintain the total river resources

on the Upper Mississippi River in an environmentally sound manner.

4. Contain or stabilize all floodplain dredged material disposal sites
to benefit the river resource.

5. Assure that all navigation project authorizations include fish, wild-
life, and recreation resources as project purposes.

6. Develop physical and biological baseline data to identify factors
controlling the river system.

7. Identify sites that can be developed to provide for fish and wildlife
habitat irretrievably lost to water development projects.

8. Identify and develop ways to use dredged material as a valuable
resource for productive uses.

9. Implement programs to provide for present and projected recreation
needs on the river system.

10. Strive to comply with Federal and State water quality standards.

11. Strive to comply with Federal and State floodplain management standards.

12. Develop procedures for assuring an appropriate level of public
participation.

CONTENT AND SCOPE OF THE EIS

1.005 Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations on the implementation
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (40 CFR 1500-1508)
identify a process called "tiering" and define it (40 CFR 1508.28) as ". . . the
coverage of general matters in broader environmental impact statements (such as
national program or policy statements) with subsequent narrower statements or
environmental analysis (such as regional or basinwide program statements or
ultimately site-specific statements) incorporating by reference the general
discussions and concentrating solely on the issues specific to the statement
subsequently prepared."

1.006 The CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1502.20) also state that "Agencies are
encouraged to tier their environmental impact statements to eliminate repeti-
tive discussions of the same issues and to focus on the actual issues ripe for
decision at each level of environmental review."

1.007 The GREAT I study and the recomendations of GREAT I fall between the
programatic and the site-specific. Even the most site-specific recommendations,
the dredged material placement sites, will require further preparation of environ-
mental documents at the time of their use. Thus, this EIS addresses the impacts
of the GREAT I proposals based on the .-vel of existing knowledge that the
GREAT I team employed to make its decisions.

1.008 This EIS will identify the additional environmental documents that
are expected to be necessary for all of the GREAT I recommended actions.
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2.000 ALTERNATIVES

CiIANNEL MAINTENANCE PLAN

2.001 The Channel Maintenance Plan (CMP) is the primary product of tihe
GREAT I. The CMP is composed of a Dredged naterial Placement Plan (DMPP)
and a set of supporting recommendations on cnannel maintenance.

Dredged Material Placement Plan (Action Item 1)

2.002 The DMPP was developed in three phases: initial development by task
force, review and selection of sites by the Plan Formulation Work Group (PFWP),
and final site selection by the GREAT I team. The 3election process is des-
cribed in detail in the PFWG Appendix and the Channel Maintenance Appendix.

2.003 The initial process was to identify seven alternative sites for each
dredge cut:

1. Selective Placement (SP) - lowest Lost site.
2. Regional Placement (RP) - up to six sites per pool.
3. Centralized Placement (CP) - one site per pool.
4. Beneficial Use (BU) - dredged material available for beneficial use.
5. Habitat Enhancement (HE) - improving fish and wildlife habitat quality.
6. Removal From the Floodplain (RFFP) - disposal of all material outside

the floodplain.
7. Most Probable Future Without GREAT (MPFW/OG) - sites the Corps would

probably use if GREAT made no recommendations.

2.004 Developed in 1977, the MPFW/OG sites were, in essence, the no action plan
of the DMPP. However, the MPFW/OG plan is no longer a valid no action plan be-
cause of the changes brought about by the Clean Water Act of 1977. The Clean
Water Act of 1977 requires the Corps of Engineers channel maintenance operations
to comply with State water quality laws and regulations. Most of the sites in
the MPFW/OG plan can no longer be used because of the requirements of State laws
and regulations.

2.005 The seven placement alternatives were used to develop the National Econo-
mic Development (NED) and the Environmental Quality (EQ) plans. The following
criteria were used in the selection of the NED and EQ plans:

1. National Economic Development Plan Criteria

a. Least-cost disposal sites will be used beyond the exceptions
noted below as the NED placement sites unless beneficial use (including but
not limited to recreational and industrial enhancement) is available at a
cost not in excess of the difference in disposal costs (see Dredged Material Uses
Appendix for a description of beneficial uses).

b. Material will be restrained from encroaching outside the desig-
nated placement area. This procedure is acceptable under the NED plan unless
the sediment is considered polluted. Areas designated as having polluted sedi-
ments are:

(1) The Head of Lake Pepin.
(2) Lower Pool 2 (Lafayette Bridge to Lock and Dam 2).
(3) The Minnesota River.

Dredged material from these locations will be contained for 7 days.
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C. Every effort is included to minimize flood flow impacts of
selective placement sites.

d. Every effort is included to consider recreation (recreational
boating, sport fishing, and hunting) and industrial enhancement where impact
on flood flows would be minimal.

e. Site acquisition cost was minimized.

f. Impacts on agricultural production were minimized.

g. Impacts on commercial fishing and trapping were minimized.

2. Environmental Quality Plan Criteria

a. Sites approved by the Fish and Wildlife Work Group received top
priority in the selection of EQ sites.

b. No known endangered species habitat should be adversely affected.

c. Acres of wetland affected should be minimized.

d. Impact on fish and wildlife habitat should be minimized.

e. No known cultural resources would be adversely affected.

f. No known wild and scenic -iver areas would be adversely affected.

g. Sites subject to erosion would be avoided.

h. Sites adversely affecting flood flows would be avoided.

i. Considering fish and wildlife habitat, water quality would be
maintained to the maximum extent possible. Areas requiring 100-percent con-
tainment (7-day retention) are the haad of Lake Pepin, lower Pool 2 (Lock and
Dam 2 to Lafayette Bridge), and the Minnesota River (total containment of mater-
ial for tnese areas is considered mandatory, even though some high quality fish
and wildlife habitat may be lost).

j. Recreation open space impacts would be minimized.

k. Habitat enhancement would be maximized.

Selected Plan

2.006 A "Selected Plan" was developed from the NED and EQ plans by a task force
of the Plan Formulation Work Group (PFWG). In some instances, a compromise
site was selected if use of the NED or EQ sites had no clear advantage. This
"Selected Plan" was voted upon by the PFWG and became the recommended plan in the
draft GREAT I report.
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2.007 The final selection of sites was done by the GREAT I team on a con-
sensus/caucus voting procedure. If a consensus vote could not be reached,
the GREAT 1 team members divided into Federal and State caucuses to develop
Federal and State positions on a site. A site had to be approved by both
caucuses to be selected.

2.008 The sites addressed in this EIS are those alternatives that were con-

sidered in the final site selection processes of the PFWG and the GREAT I team,

that is, the NED sites, EQ sites, and compromise sites brought forth in the
PFWG and GREAT I decision-making processes. These sites are listed on Table
1 by pool and are described in the Affected Environment section and (in varying
degrees) in the Channel Maintenance Plan. Maps of the alternative disposal

sites are contained in Appendix 2. lable 2 summarizes the impacts of the
alternative channel maintenance plans.

2.009 GREAT I recognizes that tlie DMPP must be flexible to deal with the natural,
social, economic, and political changes that will occur before and during the
implementation period (1985-2025) for the DMPP. The DMPP is intended to be
improved as knowledge of the river and its resources increases and as new and
better alternative methods of disposal and alternative sites come to light.

:;L Action Alternative - Channel Maintenance Plan

2.010 The no action alteritative would be no Corps of Engine, i implementation
of the DMPP or the recommendations that make up the CMP.

2.011 The Corps has no long-range dredged material disposal plan. Disposal
sites are selected on an as-needed basis when dredging is necessary. Site
selection is made in consultation with the affected State(s) and Federal agencies.
In some instances, it is necessary for the Corps to obtain a State permit for
use of a site pursuant to Section 404(t) of the Clean Water Act of 1977. If
the CMP were not implemented by the Corps, this annual, as-needed site-selec-
tion process would be expected to continue. In all likelihood, many of the

CMP-recommended sites would eventually be used, especially those that have been
used in the past.

2.012 As stated earlier (paragraph 2.004), the MPFW/OG Plan was developed in
1977 to represent the no action alternative. However, its usefulness for that

purpose was voided by the requirements of the Clean Water Act of 1977. Since
that time, no new plan reflecting current conditions has been developed to re-
present the no action alternative.
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TABLE 1 SITES CONSIDERED IN THE FINAL
SITE SELECTION PROCESS

UPPER ST. ANTHONY FALLS POOL

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Broadway - Plymouth Avenue Bridge U.01 u.02 U.03 U.02/U.03

2. Lowry Avenue Bridge V.01 V.02 U.03 U.02/U.03

3. Soo Line Raiiroad Bridge U.01 U.02 U.03 U.02/U.03

POOL 1

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Upper Approach to Lock and Dam kL/D) 1 1.01 1.01 1.10 1.01

2. Below St. Paul Daymark 1.01 1.01 1.10 1.01

3. Below Lake Street Bridge 1.01 1.01 1.10 1.01

4. Above Lake Street Bridge 1.01 1.01 1.10 1.01

5. Below Franklin Avenue Bridge 1.01 1.01 1.1c 1.01

6. Above Franklin Avenue Bridge 1.01 1.01 1.10 1.01

7. Below Lower St. Anthony Falls 1.01 1.01 1.10 1.01

MINNESOTA RIVER POOL

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Mouth M.27 2.18/M.27 2.18

2. Four Mile M.25 M.27 M.28 M.28

3. Peterson's Bar M.06 M.30 M.30/.06

4. Cargill M.03 M.03 14.03

5. Savage Bridge M.26 M.03 M.03

POOL 2

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Upper Approach to L/D 2 2.30 2.30 2.30

2. Boulanger Bend Lower Light 2.35 2.35 2.35

3. Boulanger Bend 2.35 2.35 2.35

4. Pine Bend Foot Light 2.24/2.25 2.10 2.10

5. Grey Cloud Slough 2.05 2.10 2.24/2.25 2.10

6. Below Cudahy 2.05 2.10 2.10

7. St. Paul Barge Terminal 2.14/2.15/2.13/2.02 2.02 2.4C 2.14/2.15/2.13/

2.4012.02

8. Harriet Island 2.16 2.16 2.16

9. Smith Avenue Bridge 2.37 2.37 2.37

10. Lower Approach to L/D 1 2.18 2.18 2.18

ST. CROIX RIVER POOL

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Kinnikinnic Bar SC.12/SC.13/SC.14/ 2.10 SC.15/SC.21/ SC.12/SC.13/SC.15/

SC.16/3.34 SC.26 SC.16/SC.26/3.3
4

2. Catfish Bar SC.21 2.10 SC.11/SC.27 SC.21/SC.27

3. Hudson SC.Ol/SC.07 SC.07/2.10 SC.03/SC.04/ SC.Ol/SC.22/SC.18/
SC.05/SC.06/ SC.03/SC.04/SC.05/

SC.18/SC.22/ SC.06/SC.28/SC.24

SC.24/SC.25/

SC.28
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DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Below Diamond Bluff 3.07/3.10/3.43 3.09 3.09/3.43

2. Coulter's Island 3.12 3.09 3.09

3. Morgan's Coulee 3.16/3.14 3.09 3.09

4. Big River 3.21/3.44 3.09 3.27 3.27/3.09/3.34/
3.46

5. 4-Mile Island/Truedale Slough 3.28/3.40 3.27 3.27/3.09/3.34/

3.46

6. Pine Coulee 3.30 3.27 3.27/3.09/3.34/3.46

7. Prescott 3.34/3.33 3.46 3.34/J.46

8. Vermillion River 3.46 3.46 3.46

9. Lower Approach to LID 2 3.42 3.46 3.47/3.48 3.47/3.48/ J.42

POOL 4

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Beef Slough 4.04 4.04 4.02/4.20/4.69 4.02/4.20

2. Grand Encampment 4.10/4.04 4.04 4.02/4.20/4.69 4.02(4.20

3. Above Teepeeota 4.13 4.04 4.02/4.20/4.69 4.02/4.20

4. Above Crat's Island 4.16 4.20/4.18 4.19/4.24/4.25 4.25,'4.24/..2,
4.19/4.18

5. Read's Landing 4.29 4.24 4.25 4.24/4.25

6. Wacouta 4.68 4.37 4.69b 4.37!4.38

7. Belo Red Wing High Bridge 4.47/4.48/4.49/ 4.54/4.57 4.49/4.47/4.54;

4.51 4,57

8. Above Red Wing High Bridge 4.54/4.55/4,56 4.54/4.57 4.57

9. Cannon River 4.52/4.58/4.59 4.54/4.57 4.57

10. Trenton 4.60/4.63 4.57 4.63

11. Above Trenton 4.67 4.57 4.57

POOL 5

J4DGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Mt. Xrnon Light 5.03 5.30/5.03 5.30

2. Somerfield Island 5.06 5.30 5.30

3. Lower Zumbro 5.07 5.30 5.30

4. Fisher Island 5.12 5.30 5.30

5. Below West Newton 5.14 5.24 5.26/5.26A/5.28 5.26A/5.24/5.26/

5.28

6. West Newton 5.18 5.24 5.2b/5,26A/5.28 5.26A/5.24/5.26/

5.28

7. Mule Bend 5.21 5.24 5.26/5.26A/5.28 5.26A/5.24/5.26/
5.28

8. Lower Approach to L/D 4 5.25 5.24 5.26/5.26A/5.28 5.26.%/5.24/5.26/

5.28

POOL 5A

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITFS

1. Upper Approach to LID 5A 5A.04 5A.35 5A.25/SA.32 5A.32/SA.25

2. Wild's Bend 5A.08 5A.35 5A.25/5A.32 5A.32/SA.25

3. Head of Betsy Slough 5A.25 5A.25/5A.27/5A.33 5A.32 5A.32

4. Fountain City 5A.34 5A.20/SA.27/5A.33 5A.25 5A.25

5. Island 58 5A.14 5A.27/5A.33/5A.20/ 5A.23/5A.36 5A.23/5A.36

5A.21

6. Lower Approach to LID 5 5A.23 5A.27/SA.33/5A.20/ 5A.23

5A.21
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DREDGE CUT SED SITEs E04STES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Hner Point 6.11 6.11 6.17 6.17/6.11

2. Gravel Point 6.14 6.19/6.20 6.17 6.17

3. Below Winona Railroad Bridge 6.17 6.19/6.20 6.17

4. Above Winona Raiiroad Bridge 6.16 6.19/6.20 6.19/6.2016.17

5. Island 71 and Boat Harbor 6.27 6.27 6.27

6. Lver Approach to L/) SA 6.27 6.27 6.27

POOL 7

DREDGE CUT NET) SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

I. Upper Approach to L/D 7 7.01 7.01 7.20 7.20/7.01

2. Drenbach 7.13 7.04 7.01/7.05/7.06/ 7.20/7.01/7.06!

7.20/8.06 7.0518.06

3. Dakota 7.12 7.04 7.06 7.06

4. Winter's Landing 7.11 7.04 7.06 7.06

5. Queen's Bluff 7.10 7.04 7.06 7.06

6. Richond Island 7.04 7.04 7.05/7.06 7.05

7. Lower Approach to L/D 6 7.06 7.06 7.06

POOL 8

DREDGE CIT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Warner's Landing 8.31 8.06 8.22/8.30 8.22

2. Crosbv Slough 8.01 8.06 8.22/8.30 8.22

3. Below Raft Channel 8.20 8.06 8.30 8.30

4. Head of Raft Channel 8.02 8.30 8.30

5. rownsville 8.30 8.06 8.30

6. Above Brownsville 8.17 8.06 8.30 8.06

7. Picayune Island 8.06 8.06 8.06

8. Root River 8.06 8.06 8.06

9. Sand Slough 8.15/8.06 8.06 8.06

10. LaCrosse Railroad Bridge 8.28/8.06 8.06 8.28/8.06

POOL 9

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Crooked Slough 9.34 9.41 9.47 9.47/9.41

2. Above Atchafalya 9.47 9.47/9.42 9.26 9.47/9.26

3. Lansing Upper Light 9.04 9.03/9.47/8.06 9.26 9.26/9.47/9.03/

9.28

4. Indian Camp Light 9.18 9.08/8.06 9.07 9.07/8.06

5. DeSoto 9.36 9.08 9.07 9.07/8.06

6. Head of Battle Island 9.33 8.06 9.11 9.11/9.33

7. Below Twin Island 9.20 9.15 8.06/9.11/9.33/ 9.15/9.11/9.33/

9.40/9.45 8.06

8. Twin Island 9.38 8.06 9.11/9.15/9.33/ 9.15/9.11/9.33/

9.40/9.45 8.06

9. Island 126 9.21/9.39 9.15/8.06 9.11/9.33/9.40 9.15/9.11/9.33/

8.06

10. Lower Approach to L/D 8 9.39 8.06 9.11/9.15/9.33/ 9.15/9.11/9.33/

9.40 8.06

POOL 10

DREDGE CUT NED SITES EQ SITES OTHERS SELECTED SITES

1. Upper Approach to L/D 10 10.33 10.02 10.03 10.02/10.03

2. HHillian Island 10.18 10.04 10.04

3. Wyalusing 10.01 10.01 10.24 10.01

4. Wyalusing Bend Light 10.20 10.01 10.24 10.01

5. McGregor 10.21 10.01 10.09/10.41 10.41

6. East Channel 10.09 10.09 *

7. Mississippi Gardens 10.30 10.40 10.09 10.40

8. Jackson Island 10.14 10.09 10.15/10.40 10.40

9. Hay Point 10.16/10.23 10.09 10.40 10.16/10.40

10. Lower Approach to L/D 9 10.17 10.09 10.40 10.17/10.40

...
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CHANNEL MAINTENANCE AND RIVER RESOURCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Formulation of Recommendations

2.013 When the GREAT I study was initiated, many problems covering a multi-

tude of aspects on the river were identified by the public, work groups, and
the Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission. Following the problem identifi-
cation and screening process (see the Plan Formulation Work Group (PFWG) Appendix
for more detail), the various GREAT I work groups addressed problems relevant
to their area of charge.

2.014 In November 1978, the work groups submitted their recommendations to
the PFWG. The PFWG reviewed the recommendations and passed the recommenda-
tions through a conflict resolution procedure. The recommendations approved
by the PFWG were published in the draft GREAT I report in the fall of 1979.

2.015 In April through August 1980, the GREAT I team reviewed the recommenda-
tions of the draft report and reworked them into their present form. Recom-
mendations received approval from the team through a consensus/caucus voting
procedure. If a recommendation did not re-eive approval through a concensus
of team members, the Federal and State representatives separated into respec-
tive caucuses to vote. Majority vote was sufficient in the caucuses to receive
approval. If the Federal and State caucuses did not agree upon approval of a
recommendation, it was not approved.

Alternatives, Including No Action

2.015 In the various stages necessary to receive final team approval, some
recommendations were revised, some combined, and some subjected to various
other manipulations. During this process, various alternatives were proposed.
Some alternatives became recommendations, others were combined with recommenda-
tions, while others were not adopted in any form. No documentation of formal
alternatives was done at any of the levels of decision-making. Therefore, the
only alternative available for comparison at this point is the no action alter-
native. The no action alternative for each recommendation would be non-implement-
ation of that recommendation.

INTERIM GUIDELINES

2.017 GREAT I has recommended the following Action Item to serve as interim

guidelines until the CMP can be fully implemented.

Action Item 2

Until the Corps of Engineers can gear up for full implementation of the recommen-
ded material placement plan (anticipated 1986), interim guidelines for dredged
material placement have been developed. The interim guidelines recommended are
basically the procedures GREAT I used in recommending placement sites to the
Corps of Engineers during the study.
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Purpose

The interim plan is to guide the Corps of Engineers in dredging and dredged

material placement through 1985. After 1985, full compliance with the GREAT

I Channel Maintenance Plan (01P) will be possible. What is provided is

a recommended procedure for the Corps and affected States and agencies to

follow when dealing %ith'dredging and dredged material placement.

Procedure

1. The primary guide for the interim is the long-range 01P approved

by GREAT I. The placement sites and methods detailed in the CMP

should be used in the interim whenever possible. Where the Corps

does not have control over approved CP sites, a systematic acquisition

program should be immediately initiated. The CMP has been thoroughly

evaluated and debated by GREAT and warrants highest priority.

2. When the CM? cannot be followed, the On-Site Inspection Team (OSIT)

should determine the best material placement method and site.

The OSIT and its procedures are described in detail in another section

of this report. This interagency team should have the experience and

perspective to make wise and viable recommendations regarding dredged

material placement.

a. Beneficial use sites have the highest priority when the C1P placement

sites cannot be used. Short-term beneficial uses for dredged material

may arise in the interim. If such uses do materialize, dredged

material should be provided whenever possible.

b. The second priority for placement site selection when the recommended

CM? sites cannot be used is placement of material on existing sites.

In such cases, the OSIT will specify what measures should be taken

to substantially limit erosion or secondary movement from such sites,

c. Temporary material placement sites and existing containment sites can

be used in the interim if the CI site is not attainable. However, as

specified in the CP, these sites should be emptied periodically to

assure the integrity of the dikes and the capacity to handle emergency

dredging volumes. If the OSIT concludes that a particular containment

site cannot be used without a high risk of further wetland loss, an

21



alternativ,;, site should be choscn.
3. When the Corps' equipment is not adequate or available for a given

project, privately-owned equipment should be sought and tile

recommended CIP site or the OSIT's highest priority site should be
used. All potential contractors should be directly contacted In such

cases.

4. Reduced-depth dredging should conrinue to be used and evaluated during

the interim period.

Summary

In the interim (1980-1985), the GREAT I CIP should le implemented whenever

and wherever possible. When equipment or cost limitations make use

of the (MP for a given site impossible, the OSIT procedure (as described

in this report) should be used to determine the best placement site and

method. Private equipment and reduced-depth dredging are to be used in the

interim where appropriate.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

2.018 The following Channel Maintenance and River Resource Recommendations,
as formulated h the GREAT I team, follow. The impacts of specific recommen-
dations are discussed in section 4.

22
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CHANNEL MAINTENANCE RECOMENDATLONS

Action Item 3

The Corps of Engineers should continue restoring and establisning main stem shoreline
protection on a yearly basis following the priority list prepared by GREAT I
(Dredging Requirements, Sediment and Erosion, and Fish and ,4ildlite Work Groups)
until completion. In place of funding and equipment capability on an as-available
basis only to perform these tasks, the specific authority and funding should be
provided to the Corps to stabilize a minimum of 5 miles annually.

Action Item 4

Average annual dredging quantities should be minimized through application of tech-
nically supported reduced-depth dredging and maintenance of minimum channel widths
suitable for navigation consistent with the following guidelines:

a. Dredging depths in approaches to rigid structures should be determined
by technically supported safety criteria.

b. Dredging depths at other locations should be determined based on poten-
tial for increase in frequency of dredging, impacts on the transportation indus-
try, and the demand for dredged material in the area.

A literature search and necessary supplemental research should be conducted to
document the impact of channel depth on required channel width to maintain
navigational safety.

Action Item 5

The Corps of Engineers should request the necessary appropriations to purchase
efficient dredging equipment to best accomplish all the objectives of the GREAT
I channel maintenance plan. Until this equipment is available, the Corps should
emphasize contract dredging to meet those objectives.

Action Item 6

In every case where in-floodplain placement of dredged material is proposed,
a quantitative analysis of the effects of that placement must be made. This
analysis must include a computation of the effect of any encroachment into the
floodway by assuming an equal degree of hydraulic encroachment on the other
side of the river for a significant hydraulic reach. Variances to State stand-
ards requiring an equal degree of encroachment should be considered where the
Federal Goverunent owns the land on both sides of the river within the signifi-
cant hydraulic reach. Until a quantitative analysis is conducted, the following
guidelines will be used:
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a. Dredged material should be placed out of the floodplain of the MIis-
sissippi River and tributary streams.

b. In those cases where in-floodplain placement is proposed, the material
should be placed in the flood fringe rather than the floodway or effective flow
area.

c. Placement in the floodway or effective flow area may be conducted on
a temporary basis and the material removed from the floodway before the sea-
sonal high water in accordance with written agreements between the State or
local floodplain regulatory agencies and affected landowners.

Action Item 7

Whenever reasonable, material dredged during channel maintenance should be placed
at areas accessible for removal for beneficial purposes. Where known demand
for dredged material exists, stockpile sites should be established to maxi-
mize the economic and social benefits made possible by having sand available
for beneficial uses. A process should be developed and approved by an inter-
agency management committee to quickly identify and use new placement sites in
order to satisfy new demands (either on a one-time or recurring basis) as
they occur.

Action Item 8

Temporary material placement sites will be used when private or Government
dredging capability to reach the GREAT I recommended channel maintenance plan
sites is not expected to be available before dredging is required. These sites
will also be considered for use in emergency dredging and imminent closure
situations as defined by GREAT I. In the selection and use of temporary sites,
the following criteria shall apply:

a. Temporary sites approved by GREAT I are listed in the rationale.

b. The annual notice will include a site plan for all temporary sites,
showing material placement and removal plans and appearance of the site after
its use.

c. Material stockpiled at these sites will be removed by the following
spring high water or, as soon as possible under time and/or equipment limita-
tions.

d. Material removed will be taken to the channel maintenance plan approved
sites.

e. Temporary placement sites are not endorsed by GREAT unless the material
is excavated before any additional material is placed. The additional amount
placed is not to exceed the volume removed.
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C~riteria 10r sediment and water quality as they relate to dredging and material
p)Icerntnt should be developed by the Environmental Protection Agency in consul-
tation with the appropriate State and Federal agencies. Using these criteria,
the States shiouLd develop uniform regulations for the control of dredging and
dredg-ed naterial placement activities, In the interim, the following guidelines
should be used to determine proper methods for dredged material placement.

a. An adequate bottom sediment data base at frequently dredged locations
stiould be developed and maintained.

b. It should be determined if the material to be dredged is contaminated
using 40 CFR 230, Interim Guidance for Section 404(b) of Puhlic Law 92-500,
Implementation Manual for Section 103 of Public Law 92-532, EPA's "Working
Guidelines for Sediment Classification" (Great Lakes Criteria), and any other
appropriate information in coordination with the affected States and agencies.

c. Contaminated dredged material shall be placed in an environmentally
safe containment area.

d. Uncontaminated material shall be placed in accordance with the GREAT I
channel maintenance plan. If the channel maintenance plan site cannot be used,
an alternative site shall be selected in coordination with the affected States
and agencies including using the On-Site Inspection Team process. Open-water
placement or beach nourishment may be considered as an alternative.

e. Water quality during dredging and placement activities should be
monitored whenever dredged material or supernatant is returned to the water.
Treated effluents shall be monitored for total suspended solids, turbidity, and
other appropriate parameters of concern. Open-water placement shall be moni-
tored emphasizing the use of indicator parameters, water quality standard
parameters, and toxic substance scans. Water quality and sediment monitoring
programs should be coordinated among affected States and agencies.

f. Where contaminated material cannot be adequately contained, appro-
priate warnings to recreationists shall be posted for a distance of 2 miles
downstream of the placement site. When contaminated materials are dredged,
designated recreation areas within 1,000 feet downstream of the dredging
operation should he posted.

Action Item 10

The Corps of Engineers should prepare and implement, after appropriate interagency
evaluation, site development plans for all historic and proposed dredged material
placement sites. The following guidelines should be used for preparation of the
plabs:

1. Use landscape architecture skills.

2. Prepare plans before on-site inspection team meetings.

3. Identify proposed uses and management.
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4. Consider equipment availability and mobilization.

5. Consider needs for revegetation.

6. Consider needs for erosion control.

Action Item 11

Bank stabilization and establishmaent of sediment traps above the Burlington
Northern bridge have been identified as viable alternatives for sediment con-
trol on the Chippewa River and should be further evaluated and implemented as
soon as possible.

Policy/Funding Item 1

Congress should continue to authorize tne maintenance of the navigation channel
to meet current and future needs of commercial navigation consistent with other
resource requirements.

Policy/Funding item 2

The necessary funding and personnel should be provided to the Corps of Eng(i-
neers for preparation of long-term plans to implement the GREAT I channel
maintenance plan. These long-term plans should include scheduling of neces-
sary interagency coordination, permit ap'plications, and land acquisition. Addi-

tional specific coordinating activities should be initiated when it becomes
apparent that dredging will be required during the dredging season.

Policy/Funding Item 3

Emergency dredging should be defined as dredging required to free a grounded
vessel or remove shoals in the channel as a result of a vessel freeing itself.
The emergency will continue only until an adequate channel dek~th and width,
as determined by the Corps of Engineers, is restored to allow vessel passage.

Imminent closure should be defined as:

a. The actual water depth is projected by the District Engineer to be
10 feet or less within 14 days or less.

b. The channel width is less than 85 percent of the normally maintained
width.

Policy/Funding Item 4

The Corps of Engineers should maintain sufficient dredging capability in the
St. Paul District to perform emergency and national defense dredging.
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Poiicy/Funding Itemn 5

The Corps of Engineers siiould attempt to sell drelged material to sand and

gravel companies.

Policy/Funding Item 6

The Corps of Engineers should change its policy and allow acquisition of private
lands for stockpiling of dredged material to implement the channel maintenance

plan and make material available for beneficial use.

Poiicy/Funding Iteia 7

State and Federal agencies should modify their laws and requirements to allow
creation and maintenance of interagency recommended recreation and fish and
wildlife enhancement witnin the floodplain and implementation of the channel

maintenance plan.

Policy/Funding Item 8

Congress should define the Mississippi River 9-foot navigation project as that
necessary to afford safe navigation for vessels with a draft of no greater than

9 feet.

Further Study Item 1

A demonstration dredging project should be conducted during 1980 or 1981 by the
St. Paul and Rock Island Districts of the Corps of Engineers to determine the
feasibility and cost effectiveness of accomplishing channel maintenance by:

1. Mechanical dredging with a backhoe directly loading onto barges.

2. Hydraulic .redging witih direct loading onto barges.

3. Mechanical unloading at material placement sites.

4. Hydraulic unloading at material placement sites.

Furtner Study Item 2

A plan should be developed to use the river's sediment transport capability to
cause necessary dredging requirements to occur near long-term placement sites

as environmentally and economically feasible.

Further Study Item 3

The Corps of Engineers should continue to develop computerized sediment transport
models of the Mississippi River 9-foot navigation system. As models become opera-
tional, they should be used to determine optimum depth for dredging at each dredge
cut, possible changes in the wing dam system, and other means for reducing dredg-

ing requirements.
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Further Study Item 4

The Corps of Engineers should initiate dredging at dredge sites below the con-

fluence of major bed load supplying tributaries when the technical relation-

ships indicate a high risk of potential channel closure. ihe Corps of Engi-

neers should monitor tne deltas at the confluence of such tributaries to

determine the technical relationships of delta conditions, hydrologic occur-

rences, and risk to downstream channel conditions. The relationships should

be applied to determine dredging activities. When a high risk of potential

channel closure is determined to exist, dredging should be accomplished witin

full consideration of the environmental impacts of toie dredging and material

placement.

Further Study Item 5

The condition of all wing dams and closing dams at all historic dredging sites

in the St. Paul District should be identified to determine the need for repair

and/or modification.

Further Study Item 6

To reduce dredging requirements, operation of main sten dams or construction

of low-head tributary dams to create a more favorable Mississippi River stage

in relation to tributary stages should be investigated.

Further Study Item 7

The Corps of Engineers should investigate the possibility of sand and gravel

companies accomplishing the dredging required for channel maintenance.

Further Study Item 8

The Corps of Engineers should continue monitoring dredging and material place-

ment activities to further determine impacts on water quality. Parameters

tested, as agreed to by an interagency cooLdinating committee, should be used

in correlation with the existing knowledge base and with site-specific sediment

and hydraulic characteristics to develop a predictive capability of water quality

impacts related to dredging and material placement. When such predictive capa-

bility is established, water quality criteria and standards should be reviewed

and revised.

Further Study Item 9

A follow-up to the Corps of Engineers "Streambank Erosion Site Inventory" should

be conducted cooperatively between the Soil Conservation Service and the Luorps

of Engineers to determine and classify streambank erosion sites not previously

identified. Alternatives for bank erosion control should be developed and analy-

zed for economic and environmental impacts. Implementation authority and cost-

sharing criteria should be developed so that control alternatives can be implemented.
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i3edload sediment entrapment structures (rock gabions, lowhead dams, etc.) snould
be constructed on lower reaches of intermittent or seasonally dry tributaries
on the Wisconsin side of Pool 3.

r'urther Study Item 11

iiverine disposal should be investigated where beneficial uses are unavailab'e
and secondary environmental impacts of riverine placement are less than impacts
at alternate placement sites. Tie investigations should be carried out at no
more tihan two sites and should be subject to the approval of the aff cted States.
Environuental impact conclusions sihould be considered site-specific unless proven
otnerwise.

Further Study Item 12

The feasibility of removing material from existing placement sites in the flood-
way, where there is potential for flood flow impacts, should be investigated.

Furtaer Study Item 13

When the need for transporting dredged material to an area of high demand has
been identified at a specific site, a feasibility study should be made to deter-
mine the best means of providing the desired material. Sources to be considered
for the material should include historic placement sites as well as proposed

dredging operations. All potential methods of moving the material should be
considered including rail, truck, pipeline, and barge. Such studies will in-
volve an environmental assessment of impacts.

Further Study Item 14

Private enterprise should be encouraged to explore the economic feasibility of

transporting sand from dredged material islands to the area of demand.

Further Study Iter 15

The feasibility of using riprap made with dredged material and cement should

be investigated.

Furtner Study Item 16

The potential beneficial uses of fine organic sediments should be studied. The
study should address the problems of contaminants and dewatering, often associa-

ted with fine organic material, and the possible effects dredging may have on
biological productivity at the dredging site.



SM. IIENT . I E:ROS 1 ON CONTROL RECOScIENDAT IONS

Action Ltem 12

Application of soil crosion control practices and/or best management practices
for nonpoint sources should De increased in the critical sediment source area
of tile Mississippi River to the extent possible, through the use of programs
administered by tile U.S. Department of Agriculture (Soil Conservation Service
and Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service) and similar State pro-
grams. Congress anC' the State legislatures should continue support of ongoing
programs. The Rural Clean Water Program should be extended and funded to the
level previously authorized ($400,000,000 per year).

urther Study Item 17

A concurrent two-part program snould be conducted in the GREAT I critical sedi-

ment source area to determine the feasibility of large-scale use of conservation
tillage farming systems to reduce the sediment yield to the Mississippi River.

Furthier Study Item 13

:;onitoring of sediment inflow from major tributaries should be continued and
additional stations established. The Corps of Engineers should review all trib-

utaries with a coordinating committee to establish priorities for additional

sediment sampling stations.

4ATER qUALITY RECOMMENDATIONS

Action Item 13

The Environmental Protection Agency should maintain a list of all substances
tnat would significantly threaten the riverine environment if a spill occurred.
The U.S. Coast Gaard should continue to develop and enforce regulations on the
shipment of hazardous materials including prohibitions, where necessary.

Action Item 14

Sanitary pump-outs and trash pickup points should be established in suitable

areas.

FISH AIND WILDLIFE RESOURCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Action Item 15

Each State and Federal agency contributing to the natural resource management
of the Upper Mississippi River should place more emphasis on the river by in-
creasing staff and budget allocations to the work on the fish and wildlife re-

sources on the river.
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Action Item 16

Gated culverts should be placed at the dike of lock and dam 4.

Action Item 17

A gated culvert should be constructed through tile dike of lock and darn 10 to
provide a water supply to tile waterfowl in pool 11.

Action Item 18

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should continue to upgrade and expand facili-
ties of the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife and Fish Refuge under the Bicentennial
Land deritage Program and ocher potential funding sources.

Policy/Funding Item 9

The Fish and Wildlife Service in coordination with the States and the Corps of
Engineers should develop and inplement a comprehensive p)lan for the management
of the Upper Mississippi River Wv'ildlife and Fish Rvfuge that considers all the
fisn and wildlife resources of tile area and consists of the necessary strategic
and operational components to make explicit toe background, authorities, and
justification for the refuge and objectives, policies, coordination measures,
and procedures by which it will be operated.

Policy/Funding Item 10

State and Federal natural resource agencies should cooperatively develop and imp-
lement their management programs so that tile Upper Mississippi River is managed
as an ecological unit.

Policy/Funding Item II

Congress should provide the Corps of iEn ineers with definitive authority and
additional funding to assist tihe Fish and Wildlife Service and States in accomp-
lishing fish and wildlife conservation and recreation projects on the Upper
Mississippi River.

Policy/Funding Item 12

Future Mississippi River management budgets should show, as separate line items,
programs that request funds to benefit recreation or fish and wildlife and are
not required to maintain tile 9-foot navigation project.

Policy/Funding Item 13

Beneficiary/user data should be developed and used by appropriate agencies in
managing water resources and developing cost allocation programs.



Policy/Funding Item 14

Unified management objectives (recreation, fish and wildlife, commercial, etc.)
should be developed for each pool or segment of pools. The development of
unified management objectives must be consistent with legislative mandates for
management of National Wildlife Refuges.

Policy/Funding Item 15

Organisms not native to the Upper Mississippi River corridor should be coopera-
tively analyzed to determine compatibility with the integrity of the native
communities before they are introduced.

Further Study Item 19

The feasibility of protecting critical backwater areas from sedimentation shouid
be studied.

Further Study Item 20

A program to evaluate dredging and island creation in backwater areas for rest-
oration purposes should be developed.

Further Study Item 21

The Weaver Bottoms rehabilitation proposal (Nielson et al., 1978) should be imple-
mented when it can be documented that the impacts, including those on flood stages,
water quality, biological productivity, and sedimentation, are acceptable to
the affected States and Federal agencies.

Further Study Item 22

The potential of using the Finger Lakes at the dike of lock and dam 4 as a
"1physical model" for backwater management techniques which have been and may
be proposed for the future should be investigated.

Further Study Item 23

The best means for reducing fine sediment flow into Big Slough (river mile 670.5,
Iowa) while keeping the-slough open to fishing boats should be determined and
implemented.

Further Study Item 24

The impact of altering the cuts between the islands separating Lake Onalaska
from the main channel of the Mississippi River should be investigated. Struc-
tural measures should be built if the results of the investigation determine
that the alterations would benefit Lake Onalaska.
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Further Study Item 25

Congress should provide funds to the Corps of Engineers to study the feasi-
bility of rehabilitating the Spring Lake area of pool 2.

Further Study Item 26

The monitoring program at Kruger Slough and Island 42 should be continued to
documient effects of opening side channels.

Further Study Item 27

The distribution of submerged aquatic vegetation, invertebrates (including
clam-s), bottom types and depths, and submerged physical features of the river
should be mapped.

Further Study Item 28

The means of controlling the pool water levels for the benefit of fish and wild-
life and recreation in harmony with the 9-foot channel project should be investi-
gated. If control is found to be feasible, the Corps of Engineers, Fish and
4Jildlife Service, and the States should pursue an agreement to implement this
practice. In the interim, fish and wildlife should be considered in pool fluct-
uations presently being done for other purposes on the river.

Further Study Item 29

Primitive or natural areas should be identified and follow-up designations made
where appropriate.

Further Study Item 30

Forest management should be considered in the Upper Mississippi River System
Master Plan.

Further Study Item 31

A study should be conducted to determine the most effective technique for
management of bottomland hardwoods for wildlife.

Further Study Item 32

The life history of the fisheries of the Upper Mississippi River should be studied.

Further Study Item 33

The Corps of Engineers, Wisconsin Departmen~t of Natural Resources, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, and Vernon County should develop an agreement for placing
culverts and openings side channels to Blackhawk County Park near Victory in pool
9.
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AESTdET ICS RECGOIENDA'IIONS

Policy Item 16

Scenic easements/acquisitions should receive a higher priority in conjunction

with the implementation of the Great River Road and other applicable State and
Federal programs.

Further Study Item 34

Aesthetics of the area should be protected as part of any management plan for

the Mississippi River.

CO01IERCIAL NAVIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Policy Item 17

So that operating regulations for fixed and opening bridges can be vigorously

enforced by the U.S. Coast Guard, the Act of August 18, 1864, Act of March 3,

1899, Bridge Act of 1906, and the General Bridge Act of 1946 should be amended

to provide for civil penalties in certain circumstances and for other purposes

as recommended by the U.S. Coast Guard.

Policy Item 13

Obstructive bridges should be rebuilt to provide adequate horizontal and verti-

cal clearances. The Truman-Hobbs Act should continue to be used in rebuilding
bridges on the basis of navigational needs and be amended to include:

a. Replacement or repair of bridge pier protection systems.

b. Benefits to land as well as marine interests. Since public money is
being spent, the total public benefit should be considered in benefit-cost

ratios.

Further Study Item 35

Congress should direct the Department of Transportation or the Corps of Engineers
to review Federal, State, and local regulations pertaining to commercial naviga-
tion, terminals, and support facilities with a view toward defining more clearly
the areas of jurisdiction and proposing the elimination of conflict areas as
appropriate.

Further Study Item 36

A study to identify acceptable fleeting areas to meet present regional shortages

and future regional needs should be conducted.
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Further Study Item 37

The Coast Guard should study the feasibility of establishing a marked : hannei
for commercial transportation vessels in Lake Pepin.

Further Study Item 38

The Corps of Engineers should conduct feasibility studies and make recommendations
to Congress which address projected capacity limitations at locks and dams 2 and
3 caused by demand increases for commercial and recreational craft.

Further Study Item 39

The U.S. Coast Guard should reassess its capability to operate and maintain the
navigational aid system within its currently available resources and seek addi-
tional capability if necessary.

RECREATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Action Item 19

Primitive recreational use sites should be maintained on an interim basis until
implementation of comprehensive management plans.

Action Item 20

"Lockage waiting areas" should be developed where suitable to reduce hazards
associated with recreational lockages.

Action Item 21

Detailed uniform recreational facility guides in a format which includes inf or-
mation unique to the Mississippi River (boating hazards, special regulations,
refuge management, locking procedures, etc.) should be provided.

Action Item 22

Uniform and/or upgraded signing of recreation areas should be provided.

Action Item 23

Control structures should be marked or modified where appropriate to reduce
hazards to recreational navigation.

Action Item 24

States should adopt and enforce uniform noise levels for recreation boats and

other vehicles.
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Action Item 25

A bikeway should be provided in conjunction with Great River Road developments.

Action Item 26

A system of canoe trails should be developed through selected backwater areas

as a feature of appropriate recreation planning efforts.

Action Item 27

The Fort Snelling back channel under the Mendota Bridge should be opened to
the picnic and swimming areas.

Action Item 28

State and Federal agencies concerned with boating safety should intensify efforts
to educate recreational boaters on rules of the road and lighting requirements
applicable to commercial and recreational vessels.

Action Item 29

The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, boating clubs, and others concerned witn boater
education, should intensify their education efforts on safety, navigation, and
hazards peculiar to vessel operation on the Upper Mississippi River.

Action Item 30

Rental agencies should be required to better brief their patrons on how to handle

their boats, river hazards, rules of the road, courtesy, and lockage procedures.

Action Item 31

Additional water patrol personnel should be assigned to the Mississippi River,
especially in heavily used areas and high accident areas. Coordination of enforce-
ment programs should continue.

Action Item 32

The "packing out" of trash should be encouraged through educational pamphlets,
programs, and signing.

Policy/Funding Item 19

Boathouse permits should be carefully controlled and enforced to prevent extended
residency, sanitary discharge, and aesthetic impacts.

Policy/Funding Item 20

The Corps of Engineers should monitor lockages to ensure the proper application
of existing lockage regulations and to identify specific problem areas.
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If problems are identified, consideration should be given to providing signage,
low power radio transmissions (AN, C8, and/or Marine) near the locks to dispense
information, and/or lockage waiting areas. Information on designated times
should be widely publicized.

Policy/Funding Item 21

digh impact recreational development such as large power boat accesses or marinas
should be discouraged in or adjacent to areas identified as exceptionally good
for hunting, trapping, and fishing or "closed refuge areas."

Policy/Funding Item 22

River management agencies should increase their efforts to work together coopera-
tively in undertaking site specific intensive recreation surveys and continuous
annual sample data collection for input into a recreation resource monitoring
program. Methods developed by the GREAT I and GREAT 11 Recreation Work Groups
should be used in these efforts.

Policy/Funding Item 23

A diversity of recreational opportunities should be provided within the river
corridor in developing any management plans.

Policy/Funding Item 24

Publicly owned recreational boat launching accesses should be maintained or
relocated.

Further Study Item 40

The Corps of Engineers in coordination with the Fish and Wildlife Service and
the States should develop and implement a recreation master plan for the Upper
Mississippi River system.

Further Study Item 41

A determination should be based on unified resource management objectives (Phase
1 of Recreation Master Plan Development) of the feasibility and acceptability
of recreation sites listed in Exhibit 6 (of the main Report) to determine which
should be further funded for implementation to meet existing recreational demand
and need. When determined appropriate, specific recreational developments should
be immediately implemented.

Further Study Item 42

Water surface use in pools or portions of pools where conflicts exist should be
identified and zoned. No wake zones or restricted use areas should be established
in constricted areas and/or where heavy recreations use occurs.
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Further Study Item 43

Further studies which focus on the economic and social benefits and environ-
mental impacts of private leases on Federal land should be conducted. Such
leases should be phased out when a needed public use can be demonstrated.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Action Item 33

Detailed topographic and hydrographic maps of the Upper Mississippi River
bottomlands in the GREAT I area (at a scale no smaller than 1:12,000; or 1
inch equals 1,000 feet; on an orthophoto base with a contour interval of 2
feet) should be produced.

Action Item 34

Water resource projects on tributaries of the Upper Mississippi River in the
GREAT I area should address:

a. Project-induced potential changes in tributary discharges during floods.

b. Project-induced potential changes in the bed load sediment transport
capability of the tributary stream.

Policy/Funding Item 25

Uniform standards for floodplain management should be developed for States and
municipalities along the GREAT I portion of the Mississippi River. Changes in
enabling legislation may be necessary.

Further Study Item 44

Funds should be provided to the Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission to study
the feasibility of mathematical models for floodplain management, including the
Compound Stream Flow Model, and to develop a model(s) based on the findings
and recommendations of the study.

CULTURAL RESOURCES RECOMMENDATION

Further Study Item 45

A comprehensive cultural resources inventory of known sites in the GREAT I area
should be done as input to future management decisions.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION RECOMMENDATION

Action Item 35

The Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission should encourage and coordinate
efforts to develop information and education programs for the Upper Missis-
sippi River. Such programs should focus on the multiple uses and values of

the resources.

ONGOING PLANNING/COORDINATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Action Item 36

The agencies represented in GREAT I, by letter of agreement, continue to coordi-
nate implementation of the channel maintenance plan and all other iT.ylelaentabl-
recommendations through the continuation of an ongoing interagencY imanagement

coordination team. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Corps ofl Engineers
would be the initial cochairs. Chairmanship would then be rotated among parti-
cipating agencies. Participation in this activity will be staffed and funded
by individual agency contributions. Agencies will request additional appropria-
tions within existing programs where necessary to accomplish this effort.

Action Item 37

As part of the above activity/organization the following coordination mechanisms
should be used:

a. The interagency On-Site Inspection Team recommended by GREAT I should
be continued to provide consultation in the site-specific implementation of the
channel maintenance plan and to aid in resolution of new problems which may
develop during the annual dredging seasons. Exhibit I [:of the Main Report] shows
guidelines for continuation of the on-site inspection team.

b. A channel dimensions review committee should be established, consisting
of representatives of the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Coast Guard, the navigation
industry, and representatives from other concerned State and Federal agencies
that have expertise in hydraulics or vessel navigation requirements. The task
of the committee will be to review industry needs for channel widths and advise
the Corps of Engineers in establishing acceptable channel widths and thus guiding
dredging operations at affected sites.

c. The existing independent Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee
is encouraged to participate in the ongoing interagency management coordination
team. It is suggested they evaluate their role in this effort and participate
in a manner they feel appropriate.
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Action Iteum 38

Monitoring of GREAT I implementation from an independent citizen perspective
should be continued by the M-innesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission. The
States of Minnesota and Wisconsin should fund this effort as a work item of
the MWBAC.

Action Item 39

The Upper 'Mississippi River Basin Commission through its Great River Study Com-
mittee should develop a total river resource management plan. As resources
for this plan, the Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission should use the pro-
ducts of GREAT's 1, 11, and III and the master plan reports as well as other
relevant data.

Policy/Funding Item 26

As part of the ongoing monitoring of GREAT I recommendations, the guidelines
adopted by the Upper Mississippi River B~asin Commission are endorsed and re-
printed below:

1. Tne final team report of each GREAT shall be submitted to the Commission
through the Great River Study Committee for a 45-day field and public review. The
Commission staff will distribute it appropriately.

2. The chairman of thie Commission shall convene at least one public hearing
at the conclusion of the review of each GREAT report. The public will be pro-
vided a 30-day period following the hearings to submit additional statements
to twe Chairman.

3. The results of the review - all comments, suggestions for revision,
and the transcript of hearings - shall be referred to the Great River Study
Committee for consideration and resolution. The Great River Study Committee
will prepare a transmittal report including results of the review for Commission
approval and subsequent submission to the Water Resources Council.

4. Until and unless the Commission determines to include the GREAT Products
as components of the CCJP, the Commission will not require the preparation and
filling of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). However, EIS's may be re-
quired for specific major actions. Such EIS's will be prepared and filed by the
appropriate implementing agencies.

5. The GREAT reports shall be submitted through appropriate channels to
Washington and to the State governments by the Commission, the Corps of Engi-
neers, the participating Federal agencies, and the States.
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6. The Commission, through its Great River Study Committee, shall monitor

progress of the States and Federal agencies in implementing the recommendations
of this process to the public and the Congress.

The Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission adopted the above guidelines to
direct the activities of the Great River Study Committee and the Commission in
the coordination of implementation of the reports of GREATS I, II, and 111.

Further Study Item 46

The Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission should examine the feasibility of
using the Geographic Information System (GIS) as a land and water use manage-
ment tool.

Further Study Item 47

Land ownership and management responsibilities within the river corridor should
be documented.
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3.000 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

GENERAL

3.001 The GREAT I study area covers the reach of the Upper Mississippi
River from the Head of Navigation in Minneapolis, Minnesota, downstream
to Lock and Dam 10 at Guttenberg, Iowa, approximately 244 river miles.
Also included in tne study area are the lower 24.5 miles of the St. Croix
River, the lower 14.7 miles of the Minnesota River, and the lower 1.4 mile
of the Black River.

3.002 The Mississippi River flows through the major metropolitan area of
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota, at the upper end of the study area. This
section of the river is restricted between steep bluffs and stabilized banks
and has few backwater areas. The Minnesota River joins the Mississippi
River between the Twin Cities. Because it drains predominantly agricultural
lands, the Minnesota River contributes a major load of fine sediments to the
Mississippi River.

3.303 Below St. Paul, the Mississippi River widens and develops an exten-
sive system of backwater lakes and sloughs along with the navigation pools
behind the locks and dams. The St. Croix River, which has relatively high
water quality, joins the Mississippi River at Prescott, Wisconsin, about 20
miles downstream of St. Paul.

3.004 Downstream of the St. Croix River, the Mississippi River continues
to widen with extensive backwaters and rich wetland habitat until just
soutn of Red Wing, Minnesota. Here the river forms Lake Pepin, a river
lake dammed behind the Chippewa River delta. Below the delta, the Mis-
sissippi returns to a single main channel with a wide floodplain of exten-
sive backwaters. The Chipp2wa River contributes a large volume of coarse
sand sediments to the Mississippi River.

3.005 The Mississippi River continues its flow downstream through its wide
floodplain bordered by high bluffs to the end of the study area at Gutten-
berg. The river and its backwaters provide significant habitat for hundreds
of species of fish and wildlife. Many of these backwaters are part of the
Upper Mississippi W4ildlife and Fish Refuge. The relatively wild character
of the river's floodplain through this reach is significantly interrupted by
only three metropolitan areas - Winona, Minnesota, and La Crosse and Prairie
du Chien, Wisconsin.

3.006 The Mississippi River is an important transportation corridor. The
9-foot navigation channel extends to Minneapolis. Two railroad lines (the
Burlington Northern and Milwaukee Road) follow the river valley on either
side from below the study area up to the mouth of the St. Croix River. Major
roads also follow the river for the most part, with U.S. Highway 61 in Minne-
sota and State Highway 35 in Wisconsin being the two most important.
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3.007 In the G'RLAT L studv a rca, th M Miss i .ss ippi i i )!r d d it. tr IilLir i,

drain an area of almos t 80,000 square miles: 4 ,000 squarc -m1iI, s ifl Miiilu-
sota, 32,000 square milus in 4isconsin, and the remainder in Soutit Dakota
-nd Iowa. From the headwaters to Lock and Dam 10, the Mississippi drops almost

60 percent of its total fall.

3.008 Man's impact on the Mississippi and its ecosystems increased as the

river grew in importance as a trade route. Modifications for navigation

on the Mississippi River began as early as 1822 when the Federal Government

authorized removal of snags, shoals, and sandbars; excavation of rock in

several rapids; and closing off meandering sloughs and backwaters to confine

flows in the main channel and thus to assure more adequate depths for naviga-
tion in times of low water. The River and Harbor Act of 1878 authorized a

4' 2 -foot channel on the river; this was increased to a 6-foot channel by the
River and Harbor Act of 1907. The additional depths were obtained primarily

by construction of rock and brush wing dams which were low structures extending

radially from the shore into the river for varying distances to constrict water

flows. c7onstruction of Lock aad Dam 2, coin~leted in 1930, further provided for

tile 6-foot ctiannel.

3.009 in 1930 Congress authorized the 9-foot Channel .navigation Project on tile
Upper Mississippi River between the mouth of the Missouri River and Minneapolis,

Ainnesot,&. lae autnorizing legislation provid-d for a 9-foot deep navigation
channel to be achieved by constructing a system (,I locks and dams supplemented
by dredging. The 9-foot navigation project had a p:ofound effect on the Upper

Mississippi. Tile most _app-aent effect of the project was the conversion of
approximately 125,000 acres of forest, fields, and meadows to marshes and open

water and the conversion of 552 miles of a comparatively natural free-flowing

river system to standing pools and marshes. This habitat alteration resulted in

changes to both distribution and population of flora and fauna species.

3.010 The physical changes vary wlthin each navigation pool. Three distinct
zones may generally be observed in each navigation pool. In the upper ends of

the pools, conditions are much as they were prior to the project except that
water levels are more constant. Islands and watercourses off the main channel

are prominent. In mid-pool, water now covers what was once river islands and

meadows, forming large areas of marshes and shallow water. In the lower ends

of the pools immediately above each dan4 a lake-like condition exists. (Chapter
3 of the Main Report provides additional information on tie study area. Iost of

the Work Group Appendices also present descriptive information on the GREAT I

area.)

FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES

Effects of Man's Alteration of the River

3.011 Man has significantly altered the habitat and the fish and wildlife

resources of the Upper Mississippi over the last 160 years from tile earliest

navigation modifications to the present lock and dam system. Prior to man's

alterations, the Mississippi River was a free-flowing river meandering across

its floodplainchanging the face of the area with each new channel cut or each

oxbow cut off from the river.
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.12 \ -ry [itt le intormat ion is avaii:Ible on the habi tat o1 tile Miss issippi
ixiver and iLs floodplain prior to man' s alterations. lhe ear' st reports
indicate that the 'Aississippi River bottomlands wo.re primarily wooded, with

:mn fn dcep s loughs and hundreds of lakes and tonds scattered throughout the
botto"iands. ipoundment of tre river al ter construction of the locks and
dai:is a!Iratically changed tie river bottom nabitat.

3.013 initial impoundment flooded bottomland forests, wet meadows, agricultural
lands, sloughs, portions of the main channel, and other habitats along the river.
In addition, other lands adjacent to the pools came under public ownership The
initial flooding reduced bottomland forest acreages. However, the new pub c
lands have been managed over tne last 40 Years to allow vegetative succession.
The result is that bottonland forest acreages are now comparable to what they
were in pre-impoundment days along the Upper Aissi. sippi River. As a result of
the creation of the navigation pools and vegetative succession, open areas such
as agricultural land, brushland, and wet rreado.s have been reduced to less than
a third of their pre-impoundment acreages.

3.014 The creation of the navigation pools significantly increased aquatic habi-
tat, especially sloughs, lakes, ponds, and marsh habitats. These habitats in-
creased in area over 65 percent from pre-impoundment conditions. This increase
is most evident in the lower and middle reaches of the navigation pools.

Species Diversity

3.013 The many diverse aquatic habitats provided by the Mississippi River
and its backwaters support a great variety of fish. Approximately 100 species
nave been recorded in the GREAT I study area; 36 species are abundant or common.
The Aississippi River supports a sport and a commercial fishery, with some species
such as catfish (Ictalurus spp.) contributing to both. The more popular and sought-
after sport fish are the bluegill (Lepomis n'acrochirus), crappie (Pomoxis spp.),
white bass (Morone chrysops), largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), walleye
(Stizostedion vitreum), sauger (S. canadense), and catfish. The four major commer-
cial species include carp (Cyprinus carpio), buffalo (Ictiobus spp.), catfish,
and freshwater drum (Aplondinotus grunniens). The average annual commercial catch
exceeds 11 million pounds. Chapter 6 of the Fish and Wildlife Work Group Appendix
provides a more detailed discussion of the fishery resources of the Upper Mississippi.

3.01' The Mississippi River supports 48 known species of mussels. These include

the Sphaeriidae (fingernail clams), which are usually less than one-half inch in
length, and the Unionidae, which re much larger. The fingernail clams are abund-
ant and serve primarily as food for waterfowl and fish. Larger mussels have been
used in the past for the pearl button industry and presently in the cultured pearl
industry. Their populations have been greatly reduced for a number of man-related
reasons. Chapter 6 of the Fish and Wildlife Work Group Appendix contains a more
detailed discussion of the mussels of the Mississippi River.

3.017 The diversity of habitat along the Mississippi River also provides for a
great diversity and abundance of wildlife. A number of factors contribute to
this diversity and abundance. The river valley is part of the Mississippi Flyway,
resulting in an abundance of bird species present during migration and on through
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the nesting season. Further, the river valley lies in the ecotone btwtfl tnl,
eastern hardwood forests and the prairies. This results in an overlap of species

common to these two biomes. A tabulation of wildlife forms gives an indication
of the richness of the wildlife resources. There are 51 species of mammuals, of
which 36 ar2 common. Nearly 300 species of birds frequent the stud'. area, with
100 species nesting there. There are 43 species of reptiles and amphibians.
Chapter 7 of the Fish and Wildlife Work Group Appendix contains a more detailed

discussion of tnese wildlife resources.

Habitat Types

3.018 The following is a summary of the habitat types most common to the Upper

Mississippi River in the GREAT I study area. More detailed discussions of these
nabitats can be found in Chapter I of the Fisn and Wildlife Work Group Appendix.
If the habitat can be readily classified under Circular 39, Wetlands of the United
States, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the type wetland under which it would gen-
erally be classified is noted. The definitions of the wetlands found in the study
area can be found in the Fish and Wildlife Work Group Appendix.

Aquatic h1abitat

3.019 River Lakes and Ponds - These areas, broadly referred to as "backwaters,"
are often connected with the river at normal river stages. Backwaters character-
istically have little or no flow, relatively shallow depths, and a bottom layer
of silt and sand. They vary in size from several acres up to thousands of acres.

3.020 A diversity of fish species use the backwaters for all life functions. Pre-
dominant commercial species are catfish, carp, and bigmouth buffalo, while typical
sport fish are northern pike, largemouth bass, crappies, and bluegill. Deeper
water areas with sufficient flows in this habitat type provide wintering areas
for many of these species. An increasing problem is advanced eutrophication in
many backwater areas resulting in excessive plant growth and low dissolved oxygen
levels, thus restricting fish use of these areas.

3.021 River lakes and ponds are also used by migratory water birds including ducks.
geese, herons, and a large group of less numerous species. Resident wildlife using
these aquatic environments are furbearers such as muskrat, beaver, mink, and otter.
The type of use that these areas afford includes the full range of life cycle
activities for waterfowl and most other resident species. They further serve
as feeding areas for migratory species.

3.022 River lakes and ponds generally are classified as Type 4 and 5 wetlands

under Circular 39.

3.023 Side Cnannels - Side channels are departures from the main channel and

main channel border with current during normal river stages. Side channels
typically occur in the upper and middle pool zones and range from fast-flowing
watercourses to sluggish,winding streams.
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3.024 The bottom type usually varies from sand in the upper reaches to silt
in the lower, with aquatic vegetation common in the shallower areas having silty
bottoms and moderate to slight current.

3.02i Nearly all fish species of commercial value, such as channel catfish, carp,
buffalo, and freshwater drum, use this habitat throughout the year. Sport fish
such as largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, bluegill, and crappie use side channels
for all life functions. These areas provide rearing and wintering for northern
pike and white bass.

3.026 The predominant wildlife species using side channels are resident furbearers
(muskrat, beaver, mink, and raccoon) who use these areas as travel corridors and
as feeding and den sites. Occasionally, a valuable area for wood duck brooding
or nesting is found along side channels in bottomland forest.

3.027 Sloughs and Side Streams - Sloughs and side streams are relatively narrow
branches or offshoots of other bodies of water, characterized by mud bottoms, abund-
ant aquatic vegetation, and little or no current at normal water stage.

3.028 Bluegills, bullheads, largemouth bass, and carp are the predominant species
found in this habitat year-round, although several other species depend on these
areas as spawning and rearing grounds. Sloughs are similar in value to side channels
for various commercial species such as carp and buffalo.

3.029 Wading birds use sloughs and side streams extensively for feeding. These
areas provide valuable brood and nesting sites for migratory waterfowl such as
wood ducks and are common den and feeding areas for furbearers.

3.030 Sloughs and side streams would generally be considered Type 3 or 4 wetlands
under Circular 39.

3.031 Main Channel - The main channel includes only the portion of the river in
which large commercial craft can operate. It is a minimum of 9 feet deep and 300
feet wide. A current nearly always exists, varying in velocity with water stages,
and the bottom type is primarily determined by current. The upper section within
a pool usually has a sand bottom, changing to silt over sand in the lower section.
Most of the main channel is subject to scouring action during periods of rapid water
flow and by passage of towboats in the shallower stretches.

3.032 Fish species associated with main channel habitat are those adapted for swift
currents; deeper open water; and coarse sand, gravel, or scattered rock bottom.
Freshwater drum and channel catfish are common commercial fish which use this habi-
tat for spawning, feeding, and wintering. Predominant game fish using this habitat
are walleyds, sauger, smallmouth bassand white bass. Main channel habitat provides
valuable deep-water wintering areas for nearly all species in the river, particularly
the commercially valuable species.
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3.033 Wildlife use of the main channel is restricted to birds, primarily fish-
eaters such as gulls, bald eagles, and ospreys. Generally, wildlife use of the
main channel is limited because of the continued disti~rbance from commercial and
recreational navigation and the unstable bottom type tiat does not generally per-
mit growth of aquatic organisms used by wildlife in other sections of the river.

3.034 Main Channel Border - This zone lies between the 9-foot channel and the
main riverbank, isLands, or submerged definitions of the old main river channel.

3.035 The bottom is mostly sand along the main channel border in the upper sec-
tions of a pool and silt in the lower. Although little or no rooted aquatic
vegetation is present, the rock substrate of the wing dams, closing dams, and
shoreline protection devices associated with the main channel border are excellent
habitat for walleye, sauger, smallmouth bass, and other species of fish.

3.036 The main channel border is a primary habitat for freshwater mussels, a
food source for aquatic furbearers. Furbearers generally use this area as they
do side channels and sloughs for feeding, and the banks occasionally serve as
den sites.

3.037 Shore and wading birds use the shallow waters within the main channel bor-
der for feeding. Some waterfowl use can also be noted, mainly by wood ducks and
mallards.

3.038 The variety of cover, food, and general habitat values provided in the
main channel border permits use by a wide diversity of species on a year-round
basis. Conditions determining the degree of use by various species depend on
season, river stage, and accessibility to other habitats.

3.039 Tail Waters - Tail waters include the main channel and main channel bor-
der in the area immediately below the dams which are affected by turbulence
of the passage of water through the gates of the dams and out of the locks. These
areas change in size according to water stage. The bottom is mostly sand and
gravel. It is similar to natural river rapids except for deep scour holes below
dams.

3.040 Available food sources and fast, highly oxygenated water are among the
factors that make tail waters valuable fishery habitat. This habitat type has
allowed the survival of paddlefish and sturgeon which were displaced by inunda-
tion of the natural river. Such habitat also provides spawning, rearing, and
wintering areas for walleye, sauger, yellow perch, catfish, freshwater drum, and
white bass.

3.041 Compared to the other habitat types, the tail waters probably receive the
least amount of use by wildlife. Use is limited to gulls, eagles, and osprey
feeding. In the winter when most of the water surface is ice, these areas remain
open and are used as feeding areas by the raptors that overwinter in the area.
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Terrestrial ,iabitat

3.042 Bottomland Hardwood Forest - The bottomland hardwood forest of the Upper
Mississippi River system most clearly resembles the pre-impoundment natural river
configuration. Presently, the majority of the forests lie in the upper and middle
pool zones. This habitat includes areas which are seasonally flooded but generally
well-drained during the growing season. Terrestrial vegetation is typically
hardwood forest overstory composed of elm, maple, willow, ash, and cottonwood
over 30 feet nigh. Typical understory is composed of nettle, poison ivy, wild
grape, woodbine, dogwood, chokecherry, and tree seedlings.

3.043 Bottomland forest areas have some value to fish. When these areas are
inundated, they provide spawning habitat for northern pike, channel catfish,
yellow perch, carp, and buffalo, pl s marginal feeding habitat for largemouth

bass, bluegill, and walleye.

3.044 The bottomland forest also provides habitat for tree-nesting ducks (such
as wood ducks and mergansers), raccoon, white-tailed deer, cottontail rabbit,
fox, tree squirrels, songbirds, upland game birds, salamanders, frogs, snakes,
and turtles.

3.045 Bottomland forest is generally classified as Type I wetland under Cir-
cular 39.

3.046 Meadows and Prairies - Meadows and prairies, typically 7ound on the peri-
meters of tne middle zone of the pools, are low-lying areas dominated by grasses,
rushes, and sedges, which are seasonally flooded, and which have w~tpr-Gacurated
soils at or are saturated within a few inches of the surface during the growing
season., These areas are generally old hay meadows that were formerly farmed.

3.047 Adequate water depths for fish use are usually present in these areas only
during high water events and thus limit the utility of these areas as fishery habi-
tat. Predominant fish species which utilize these areas when inundated are those
which require fairly dense vegetation and shallow water for spawning.

3.048 Meadows and prairies provide valuable pairing, nesting, and feeding habitat
to migratory waterfowl. Raptorial birds feed throughout these areas. Deer,
pheasant, wild turkey, squirrel, mice, songbirds, and various other wildlife use
this habitat type.

3.049 Meadows and prairies along the Mississippi River are generally classified
as Type 1 or 2 wetlands under Circular 39.

3.050 Agricultural Lands - Agricultural lands are generally those areas in pri-
vate ownership that are not normally saturated with water and that have little
standing water, with the exception of spring flooding in low-lying areas. These
areas serve as secondary food sources for upland wildlife. Wildlife use is similar
to that of meadows and prairies. These areas are generally too high and dry to
serve as fishery habitat.
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3.051ofUrban Habitat -The urban environment has a profound effect on wildlife
using the Upper Mississippi River in that urban encroachment tends to eliminate

muc ofthediversity and, therefore, number of wildlife species using tfiat area.
Occasionally, adaptations by different wildlife species to thle urban environ-
ment have occurred. This is the case with the increased incidence of urban mallard
and Canada geese flocks in and around the cities and towns along the river.

Aquatic - Terrestrial Intertace

3.052 Shorelines - Despite the loss of extensive terrestrial acreage as a re-
suit of impoundment, habitat diversity within the river corridor greatly in-
creased as many miles of shoreline were created. At tile confluence of land
and water, a number of habitat requirements are present for fish and wildlife.
Numerous species and numbers of both fish and wildlife are present in this area,
because of the ecotone or edge effect created by the presence of such a variety
of habitats.

3.053 Sand - This habitat is composed of bare or sparsely vegetated sand.
Sandbars or shoals are commonly found along the sides or on the downstream
ends of islands and along main or side channels. This habitat type receives
primary use from smailmouth buffalo for spawning and feeding habitat for walleye
and sauger, although numerous other species may use this habitat in association
with other hs'hitat types.

3.054 Turtles use sandy shorelines for nesting and resting. Wading birds occas-
ionally also use these areas for feeding.

3.055 Mud - Areas of bare mud or vegetated mud flats are generally found in off-
channel areas and are exposed to seasonal water level fluctuations. Fish use
of mud flats is limited by water levels and direction of flooding. Mud flats
are used by wading birds and ducks as feeding sites.

WATER QUALITY

3.056 The Mississippi River serves many uses. Each of these uses requires river
water of an appropriate quality. Aquatic life requires the water quality to be
high enough to meet individual life requirements. Recreationists generally demand
water of high aesthetic quality. Industrial users have still different require-
ments.

3.057 A variety of substances determine and/or affect the water quality of thle
river. Some of the more important include domestic or municipal waste discharges,
storm sewer discharges, agricultural runoff, and industrial discharges. i1ajor
tributaries such as the Mlinnesota, Chippewa, and St. Croix Rivers have a marked
effect on the water quality of the Mississippi River.
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3.058 Because of its large population and physical size, the Twin Cities
metropolitan area has a significant effect on water quality in and downstream
of the metropolitan area. Approximately 100 dischargers are within this area.
In addition, the Minnesota River contributes high loads of suspended solids to
tfle river.

3.059 The water quality of the Mississippi does not improve significantly until
the St. Croix River enters at Prescott. The St. Croix is of relatively high
quality and dilutes the more polluted Mississippi River leaving Pool 2 and the
metropolitan area. Also, settling in Spring Lake and reaeration at Locks and
Dam 2 improve water quality as the river leaves the metropolitan area. Water
quality conditions generally improve downstream. Some industrial and municipal
dischargers cause localized water quality degradation. Another major tributary,
the Chippewa River, carries a significant load of coarse sediments into the Mis-
sissippi River in Pool 4. The Water Quality Work Group Appendix gives a more de-
tailed discussion of the water quality of the Mississippi, Minnesota, and St. Croix
Rivers within the GREAT I study area.

3.060 PCB's (polychlorinated biphenyls) present a serious problem in the Upper
Mississippi River. Used extensively in many commercial and industrial products
and subsequently released into the environment, PCB's are very persistent and
pose a threat to human health. PCB levels above the Food and Drug Administration
limit for fish used for human consumption have been found in Mississippi River
fish. The Water Quality Work Group Appendix presents a more detailed discussion
of the PCB and other hazardous material problems.

3.061 Water quality regulations on the Mississippi, St. Croix, and Minnesota
Rivers are administered by the individual States; the Environmental Protection
Agency has review authority over these regulations. Each State has its own set
of water quality standards generally based on water quality criteria developed
by the Environmental Protection Agency. The Water Quality Work Group Appendix
contains a detailed discussion of water quality standards. One of the major
problems concerning water quality regulation on the Mississippi River is the
difference between the regulations of the affected States. Because the States
have used different approaches in designating water uses on the river and develop-
ing standards to protect these designated uses, the regulations and water quality
criteria for the river are inconsistent between Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER FLOODPLAIN

3.062 The Mississippi River floodplain contains the channel and adjacent areas
that are qlbject to periodic flooding. For planning and regulatory purposes,
the floodplain is defined as the area covered by the 1-percent chance (100-year
frequency) flood. In the GREAT I area, the floodplain contains over 255,000 acres
along approximately 244 river miles between St. Paul and Guttenberg.
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3.063 During the Pleistocene ice age, advances and retreats of iuc lobes
were largely responsible for the formation of the present floodplain of the
Mississippi River and its tributaries. Later, (lacial River Jarren enlarged
the valleys of the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers beyoid the apparent needs
of present-day discharges. The river valleys partially refilled with glacial
outwash sediments (sand and gravel) as the glaciers subsided and River Warreni
dropped.

3.064 Almost 40 percent of the Upper Mississippi River floodplain is covered
by open water, in the main channel, backwater sloughs, and lakes. Aquatic and
marsh vegetation such as arrowhead, bulrushes, water lilies, and associated
plants cover another 57,000 acres (22 percent). Most (26 percent) of the remaining
unprotected floodplain is composed of mixed bottomland hardwoods, willows, and
cottonwoods. Only about 18,000 acres (7 percent) of the floodplain has been
developed, mostly for agriculture.

3.065 The bottomlands usually flood, at least for a while each spring, when the
combination of melting snow and heavy precipitation increasesrunoff. The months
of highest flows and flooding are March through July.

3.066 The floodplain primarily serves as the means for floodwaters to move down-
stream. Floodplains serve as both channels of flow and storage areas for flood-
waters. As flood runoff increases in volume and the river overtops its natural
banks, the effective flow area of the floodplain conducts floodwaters downstream.
The backwater or fringe areas of the floodplain hold floodwaters in storage. The
water is gradually released as flooding diminishes. Any blocking of effective
flow areas or loss of storage areas may increase flood stages and cause additional
damage.

3.067 The science of floodplain management recognizes and attempts to preserve
the efficiency of the floodplain for conducting and storing floodwaters. State
agencies have initiated floodplain management programs that are aimed at prevent-
ing flood destruction through restrictions on floodplain use. State enabling
legislation has required local units of government to adopt floodplain zoning
ordinances. These ordinances describe permitted and non-permitted floodplain
uses and place limits and restrictions on future floodplain development. For
more detailed information on the floodplain and existing floodplain regulations,
see the Floodplain Management Work Group Appendix.
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RECREATION RESOURCES

Introduction

3.068 The northern section of the Upper Mississippi River provides numerous
recreation opportunities for residents of the region. Even before Congress
authol'7ized the 4 -foot channel in 1878, the river provided the opportunity
to boat, fish, hunt, etc. However, in the early 19th century, recreational
uses were fpw. Today, millions of recreationists use the river. This in-
crease in recreation has resulted from such variables as larger regional
populations, changed standard of living, increased leisure time, and im-
proved navigation and recreation features.

3.069 A significant portion of today's recreational activity results
from the improved navigation opportunities for large pleasure craft and
improved fish and game habitat resulting from the higher water levels
created by the locks and dams. The 9-foot channel project provides water
surfaces ideally suited for water-associated recreation activities. In
addition to a deeper navigation channel, 13 pools or man-made lakes were
created, extending for a distance of about 224 miles and forming many
marshes, swamps, open sloughs, backwater sloughs, intermediate small
lakes, and large open expanses of varying depths. Within the water
areas, the environment is ideal for spawning grounds for fish, nesting and
rearing areas for waterfowl, and breeding grounds for aquatic furbearers.
Water depths and conditions are suitable for movement of river-going
yachts, sailboats, houseboats, speedboats, one-man skiffs, and canoes.

Niunerous areas are suitable for swimming.

Resource Demand

3.070 Because of the quality and quantity of river resources, projected
recreation demands are substantial. Visitor days are estimated to increase
49.8 percent over the next 50 years. Boating and fishing constitute the
greatest portion of the demand (77.5 percent projected for 2025). The
largest incremental increase in demand is expected to occur between 1980
and 1990, with an average annual increase of 4 percent projected from 1990
through 2025. Pools 4 and 6 are estimated to receive the greatest pressure
for public use, while Pools 3, 8, and 9 will support moderate level demands.
For details, see "GREAT II Public Use Projection, Revised February, 1978"
in the Recreation Work Group Appendix.

Some User Characteristics

3.071 The user characteristics in Table 3 are taken from the findings of
a study of dredged material disposal site users. This group of users is
one of the largest on the river. Approximately 352,000 users used 130
dredged material disposal sites in 1978.

3.072 Almost 88 percent of the users surveyed said they enjoyed using
dredged material disposal sites and would like to see more of these
islands created. As a general recreation experience, the majority (55
percent) of surveyed users preferred to relax in natural areas where
few outdoor skills are required and where there is no supervision or
control of any activities. Most visitors stated that sandy beaches



TABLE 3
USER CHARACTERISTICS

Charac tI i t-it j c Percent

Residence of klUsers

Mlnuesota 40
Wisconis n 34
Iuwa 16
Illinois 9
Other

Total 100

Recreation Craft Used
Runabout 50
Houseboat 27
Cabin Cruiser 12
Fishing Boat 8
Canoe 2
Pontoon Boat 1

Total 100

Most Important Activity
Boating 40
Camping 12
Swimming 16
Fishing 8
Other 18

Total 100

Occupation Classes
Professional 24
Business 22
Housewife 11
Student 9
Other 34

Total 100

Trip Costs
Less than $30 46
$30 to $150 36
More than $150 18

Total i00

Length of Stay
Daytime Visit 32
Overnight Stay (8

Total 100

Time of Visits
Weekdays Only 5
Weekends Only 38

Weekdays and Weekends 57
Total 100

First Time Users 13

Did Not Use Locks During Most Trips 68

Did Not Dcr.t :::,riria Space 6

(1) Overni'ght users reported more use on islands than on shore, usually
camping on board.
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(45 percent), adequate water depth (19 percent), uncrowded conditions

(13 percent), and safe swimming (11 percent) were the most important

criteria in choosing a place to stay. For more information on river users,

see the Recreation Work Group Appendix.

Recreation Resource Supply

3.073 Over 12,000 acres of developed and over 15,000 acres of undeveloped

recreation lands (not including dredged material islands (beaches)) are in the

Upper Mississippi River area. Facilities include boat-launching ramps,

marinas, camping areas, picnicking, trails, interpretive areas, and fishing

piers. For a detailed breakdown of existing facilities, see the Recreation

Work Group Appendix.

3.074 Recreational opportunities/facilities are in good supply. However,
many of these facilities are unevenly distributed and some may be of less

than acceptable quality. Many existing resources require major renovations

or changes in management to make them suitable for increasing use.

Recreation Resource Needs

3.075 Recreation resource needs are generally measured by the type and

amount of facilities required to provide for the projected or anticipated

demand estimated by appropriate managing agencies. The Midwest, like

most other regions, is generally experiencing increased demand for recre-
ation resources. The Recreation Work Group has analyzed future recreation

needs of the Upper Mississippi River. The Recreation Work Group Appendix

summarizes the needs of the study area and presents a pool-by-pool analysis
of needs. Much of the projected need can be met by upgrading and/or expanding

existing facilities.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

3.076 Even before the arrival of European s,2ttlers in the floodplain of
Lhe Mississippi River, the are- as inhabited by people with rich and
diverse cultural traditions. lnKnown numbers of American Indian groups
used the river and its environs for transportation, settlement, food
procurement, and ceremonial burials.

3.077 The prehistory of the Upper Mississippi River region begins with
the final retreat of glaciers more than 10,000 years ago. The first in-
habitants followed a cultural tradition termed "Paleo-Indian." These people
were nomadic hunters, exploited big game animals for food, lived in small
seasonal encampments, and used stone for tools and weapons. They were
succeeded by people of the Eastern Archaic tradition, who used a wider
range of smaller animals and plants to form their subsistence base and in
some areas made tools, weapons, and ornaments of native copper.

3.078 No until the appeara ce of the Woodland tradiioton, betwoen 1500
and 1000 B.C., did strongly differentiated cultural tr iditions bein t(,
appear. The begirning of the Woodland Period is characterized by the
first appearance of pottery and the first evidence f,,r bijri,il of the
dead in earthen mounds. One of the most elaborate of Nirt h Amri i '.;
Indian cultures, the flopewellian, was present in this ir tro; 110 .C.

to A.I). 100, during the Middle Woodland Period. TIhe li-st widespicti
ciltuiiral tradition, the Mississippian, beganl ibomit A.I). 1 )On) .,i)I l.sted
until the historit period. The historic period ho.' us sith ili it l Iix
of Frc cit tid British traders into the rcb'in, l , w hl P- ,rivil]
ofiI LuroIean settIers and the grow ti of towos .11( it it
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3.079 Much information about the prehistoric and early historic in-
habitants of the Upper Mississippi River flao"lain has been lost.
Agricultural activity, floodplain constmetion, the operation and
maintenance of the navigation pools, aa dredged material disposal
have destroyed sites and structures. Although many sites have been
recorded and protected, the potential is very high for the presence of
unrecorded archaeological and architectural resources. The Corps has
surveyed a majority of the historical disposal sites.

3.080 As of May 1979, 43 sites (6 prehistoric and 37 historic) in the
Mississippi River floodplain were on the National Register of Historic
Places. An additional 18 sites in Minnesota, 15 in Wisconsin, and at
least 12 in Iowa are listed either in the site files of the respective
State historical societies or in publications dealing with historic
and prehistoric resources. Included in these listings are the Hastings
Historic Residential District, Effigy Mounds National Monument, Overhead
Archaeological Site, Old Frontenac Site, and a number of structures in
Prairie du Chien.

3.081 Because large areas of the Mississippi River floodplain have not
been systematically surveyed for archaeological sites and standing structures,
it is difficult to estimate how many site locations cnuld be affected by
proposed dredged material disposal sites or other activities recommended
by GREAT I. Intensive surveys of project areas and testing of cultural
resources will be necessary to determine potential impacts. Survey, test-
ing, and mitigation of significant cultural resources would fulfill Federal
agency obligations established by Executive Order 11593, the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation's ""rocidures for the Protection of
Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 CFR Part 800), and the Archaeological
Conservation Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-291).

3.032 A literature search and records review of the area should be conducted
to delineate known and potential cultural resources which may be affected.
The St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, is planning to conduct a litera-
ture survey of the GREAT I area (independently of the GREAT I study). Upon
completion, the results of this research will be available through the St.
Paul District Office.

SOCIAL PROFILE

Political Boundaries

3.083 The Upper Mississippi River basin above Guttenberg encompasses most
of Minnesota, the western portion of Wisconsin, the northeastern counties
of Iowa, and the northeastern tip of South Dakota. The boundaries extend
33P miles from north to south and 360 miles from east to west.

3.084 Many small cities, including 71 urban areas, are directly on the
Mississippi River. Some of these municipalities are in the floodplain
and experience some seasonal flo ding. Prairie du Chien and Winona ex-
perience regular flooding.
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j33 Ninetten count iLs in the bisin horder the river. Only four are
:Prc ominant1v ur. a; t he rsv'S i ro rural , with the land largely used for
'r i ' 1 tl r . The proper t ii of laind jrea used for f a rmii was 80 percent

in IG74, down from 88 percent in 1969. howver, rural distinction is not
v LnvnioLIs with farm. While the area is still used for farming, the gain
i i population is largely non farm'., rural settlement. This gain reflects
thK nitoral trend for migration from the large cities into smaller towns
thot provide the security and stabi litv not found in the urban areas. The
,te:-uind for rural settings requires easily accessible metropolitan areas,
which takes the scenic rrver area particularly desirable, especiallv in
Minnesota and Wisconsin.

DLomographics

3.086 The river counties were settled primarily by Germans and Scandina-
vians over 100 years ago. The residents are third and fourth generation
settlers; and, increasingly, migration into the basin "Americanizes" the
et'inic culture that once dominated.

3.087 The basin has 4.1 million inhabitants; 44 percent reside in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). In
1970, 2.2 million people lived within 50 miles of the river. The majority
(1.8 million) were concentrated in the Minneapolis-St. Paul SMSA. The
two largest urban areas outside the SMSA, LaCrosse and Winona, had 1970
populations of 51,153 and 26,438, respectively.

3.088 Duri-g the next 40 years, the small cities are expect-d to increase
in population more rapidly than the SMSA. Winona is expected to nearly
double in population, Hudson to increase by eightfold, and Hastings to
triple. This pattern of development is anticipated to increase in rural
counties surrounding the SMSA. Although the median age of river county
residents (30.0) is consistent with the general population, farmers are
mar'.edly older, with a m-'ian age of 50.0 years, nearly a generation older
than the average population.

3.089 Racial distribution is 99 percent Caucasian. American Indians
(Sioux and Winnebago) live in river communities and on open reservation
lands. Approximately 200 Sioux reside on or near the Prairie Island
Indian Reservation. The Winnebago tribe, estimated at about 50 members,
owns reservation land near Hokah, Minnesota, on the Mississippi River.
Most of the members live in Hokah or on nearby farms. Few other minority
groups are represented in the basin.

Utilities

3.090 Electrical power is provided by two hydroelectric power plants, six coal-

fired plants, and three nuclear plants, all located on the Mississipjpi, Minnesota,

Chippewa, and St. Croix Rivers. The water supply comes from the basin rivers

and groundwater wells. While rural areas rely on septic tanks for waste disposal,

large cities in the basLn have installed central waste disposal systems. Because

heating is necessary for one-thLrd of the year, fossil fuels are essential to

the area. Oil, gas, coal, and wood are used for beatin'.
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Business and Industry

3.091 Agriculture and dairying are dominant industries in the Upper
Mississippi River basin. Wisconsiu leads the Nation in dairy production,
and Minnesota ranks fourth. Grain production in the region contributes
corn, soybeans, and oats to the Nation's economy. Surplus crops are
shipped by barge, truck, and rail to many ports, but only barge shipping
allows easy access to international ports. Grain is also processed locally
into flour and other grain products that are distributed nationally. The
basin provides forest products such as Christmas trees, lumber, veneer,
railroad ties, pulpwood, and paper.

3.092 Between 1969 and 1974, the basin counties lost an average of 571
farms each year. This loss hat been 188.6 farms each year. Wisconsin's
rural counties follow with an average loss of 161.6 farms. Iowa has an
average loss of 1,-0.4. The urban counties of Wisconsin and Minnesota re-
flect a reduced loss, largely because of their previous non-farming land
use. While counties lost a number of Farms within their boundaries, the
average acreage per farm has moderately increased. From 1969 to 1974 (a
period of high inflation and increased land acquisition), the average farm
increased by 15.4 acres. Of course, urban counties continue to experience
a reduction in the size of farms, reflecting continui-g urban development.
Consistent with a national trend (Beale, 1978) toward part-time farming,
24 percent of those who farm held other principal occupations in 1974.
However, the majority (24,232) of basin farmers are still principally
farmers. The nationwide movement to part-time farming reflects the at-

tractiveness of rural lifestyles coupled with urban jobs.

3.93 Manufacturing, construction, and social service occupations con-
tribute jobs for local residents. Beale (1978) presents national trends
of increased demand for health and public services which, he says, rerlect
the changing lifestyles of rural Americans. The increases in these services,
as well as increases in building construction, will continue as the basin's
population grows.

Tourism

3.094 The river provides water-oriented outdoor recreation for the tourist
industry. Camping, boating, fishing, and hunting are within an easy drive
for many of the basin's residents, the river's most frequest users. (Recre-
ation use is presented in the Recreation Work Group Appendix.)

Commerce and Transportation

3.095 Commercial transportation consists of serveral "modes" - waterway,
rail, highway, air, and pipeline. The Upper Mississippi River commercial
waterway is of tiajor interest to GREAT I, although rail and highway modes
are also important.

3.096 The Mississippi River has historically been a commercial waterway.
In 1930, Congress designated the Upper Mississippi River as a Federal
navigation project, although it served commercial navigation long before
that. Commercial waterway transportation on the river remains important
today, nationally as well as regionally. The Upper Mississippi River water-
way is part of a highly integrated transportation system which links the
Upper Midwest with the rest of the country and the world. Railroads, highways,
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pipelines, and airlines also service the region, each mode of service either
competing with and/or complementing the waterway to various degrees in
the movement of products into and out of the region.

3.097 The waterway's towboats, barges, fleeting areas, and terminals pro-
vide vital services to the economy of the region. ferminals are maintained
in the majority of urban areas along the river. Firms that depend heavily
on the river's commercial transportation often maintain riverside facilities.
In the GREAT I area, the Upper Mississippi River and its navigable tributaries
contain approximately 89 commercial docks and terminals that ship and receive
a wide variety of products.

3.098 Behind those docks are the farms, factories, storage facilities, and
refineries which depend on them. Employment related to these industries
forms in important element of the regional work force. The ramifications
of commercial river transportation reach deeply into the economy of the entire
Upper Mississippi River region.

3.099 The waterway mode of commercial transporation has a unique advant.ge
in that it can hande large volumes of commodities per transport. Bulk
commodities are best handled by barge, and this mode is often the only one
practical to handle large equipment.

3.100 Although the navigation season is limited by climate, the commercial
transportation system on the Upper Mississippi River handles 56 percent of
the area's grain exports, 41 percent of the area's fertilizer, and 28 percent
of its refined petroleum products. Additionally, one-third of the people in
the region receive electrical services derived from barged coal.

3.101 The river is e::pected to increase in importance for regional and
national commercial transportation of many commodities. Water transportation
is generally more economical for bulk commodities and is more fuel-efficient.
Demand for commercial river transportation based on commodity forecast will
show a steady increase. Most of the increase has come from raw agricultural
products being marketed in the South for export and coal being shipped north
(see the Commercial Transportation Work Group Appendix).

3.102 Commercial traffic is limited, economically, by the supply of conmlodities
and their market demand. The economic advantage of commercial waterway trons-
portation over other modes depends, to some extent. on the reliability of prompt
delivery. Unnecessary delays in grain shipment south for export or in
delivery of fertilizer for the planting season cost money and damage the
economy.

3.103 The St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, maintains a system of 13
locks and dams as well as tie 9-foot navigation channel. The locks and dams
.ire essential c mplements to the 9-foot navigation channel . The authorized

-fot ch, nel is the most important factor enabling commerical transportation
to , Xi. St on the Mississippi River. About 36 sites on the Upper Mississippi
RiVr require periodic dredging to allow passage of commere al vessels. Wing
,lik,; ind b,ink stabiilization projects aid the dredging effort by increasing
',, ,, it ies an1d keepiiu, cuts aligned. Dimensions and alignment of the channel
11 t- t V1,,st, ori -rirmlilce aind, therefore, the economics of the venture.

I. [U'. l. dr,inr, prce ' ire Mr frequencv would have to change very little if
Ii. ' , Pmll r r, 1 r.lii;p 'r-t it Oll i1 this sect io of the river lncreaised . I.o k ii



capability and fleeting areas would have to be expanded, but the navigation
channel is capable of handling additional traffic in the manner that an
underused highway can handle more cars; i.e., physically, there is room for
more traffic. Locking and fleeting capacity is growing more slowly than the
growth in barge traffic (see the Cormercial Transportation Work Group Appendix).

3.105 If the economic system favors commercial waterway transportation
more heavily in the future, locking capacity would be the first limiting
factor and would have to be increased. Control of commercial transporta-
tion on the Upper Mississippi River is shared by about 50 State and Federal
agencies plus numerous local governments and commissions. This overlapping
authority is often confusing and remains a major concern to industry. For
more detailed information on commerce and transportation, see the Commercial
Transportation Work Group Appendix.

CHANNEL MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

3.106 The locks and dams were designed and constructed to provide a minimum
depth of 9 feet for navigation. Programmed operations of each lock and
dam are projected and followed to continously provide this depth. In spite
of all planning efforts, annual maintenance dredging of the navigation channel
to remove accumulated sediment is necessary to permit passage of vessels re-
quiring 9-foot draft.

3.107 In order to maintain authorized channel dimensions, material is removed
from the navigation channel by either hydraulic or clamshell dredge. A hydrau-
lic dredge momentarily suspends the shoaled materials by means of a cutterhead,
draws the material into a centrifugal pump, and pumps the material through a
combination of floating pipe and shore pipe to a placement site. A clamshell
dredge collects the shoaled material in a clamshell bucket and casts the
material into a barge or fump scow. The barge is then transported to a
placement site, and the material is unloaded onto shore.

3.108 Based on the historic period 1956 through 1975, an average volume of
approximately 1.2 million cubic yards of material is dredged each year
at approximately 35 different locations. In recent years, these averages
have been reduced significantly because of low-flow seasons, reduced-width
and -depth dredging, and increased site monitoring. For the 5-year period
1975 through 1979, the average annual dredging volume has been 600,000 cubic
yards at an average of 22 sites. It is anticipated that the trend towards
lower dredging volumes will continue, with a continuation of the close moni-
toring of channel conditions and with reduced depth and width dredging unless
abnormally high-flow conditions are experienced.

3.109 The St. Paul District has three primary units stationed on the Mississippi
River. The U.S. Dredge WM. A. THOMPSON is a 20-inch hydraulic unit with an at-
tendant booster barge with a maximum reach capability of 4,800 feet of floating
pipe and 2,000 feet of shore pipe. The U.S. Derrickbarge HAUSER is a 4-cubic
yard clamshell unit with attendant plant which allows barging of the material.
The Cranebarge WADE, a 3-cubic yard clamshell unit attendant plant to the HAUSER,
normally rehandles the material to an on-land site. Additional attendant plant
to the HAUSER includes four tender launches, two bulldozers, and six barges
capable of direct unloading plus three barges with bottom dumping capability.
The U.S. Dredge DUBUQUE, a 12-inch hydraulic unit, includes reach capability of
1,600 feet of floating pipeline and 800 feet of shore pipeline.
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3.110 The n.irmal sequence is to dredge routine maintenance sites from
Winona, Minnesota, upstream to Minneapolis, Minnesota, with the Dredge WM.
A. THOMPSON during May and June. During June, July, and August, the dredge
works downstream into the Rock Island District. The Dredge THOMPSON
normally returns to the St. Paul District in October and dredges any sites
that may have shoalea during the navigation season. The Derrickbarge
HAUSER dredizes where rock, low bridge clearance, and remote placement
site requirements are encountered during the period of May through October
and performs structural maintenance and miscellaneous dredging thereafter.
All dredging is normally terminated by mid-November due to inclement weather.

3.111 As specified in the enabling legislation, the following are the minimum
widths of the channel at low waters:

(1) Mississippi River - Guttenberg, Iowa, to Hastings, Minnesota: 300 feet.

(2) Mississippi River - Hastings, Minnesota to Minneapolis, Minnesota: 200 feet.

(3) Upper Saint Anthony Falls Pool: 150 feet.

(4) St. Croix River - Prescott, Wisconsin, to Stillwater, Minnesota: 300 feet.

(5) Minnesota River - Up to Savage, Minnesota: 100 feet.

3.112 Provision is made for additional widths on bends. Currently, channel
widths on bends are maintained to a maximum width of 500 feet. In 1977, a survey
of the navigation industry, done in conjunction with the GREAT study, provided
preliminary recommendations for channel width at bends. Results of this survey
are used as a guideline for maintenance dredging width determination. Individual
site adjustments are made based on field experience.

3.113 In the past, dredging has normally been accomplished to 9 feet, plus an
additional 4 feet of overdepth, for a total of 13 feet. The purpose of the over-
depth dredging is two-fold. First, past experience has shown that the navigation
channel has closed within days after reaching a depth of 10 feet. This rapid
change in depth is due to subsequent shoaling and/or bottom effect of motor vessels
or barges. Therefore, channel dredging overdepth of 2 feet is provided for channel
stability. Secondly, an additional 2 feet of overd-pth is provided to compensate
f or subsequent shoaling that could occur prior to response by Government or
contract plant to assure the integrity of the channel and to maximize cost ef-
fectiveness.

3.114 During the period 1974 through 1979, a program of reduced depth dredging
was accom'-lished in conjunction with the GREAT study. Dredging depths were
varied between 11, 12, and 13 feet, based on recommendations provided by qualified
hydraulic engineers. Reduction of dredging depth decreases the initial dredging
quantity which subsequently reduces the magnitude of environmental effects. How-
ever, if the reduction in depth only increases the frequency of dredging without
reducing the average annual volumes, reduced dredging depths would not be beneficial.

3.115 Initial short-term results of thl- program have veen very successful, with
the exception of several sites. However, experience has been gained through a
relatively short period which included several low-flow seasons, and the long-term
impact on dredging frequency cannot be determined. This program is expected to
continue with all proposed dredg-"ng sites undergoing a hydraulic engineering re-
view of the dredging depth.
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3.116 The St. Paul District performs general sonar surveys for an entire

pool before detailed surveys of shoaled areas are accomplished. Advance

notice of potential sites based on the general surveys with a degree of

probability of dredging are provided to interested agencies. Every effort

is made to provide at least 14 days advance notice with detail surveys,

dredge cut layout, and proposed placement site prior to dredging, with

the exception of critical and emergency dredgings. In some instances,

the coordination lead time prior to initiation of maintenance dredging has

been extremely short due to rapid channel condition changes and to the

logistics of determining the actual condition prior to effecting the re-

quired maintenance.

3.117 On-site inspections of potential disposal sites with representatives

of the interested agencies are made prior to dredging to accurately identify

highly sensitive environmental areas that would be adversely affected if

infringed upon by dredged material. Recommendations made at these inspec-

tions are considered in the final determination of the placement site within

the capabilities of available dredging equipment and maintenance funding.

DISPOSAL SITES

3.118 GREAT I undertook a series of disposal site identification and

selection actions that are explained in Section 2 of this document, in the

Channel Maintenance Appendix, and in the Plan Formulation Appendix. As

explained in Section 2, on pp. 13-15, the final set of alternative disposal

sites from which the recommended channel maintenance plan sites were

selected comprised the NED sites, EQ sites, comoromise sites developed

by the Plan Formulation Work Group, and sites identified by the GREAT I

team in the final selection process. These sites are described on the

following pages. GREAT I has not developed site plans for the use of these

sites. In the near future, site plans will be developed for the recom-

mended disposal sites.

Upper St. Anthony Falls Pool

3.119 U.OI - This is a 4-acre site in Minneapolis lying 500 feet from 
the

river on the right bank at river mile (RM) 855.7. The site lies on the flood

fringe, has been used for disposal in the past, and the material is removed

for beneficial use by the City of Minneapolis.

3.120 U.02 - A 3-acre disturbed area in Minneapolis lying adjacent 
to the

river on the right bank at RM 857.1, this site is in the flood fringe. Material

placed at this site would be removed for beneficial use by the City of Ain-

neapolis.

3.121 U.03 - This 7-acre site, previously used for disposal, lies on the

left bank at RI1 854.7 in iUinneapolis. It is out of the floodplain, and material

placed on this site would be removed for beneficial 
use by the City of Minnea-

polis.

Pool 1

3.122 1.01 - A 3.5-acre area in Minneapolis lying on the right bank of the

river at RM 853.0, this site has been used for 4isposal in the past. The City

of Minneapolis removes the deposited material for beneficial use.
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3.123 1.02 - This 4.5-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 848.3
was used for past disposal and is sparsely vegetated by grasses and shrubs.
The site lies within the floodway.

3.124 1.03 - A 6-acre area on the right bank of the river at RM 849.5, this
site was used previously for disposal and is sparsely vegetated by grasses
and shrubs. The site lies within the floodway.

3.125 1.07 - This 11.5-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 851.2
was used for disposal in the past, is sparsely vegetated by grasses and
shrubs, and lies within the floodway.

3.126 1.10 - This is a 1-acre open water site near the left bank of the
river at RM 847.7. The purpose of disposal there would be to create an

island for recreational craft use as a lockage waiting area.

Minnesota River

3.127 M.03 - This is a 7-acre site lying on the right side of the river at
104 13.7. It is about 6,000 feet from the river, is a.Type 1-2 wetland
(grasses and sedges), and is bounded by similar habitat. It is accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 4 and 5.

3.128 M.06 - This site covers 24 acres lying 2,500 feet from the river on the
right side at RM 11.4. It is a low-lying area disturbed by an adjacent gravel
quarry operation. This site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3.

3.129 M.25 - This 5-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 4.8 is
vegetated by grasses and brush and is adjacent to areas of bottomland hard-
woods. It is directly accessibly by hydraulic dredge from Cut 2.

3.130 M.26 - This 3-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 14.4 is
vegetated by grasses and shrubs and bounded by grain terminal developments.
It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 5.

3.131 M.27 - A 19-acre area on the right bank of the river at RM 0.7, this
site is vegetated by bottomland hardwoods and has been used for some disposal
in the past to a small extent. The site lies on a small terrace between the
river and the bluffs. It is directly accessibly by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.132 M.28 - This site covers 18 acres on a 100-acre island created by a
cutoff channel at RM 4.4. The site has been used for disposal in the past
and is vegetated by grasses and herbs. The remainder of the island is bottom-
land hardwoods. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from
Cut 2.

3.133 M.30 - This site is a 65-acre limestone quarry lying 0.8 mile from
the river on the right side at RM 11.0. It is not accessible by hydraulic
dredge from the river with existing equipment.

Poil 2

3.134 2.02 - This 69-acre disturbed upland meadow site lies 1,000 feet from
the river on the right bank at RM 836.5. The site is bounded on two sides
by highways and railroads and by similar habitat on the third. The site is
within reach by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7. It would be difficult to gain
pipeline access to the site because of intervening roads and railroad tracks.

3.135 2.05 - An irregularly-shaped 43-acre area on the left bank of the river
at RM 832.7, this site is upland meadow being invaded by woody vegetation with
interspersed areas of Type 1-2 wet meadow. Bounded on the west by the river and
on other sides by roads, industrial development, and upland meadow, this site
is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 6.
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3.136 2.10 - This 25-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 832.7 lies
500 feet from the river. It is an old manure disposal site for the South St.
Paul stockyards bounded by roads and vegetated by herbaceous plants and
some invading woody species. This site is accessibly by hydraulic dredge
from Cut 6.

3.137 2.13 - This is an 18-acre site adjacent to a barge terminal on the
right bank of the river at RM 836.0. Parially forested Type 1 floodplain
forest and wet meadow, the site is bounded by the barge terminal, the river,
and Type 1-4 wetlands. It is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.138 2.14 - This 110-acre portion of the Holman Field (St. Paul Downtown Airport)
expansion is primarily Type 1-2 wet meadow with a 30-acre Type 3-4 marsh. It
is accessible )y hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.139 2.15 - This 25-acre area on the north end of Holman Field at RM 838.1
is highly disturbed and has been used for disposal in the recent past. Because
of past use and airport expansion plans, this site has limited capacity. It
is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 7 and 8.

3.140 2.16 - A 5-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 840.3, this
is a disturbed area used for past disposal. The site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cut 9. However, due to the location and size of the
site, it is more suited to mechanical dredging and disposal.

3.141 2.18 - This is a 17-acre commercial sand and gravel stockpile site on
the left bank of the river at RM 843.4. It is bounded by the river, two roads,
and a disturbed wetland. Use of this site would require mechanical dredging and
disposal.

3.142 2.24 - This is a 15-acre site on three separate small islands on the
right side of the river at RM 823.4. These islands have been used for previous
disposal and are partially vegetated by bottom and hardwoods. On the back side
of the island are large areas of Type 4-5 wetlands that constitute the upper
end of Spring Lake. Continued use of this site would encroach on these wetlands.
This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 4.

3.143 2.25 - This is a 9-acre site on an island on the left side of the river
at RM 823.5. Previously used for disposal, the island is partially revegetated.
On the backside of the island are Type 3, 4, and 5 wetlands. Continued use of
this site would result in expansion into these wetlands. This site is directly
accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 4.

3.144 2.30 - A 3.5-acre area on a dredged material peninsula extending upstream
from Lock and Dam 2, this site is vegetated primarily by shrubs and small to
medium size trees. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.145 2.35 - This 25-acre upland meadow and pastureland site on the lower end of
Lower Grey Cloud Island at RM 820.0 is used for grazing and some crop production.
is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 2 and 3.

3.146 2.37 - This site is a 7-acre abandoned fly ash pit on the left bank of
the river at RM 841.5. Although the site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from
Cut 9, its size and location make this site more suitable to mechanical dredging
and disposal.

3.147 2.40T - This is a proposal to develop a site on the inside of the bend of th
river at RM 837. Development of this site would involve construction of a sheet-
pile bulkhead in the river with disposal behind the bulklhead. This site would he
directly accessible by hydratilic dredge from Cut 7.
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St. Croix River

3.148 SC.01, .03, .04, .05, .06 - These are a series of small islands adja-
cent to the channel at Hudson, Wisconsin, between RM 16.6 and 17.2. The
islands are 7, 1, 1, 1, and 5 acres, respectively. They are in various stages
of revegetation by willow brush, lack the adjacent marshes typical of many
Mississippi River islands, and are heavily used by recreationists. These
sites are directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3.

3.149 SC.07 - This is an open water site between an island and the Wisconsin
shore at RM 17.4. The purpose of disposal there would be to close off a bay
from much of the river to create a backwater type situation, something unusual
on the Lower St. Croix River. This site is accessible by hydraulic dredge

from Cut 3.

3.150 SC.lI - This is a 2-acre site on Catfish Bar, an open sandbar on the
left side of the river at RM 11.6. This site is directly accessible by hy-
draulic dredge from Cut 2.

3.151 SC.12 - This 17-acre old disposal site on the lower delta of the Kin-
nikinnic River is almost entirely revegetated by willow and small cottonwoods.
It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.152 SC.13 - This 9-acre site on the upper end of the Kinnikinnic River delta
site is old disposal and sandbars revegetated by willows and young floodplain
forest trees. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.153 SC.14 - This 1-acre disposal island below the Kinnikinnic River delta
at RM 6.1 is privately-owned and has been revegetated by willows. Disposal
would increase its size. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge
from Cut 1.

3.154 SC.15 - This is a 4-acre open water site at the southern tip of the
Kinnikinnic River delta. The site would extend the delta and potentially
connect it with the island that is site SC.14. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.155 SC.16 - This is a 2.5-acre open water site off the Point Douglas Beach.
The objective of disposal at this site would be to create an island as a com-
plementary swimming area to the beach on Point Douglas near the mouth of the
St. Croix River. Use of this site would require mechanical dredging and disposal
of the material.

3.156 SC.18 - The purpose of disposal at this 4-acre open water site near the
Minnesota shoreline at RM 18.0 would be to extend an exposed sandbar into the
right shore of the river at RM 13. This site is directly accessible by hydrau-
lic dredge from Cut 3.

3.157 SC.21 - This is a beach nourishment site at the Lake St. Croix Beach
public beach on the right shore of the river at RM 13. Use of this site would
require mechanical dredging and disposal of the material.

3.158 SC.22 - This isa generic site comprising potential use of the material at
the lldson Lakefront Park beach, upgrading of Lakefront Park, and use of a cur-
rently undeveloped beach in North Hudson. The communities are just beginning
the process of developing park plIns. Use of t I is 1it, woi I (I rqI i rc, mochin ia1

,r,.,t 'iu and dlispos I of tIe m;it'riHIl.
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3.159 SC.24 - This 16-acre site at the Alan King Generating Station in Bay-
port, Minnesota, is disturbed and adjacent to the plant's coal pile. Use of
this site would require mechanical dredging and disposal of the material.

3.160 SC.26 - This site is the Point Douglas Public Beach. Material would
be placed here for beach nourishment. Useof this site would require mechanical
dredging and disposal of the material.

3.161 SC.27 - This site is at Afton State Park. Material would be used in the
park for fill or for beach nourishment. Use of this site would require mechani-
cal dredging and disposal of the material.

3.162 SC.28 - This 10-acre site on the left side of the channel at RM 17.4
is an old disposal island nearly devoid of vegetation and heavily used by
recreationists. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3.

Pool 3

3.163 3.07 - This 15-acre site on the right side of the channel at RM 799
consists of a 9-acre old disposal island, partially revegetated, plus 6 acres
of open water on the back side of the island. This site is directly accessible

by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.164 3.09 - This is a 35-acre rectangular site lying approximately 1,500 feet
from the river on the Wisconsin side at RM 799.6. This site is mainly open
grassy area with about 30 percent forest cover. The area is classified as a
Type 1 wetland. It is bounded north and south by similar habitat. The land-
ward side is bounded by railroad and the riverward side by a road and backwater

slough. This site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1. Pipeline access
would need to be cut through bottomland hardwoods. With mechanical dredging,
a small portion of Site 3.10 would provide a rehandling site.

3.165 3.10 - A long, narrow strip running along 4,500 feet of riverbank, this
14-acre riparian site on the left bank of the river at RM 799.7 is primarily
bottomland hardwood with some meadow. This site is directly accessible by

hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.166 3.12 - Approximately one-half bottomland hardwoods and one-half open
sandy area, this is a 12-acre site on the lower end of a long island at RM 801.8.
On the bac side of the island is a backwater area. This site is directly ac-
cessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 2 and 3.

3.167 3.14 - This l1--acre site on the right bank of the river at RN 80?.''n
about 2,500 feet along the river and is 200 feet wide, It is floodplain forest and

marsh with about 3 acres of old disposal in early stages of revegetation. Ou th
back side, it is bounded by bottomland hardwoods. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 2 and 3.

3.168 3.16 - This 11-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 803.2 runs
about 2,000 feet along the river and is 250 feet wide. It is floodplain fortst
and is bounded on the back side by bottomland hardwoods. This site is dirctly
accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3.
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3.169 3.21 - A Type 5 deepwater wetland, this is a 15-acre site lying
behind the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks at R1 805.4. On the landward side,
it is bounded by forest. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic
dredge from Cut 4.

3.170 3.27 - This is a 31-acre site lylig behind the Burlington Northern
tracks at RM 808.4. Approximately one-half forested, one-half wet meadow (Type
1 wetlands), the site lies in the coulee of an intermittent stream. This
site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 5 if crossing the Burlington
Northern Railroad line can be accomplished.

3.171 3.28 - This 8-acre triangular site lying on the left bank of the river
at RM 808.8 is floodplain forested and is bounded by the river, the Burlington
Northern Railroad line and forest. This site is directly accessible by hydrau-
lic dredge from Cuts 5 and 6.

3.172 3.30 - This 9-acre site is divided between an island and a peninsula
at RM 809.9. Both are old disposal sites. The island is partially vegetated,
while the peninsula is mostly forested. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 6 and 7.

3.173 3.33 - This 14-acre rectangular site in the interior of Prescott
Island at RM 811.3 is bottomland hardwoods, as is most ot the island. The
site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.174 3.34 - This 10-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 812 is
a pothole lying behind the Burlington Northern tracks and up against the bluff.
It contains a 4-acre Type 4-5 wetland, with the remainder of the site wooded.
It is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7 if a crossing of the Burlington
Northern tracks can be achieved.

3.175 3.40 - This 15-acre rectangular site on the right bank of the river at
RM 806.9 extends 1,600 feet along the river and approximately 400 feet inland.
It ip loodplain forest bounded by bottomland hardwoods. This site is directly
accesmible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 5.

3.176 3.42 - This is an 8.5-acre beach nourishment site on the left bank of
the river at RM 814.7. The beach nourishment extends 3,500 feet along the river.
This site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 9.

3.177 3.43 - Primarily bottomland hardwoods, this is a 1-acre site on the
right bank of the river at RM 799.4. Disposal at this site would include 500
feet of beach nourishment. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic
dredge from Cut 1.

3.178 3.44 - This 2-acre beach nourishment site on the right sank of the river
at RM 805.5 runs 1,050 feet along the river. It is directly accessible by
hydraulic dredge from Cut 4.

3.179 3.46 - This 11-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 813.2 is
an gricultural field bounded by bottomland hardwoods. This site is directly
accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 8.
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3.180 3.47 - This is a 1.5-acre disturbed area on the right bank of the

river at RM 814.7 used as a parking lot by people watching boat traffic at

Lock and Dam 2. Due to the size and location of this site, use of it would

require mechanical dredging.

3.181 3.48 - This is a proposed park development at Lake Rebecca

below LoTc-17-and Dam 2. If the park is developed there is the outside possibility

of using dredged material in the park for fill purposes. Due to the location

and nature of this site, use of it would require mechanical dredging. Site

3.47 (see above) could serve as a rehandling site.

Pool 4

3.182 4.02 - This is a 10-acre open water site at the Alma Small Boat Harbor
at RM 753.8. The material would be placed behind a sheetpile bulkhead. This

site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.183 4.04 - A 10-acre area adjacent to the Alma Small Boat Harbor, this site
is a relatively open sandy area with scattered clumps of trees and is proposed

for recreational development by the City of Alma. It is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.184 4.10 - This is a 25-acre site on an island on the left side of the channel
at RM 756.5. A 4-acre prepared disposal site is on this island. This site is directly

accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 2 and 3.

3.185 4.13 - This 70-acre bermed containment site on a large island along the

left side of the channel at RM 757.6 is a prepared disposal site. If expanded,

it would encroach upon bottomland hardwoods and backwater sloughs. This site

is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 2 and 3.

3.186 4.16 - This is a 60-acre existing disposal site on the left bank of the
river at RN 759.1. If expanded, it would encroach upon bottomland hardwoods and

backwater sloughs. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from

Cut 4.

3.187 4.18 - This 3-acre site adjace2nt to a marina in Wabasha, Minnesota, is

currently used as a dredged material stockpile site. Due to the size and location

of this site, use of it would in all likelihood require mechanical dredging and

disposal of the material.

3.188 4.19 - This is a 6-acre site in a small gravel pit lying behind a marinla

in Wabasha, Minnesota (same marina as in site 4.18). Due to its size and location,

use of this site would probably reauire mechanical dredging and 
disposal.

3.189 4.20 - This 10-acre site in Wabasha, Minnesota, at RM 759.6, is adjacent

to the river, is bottomland hardwoods disturbed by development and is a past

dredged material disposal area. It is directly accessible by hyidraulic dredge
frein Cut 4.

3.190 4.24 - This is a 60-acre site in an abandoned sandpit about 1,500 feet from

the river on the Minnesota side at RM 762.6. This site would be accessible frorm

Cut 5 by hydraulic dredge only with the addition of extra pipeline and booster puilps.

Installation of this equipment is being considered for this site since it is near

the largest volume dredge cut in the CREAI' 1 study area, Read's landi .g (Cut 5).
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3.191 4.25 - This is an 18-acre site in an abandoned revegetated sandpit about

500 feet from the channel on the Minnesota side at RM 762.6. This site is acces-

sible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 4.

3.192 4.29 - This is a 55-acre existing disposal site on the left bank of
the river at RM 753. Expansion of this site would encroach upon bottomland
hardwoods and backwater sloughs. This site is accessible by hydraulic

dredge from Cut 5.

3.193 4.37 - An 8-acre area approximately I mile from tiie river on the Min-
nesota side at RM 785, this site is an abandoned gravel pit which has reverted
to Type 1-2 wetlands. Use of this site would require mechanical dredging,
barging, and trucking of the material to the site. Site 4.48 would be a
potential rehandling site.

3.194 4.38 - This 5-acre site approximately 1.5 miles from the river on the
Minnesota side at RM 785 is an active gravel pit used by the Minnesota Depart-
ment of Transportation. Use of this site would require mechanical dredging,
barging, and trucking the material to this site. Site 4.48 (see below) would
be a potential rehandling site.

3.195 4.39 - A 37-acre forested rectangulr site on the Minnesota shoreline
of Lake Pepin at R 785.2, this site lies 600 feet from the lake. On the
back side, it is bounded by the bluffs. This site is directly accessible by
hydraulic dredge from Cut 6.

3.196 4.47 - This 11-acre site at Colville Park in Red Wing, Minnesota, at
RM 788.7 is primarily bot' omland hardwoods. Because this site is in a park,
use of a mechanical dredge is more likely since hydraulic dredging would re-
quire dikin' and substantial tree clearing.

3.197 4.48 - This 8-acre site lying on a peninsula below the Red Wing power
plant at RM 789.3 bottomland hardwoods with some interspersed wet meadows. This
site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.198 4.49 - This is an 8-acre site on an island on the right side of the
channel at RM 790. The site and the island are bottomland hardwoods. The
site covers about 20 percent of the island. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.199 4.52 - This 35-acre site on the left bank of the channel at RM 791.5
is approximately 3,200 feet by 500 feet. It is bottomland hardwoods and is
bounded by additional forest area. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic
dredge from Cuts 8 and 9.

3.200 4.54 - Primarily upland meadow and disturbed Type 1-3 wetland, this 8-
acre site is adjacent to the Red Wing Commercial Harbor at RM 791.5. It fronts
on the harbor with developed areas behind it and is projected for development
by the City of Red Wing. This site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut
8.
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3.201 4.55 - This 10-acre site adjacent to the Red Wing Commercial Harbor
is a Type 5 wetland highly disturbed by landfill encroam hment. This site
is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 8.

3.202 4.56 - Bounded on tile back side by marsh and the old Red Win i sunit.:rv
landfill, this 10-acre bottomland hardwood site is adjacent to the ri'.'-r
and the Red Wing Commercial Harbor at RN 791.6. It is directlv accessibi.
by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 8 and 9.

3.203 4.57 - This highly disturbed 16-acre site at the Red Wing salnitairy
landfill is no longer in active use. This site is not readily accessibl,
by hydraulic dredge. Use of the site would require mechanical dredgin'
and barging of the material. Barges could be unloaded in the Red Wing;
Commercial Harbor and the dredged material trucked to the site.

3.204 4.58 - This 16-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 792.4
runs along the river for 1,400 feet and is 500 feet deep. It is bottomland
hardwoods, has been used for disposal in the past, and is bounded on tile back
by a large backwater slough. This site is directly acce-sible by hydraulic
dredge from Cut 9.

3.205 4.59 - This area is a beach nourishment site along 4,000 feet of left
bank shoreline at RM 793.2. The frontage along this stretch of river is resi-
dentially developed. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge
from Cut 9.

3.206 4.60 - This is a beach nourishment site along 5,000 feet of right bank
shoreline at RM 793.4. The shoreline is undeveloped bottomland hardwoods.
This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 9.

3.207 4.63 - This 7-acre area on the right bank of the river at RN 794.3 is
a revegetated disposal site bounded by the river and a backwater area. It
is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 10.

3.208 4.67 - This is a 6-acre site on the right bank of the river at RN
796.7. The site is bottomland hardwoods that has been disturbed to some
extent. The back side of the site abuts a creek. This site is directly
accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 11.

3.209 4.69 - This 6-acre open water site north of the Alma Small Boat Harbor
at RM 753.8 abuts the boat harbor and the railroad dike. The site is directIv
accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.210 4.68 - A 21-acre site on a peninsula at the head of Lake Pepin, this
site is primarily bottomland hardwoods with some Type 3-4 wetlands on the off-
channel side. The site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut
6.

3.211 4.69b - This 50-acre site in on an island and in open water on tile left
side of the channel at RM 785.3. The open water disposal would take place on
the back side of the island. The site is directly accessible by hydraulic
dredge from Cut 6.
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Pool 5

3.212 5.03 - This is an 8-acre site on the ri'{ht side of the channel at RM
74L.5. It encompasses a 2-acre dredged material island and a 6-acre ooen water
disposal area to connect the island with the mainland. This site is designed
for recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement. It is accessible by hydraulic
dredge from Cut 1.

3.213 5.06 - This 16-acre dredged material island on the right side of the
channel at RM 743.4 is about 3,000 feet long and averages 250 feet wide. The
island has scattered patches of trees. Continued use would result in additional
open water encroachment. This is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from
Cuts 2 and 3.

3.214 5.07 - About 2,000 feet long and 500 feet wide, this 20-acre site
covers most of a dredged material island on the right side of the channel at
RN 744.0. The island has scattered trees on it. Use of this site for disposal would
result in additional open water encroachment. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 2 and 3.

3.215 5.12 - This 24-acre site (2,200' X 500') on tie right bank at RM 745.9
has been used previously and is partially revegetated. A 14-acre prepared contain-
ment area has been built on this site. Continued use of the site would result in
encroachment on backwater sloughs and marshes on the back side of the site. This
site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 4, and 5.

3.216 5.14 - This is a 16-acre site (1,600'X 500') on the right bank of the river
at RNM 747.1. The site has been used for disposal in the past and is partially
revegetated. Continued use of the site would result in encroachment on backwater
sloughs and marshes on the back side of the site. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredgc from Cuts 4, 5, and 6.

3.217 5.18 - A prepared containment area, this is a 27.5-acre (2,200' X 550') site
on the right bank of the river at RM 748.0. Continued use of this site would lead
to e-croachment on backwater sloughs and marshes on the back side of the site.
This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 6 and 7.

3.218 5.21 - This 16-acre site (2,500' X 300') on the riuht bank of the river at
RM 749.1 is bottomland hardwoods with nmerous sloughs and marshes on the backside
it is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.219 5.24 - Bounded by other agricultural land, this 36-acre site on the Nin-
nesota side of the river lies approximately 3,200 feet from the river at RN 750.2.
U-tc of this site would require mechanical dredging, barging, and trucking of the
material. Because there is no readily available rehandling site available, use of
the site could require dredging a 1000-foot barge access cnannel through back-
waters to reach the site.

3.220 5.25 - This 3-acre site on an island immediately below Lock and Dam 4 is
bottomland hardwood.s, as is much of the rest of the 60-acre island. This site is
readily accessible by hydraulic dred.,e from Cut 8.

3.221 5.26 - This 15-acre site lying within the rail loop at the Alma Generating
Station at RN 751.6 is a mixture of bottomland hardwoods and backwaters. Use of this
site would require mechanical dredging and b.,rging of the material to the site.
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Pool 5A

3.225 5A . 0 - h'l is is in 8-acro siiLc cnco:'nassing an island immediately up-
strea o - Lock and 'lam 5A. The island is partially forested, part'ally open
sandy arcai. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.226 5A.08 - This is a 15-acre site in two locations on a penosula on the
left side aI th 0 river at RM 730.5. These locations have been used for disposal
in the past aid are partialiv revegetated. Continued use of this site could
cause incroachiment on backwater :ireas behind the previously-used di,;posal areas
This site is directly accessibly by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 1 and 2.

3.227 5A. 14 - Previonsly used for disposal, this is a 32-acre site on the left
bank of the river at RM 734.3. The bulk of the site is forested. This site
is d'rectly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 5.

3.228 5A.20 - This 18-acre site on the Wisconsin side of the river at RM 736
is orapland and upland meadow and lies about 1.0 mile from the channel. The
sito is bounded by similar areas. Use of this site would require mechanical
dredgin,, barging, and trucking the material to the site.

3.229 5A.21 - This 12-acre site on the Wisconsin side of the river at RM
736.4 is cropland and upland meadow ;-nd lies about 1.2 miles from the channel.
The site is bounded by upland meadow on one side and by bottomland hardwoods
and deep marsh on its othr side. Use of this site would require mechanical
drodgin g, hi rg ing, and trucking the material to the site.

3.230 5A._23 - This 7-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 737.5 is
haattt,:tlanld hardwoods adjacent to the Bass Camp resort development. This site
is directly accessible to hydraulic dredge from Cut 6.

5.. A. 25 - lyin, along the laft bank of the river at RM 732, this 6-acre
ita. fol lows the river for 1,000 feet and consists of previously filled bet-

'>,inl hardwoods. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from
: 1-4.
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3.232 5A.27/. 31 - This 8-acrc site lying ) twecn the irI intun NorLIhrn
Railroad and State Trunk Hii',hwav 25 at RM 732.2 is previously dist,rbed
upland meaidow. Use )f this site Would requiru re11'(nica1l dredging, barg'in '

and trucking tile material to the site.

3.233 5A.32 - rhbis 34-acre site lying between the Burlingtun Northern tracks iind

S. f.H. 25 at KM 731.8 is 5 acres of bottoniand hardwoods and 29 acres of Type
3-4 deep marsh. Although ti is site is within reach by hydraulic dredge from

Cuts 2 and 3, pipeline access across site 5A.25 and the Burlington Northern Hail-
road line would hav- to be developed.

3.234 5A.34 - An 1-acre area on the left bank of the river at PM 733.5,
this site consists of 12 acres of bottomland hardwoods, with the remainder
in Type 2, 3, and 4 wetlands. The site is bounded almost entirely by open
water and deep marshes. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge
from Cuts 4 and 5.

3.235 5A.35 - This is a 52-acre open water site lying one-half mile from the
channel at RM 729.7 that is an island creation site in Polander Lake for the

purpose of a wildlife habitat enhancement. This site is accessible by hvdraulic

dredge from Cuts I and 2. The pipeline would have to be placed across 2500

to 3000 feet of shallow water and stump field.

3.236 5A.36 - Primarily open grass with scattered trees, this is a 2-acre

site at Lock and Dam 5. It is the former site of some residential buildings

of the lock and dam complex. Its use would require mechanical dredging and

barging of material.

Pool 6

3.237 6.11 - This 7-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 720.6 is
primarily one: Fa-1c w'th scattered trees. This site is directly accessible
by hydraulic from Cuts 1 and 2.

3.238 6.14 - This is a 7-acre site divided between a small island and the
left bank at RM 722. The island is about 1 acre in size and sparsely vegetatea.

The area on the bank is primarily bottomland hardwoods bounded on the back
side by a backwater slough. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic
dredge from Cut 2.

3.239 6.16 - This 8-acre rectangular, Type 2, 3, and 4 wetland site on tile
right side of the river at RM 723.2 lies about 700 feet from the river. It

is bounded on its two long sides by a road and industrial development. This
site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3. The pipeline would have

to be placed across 300 to 400 feet of wetlands and a road.

3.240 6.17 - This 21-acre site lying about 3,000 feet from the river at RM
723.5 is a large Type 3-4 wetland being proposed for development by the -ity
of Winona. Although it is within reach by hydraulic dredge, due to the obstacles

to connecting a pipeline to the site, its use would probably require mechanical
dredging and trucking the material.
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3.241 6.19/.20 - This site covers two 2.5-acre areas in Winona at RM
724.5. Near the river but behind the flood levee, they are highly dis-
turbed areas used for disposal in the past. This site is accessible by
hvdratulic d rede from Cut 4.

3.242 6.27 - This 0.5-acre stockpile site at the Winona Municipal Harbor
at KM 726.0 is disturbed and has been used to stockpile dredged material
in the past. Due to its size and location, use of this site would require
mechanical dredging and barging of the material.

Pool 7

3.243 7.01 - This disturbed 1-acre site on the right bank of the river at
RM 705.3 in Dresback, Minnesota, has been used as a dredged material disposal
area. Because the site is too small for hydraulic disposal, use of this
disposal area would dictate mechanical dredging.

3.244 7.04 - A 32-acre area on the left bank of the river at RM 712, this
site is primarily floodplain forest with a 2-acre Type 3-4 wetland in its
center. On the back side is a backwater slough and floodplain forest. This
site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 6.

3.245 7.05 - This 12-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 713.6
consists of some abandoned fish ponds, bottomland hardwoods, and disturbed
areas. The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources proposes a public
access there. The site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 6 and 7.

3.246 7.06 - This 21-acre site on the left side of the river immediately
below Lock and Dam 6 at RM 714 consists of some old fish ponds that have
reverted to Type 4-5 wetlands. The old dikes between the ponds are covered
by trees. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.247 7.10 - Previously used for disposal, this is a 7-acre site on an island
on the left side of the channel at RM 711. The site includes 1 acre of Type
4 wetlands. Continued use of this site would encroach upon Type 3, 4, and 5
wetlands on the back side of the site. This site is directly accessible by
hydraulic dredge from Cuts 5 and 6.

3.248 7.11 - This is a 59-acre site divided into two parts lying on both sides
of the channel at RM 708.6. The left bank portion is 28 acres of floodplain
forest with some olG lisposal area (8 acres). The back side of the area is
Type 1-4 wet'ands. The right bank portion of the site is a beach nourishment
site along 1,000 feet of shoreline. This site is directly accessible by hydrau-
lic diredge from Cut 4.

3.249 7.12 - Divided between three wooded island areas at RM 706.7, this 15-

acre site has been used for disposal in the past. The continued use of these

areas would encroacn on open water and wetlands. One of the islands has a 6.4-

acre prepared )ntainment area. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic

dredge from Cut 3.
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3.250 7.13 - This 39-acre site composed of revegetated dredged material and
floodplain forest lies on the upper end of an island on the left side of the
channel at RM 705. The off-channel and downstream sides of the island are
deepwater marsh and open water areas. This site is readily accessible by
hydraulic dredge from Cut 2.

3.251 7.20 - A 2-acre area at Lock and Dam 7, this site lies on the west
side of the river immediately above the lock chamber. The site is maintained
in grass with some tree plantings. Use of this site would be likely to re-
quire mechanical dredging because it is unsuited for hydraulic disposal due
to its size and location.

Pool 8

3.252 8.01 - This is a 10-acre site on the left shore of the river at RM
685.5 about 4,200 feet from the main channel. It is primarily bottomland
hardwoods bordered on the front by shallow open water ind on the back by
agricultural land. This site is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 2.
The pipe would have to be placed across about 4000 feet of shallow water
and stump fields. Barge access would have to be dredged through this same
area if mechanical dredging were used.

3.253 8.02 - This site covers 55 to 80, acres, depending on its configuration,
on the right bank of the river at RM 688.3. The site is primarily Type 3-4
wetlands with some small intermixing of bottomland hardwoods. This site is
readily accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 3, ti, and 5.

3.254 8.06 - This 44-acre disturbed site on Isle I.a Plume at La Crosse, Wis-
consin, at RM 696 fronts on the river and is bounded on tne other sides by
developed areas. Due to the site's location away from the historic dredge
cuts, material would have to be mechanically dredged and barged there.

3.255 8.15 - A 12-acre area on the left bank of the river at RM 694.7, this
site has been used for disposal in the past. The site is bottomland hardwoods
bounded on the back side by backwater marshes. It is readily acceqsible by
hydraulic dredge from Cut 9.

3.256 8.17 - This is a 32-acre area on three small islands bracketing tne chan-

nel at RM 690.4. The areas are revegetating old disposal sites bounded by the

main channel and by backwater sloughs and marshes. An 8.5-acre prepared contain-

ment area has been constructed on one of the islands. These sites are readily

accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 6 and 7.

3.257 8.20 - This '-acre site, a partially revegetated disposal island on the
left side of the channel at RM 686.6, is bounded by the channel and Type 4-5

deep open marsh. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 3 and 4.

3.258 8.22 - Tnis site is a 4-acre agricultural area on the left side of the
river at RM 685.5 about 4,000 feet from the channel. This site is marginally

accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 2. The pipeline would have to be laid

across 4,000 feet of shallow water and stump field. Barge access would have to

be dredged through this same area if mechanical dredgings were used. Use of this

site also would likely require a rehandling site in open water.
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3.259 8.28 - Thi s site is ;I d0Vc I )cp d i rua oii t IR Ic r Ikt L It ,, r i%.I.

at RM 700. Area residents have rL'qucsted materia l for fill ,iroind hi iltii i
foundations ai] for beaich nourishment. If beach nou rishment is undcrt.ikIi,
the site would be directlv accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 10. Li. :-

of the material around buildings would generally require mechanical dredging, howcv.r.

3.260 8.30 - This 55-acre site on the right bank of the river at WI 688.5
consists of approximately 22 acres of existing. disposal site, 22 acres of

bottomland hardwoods, and 11 acres of Type 3-4 deep marsh. The site cauld

be used in progressive stages to delay impacts on wetlands as long as pos-

sible. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 3, 4,

and 5.

3.261 8.31 - This is a 3-acre Type L- deep marsh site on the left side of

the channel at PRN 683.5. Filling of this area would eventually create a
small islnd. This site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from

Cut 1.

Pool 9

3.262 9.03 - This 4-acre baseball field within Lansing, Iowa, lies about 200

feet from the river at RM 663. The size and location of this site would gen-

erally require the use of mechanical dredging.

3.263 9.04 - This is a 14-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM

663.6 along the inside of the bend at Lansing, Iowa. Ro.,ihly triangular, the

site is primarily bottomland hardwoods with some marsh present. It is directly

accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3.

3.264 9.07 - This 15-acre site lying landward of S.T.H. 35 at R 687.5 is dis-

turbed upland, bottomland hardwoods, and 10 acres of deep marsh. Due to its

location, use of this site would generally require the use of mechanical dredging.

3.265 9.08 - A 1.5-acre site lying landward of S.T.H. 35 at RM 687.6, this site
is an old field with a commercial building on it. Due to its size and location,

use of this site would require mechanical dredging.

3.266 9.11 - This 5-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 671.7

is bottomland hardwoods that have been disturbed by previous disposal activities.

It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 6.

3.267 9.15 - This is a highly disturbed 1-acre site at the Genoa Generating

Station at RM 678.0. The size and location of the site render it unsuited

for hydraulic disposal. Material would be unloaded from barges onto Lhis site

where it would be removed for beneficial use or transported to Site 9.40 (see

below).

3.268 9.17 - This is a 4-acre prepared bermed containment site on a 20-acre

island on the right bank of the river at RM 664.3. The island itself was used

for disposal in the past. The island is bounded on the backside by deepwater

marsh area.

3.269 9.18 - This 23-acre (2000' X 500') site on the right bank of the river at

RM 666.0 is entirely bottomland hardwoods. A small (2-3 acres) portion of the

site has been used for disposal in the past. Behind the site are backwater

sloughs and marshes. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 4.
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.- 7() 9.20 - This is ;i 0--re island ;it RM 670.0. About 15 acrt.s of the'
isI and havC been used for disposal but arc partially revegetated. The r-
maiuder of the island is bottoMlIad ha rdwoods and Type 3-4 wetlinds. T1 he
site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 8.

3.271 9.21 - This 10-acre site on the right bank of the river at R.M 678.1
has been used for disposal in the past. It 's pri-marily bottomland hard-
woods bounded by additional forest area. The site is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cuts 9 and 10.

3.272 9.26 - This is a 22-acre site adjacent to a marina at Lansing, Iowa,
at RM 664. There is a pro-piosal to expand the existing marina into Type 4
wetlands. If the marina is expanded, dredged material could be used as fill
material in the construction of a breakwater.

3.273 9.28 - This 33-acre site on the right bank of the river at R1 662.1 is
Type 3, 4, and 5 wetland and is being considered for development as a marina
by the Iowa Conservation Commission. Use of this site would require mechanical
dredging. Barges would be unloaded adjacent to the site.

3.274 9.33 - This 13-acre site lying between the river and S.T.H. 35 at RM
671.4 is bottomland hardwoods bounded by additional forest areas. The site
is accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 8. Access would be through Site
9.11 (see above) or via a 700- ;-o 1000-foot access corridor cut through bot-
tomland hardwoods.

3.275 9.34 - This is a site on a few small islands on both sides of the channel
at RM 654.0. These islands are primarily Type 3-4 deep marsh. Disposal on
these would also encroach on open water. This site is directly accessible by
hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.276 9.36 - Primarily bottomland hardwoods bounded by additional forest and
backwater marshes, this is an 8-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM
668. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 5.

3.277 9.38 - A 13-acre area in the right bank of the river at RM 676.9, this
site is vegetated by bottomland hardwoods and surrounded by additional floodplain
forest areas. It is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 8.

3.278 9.39 - This is an 11-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 679.0.
It is primarily bottomland hardwoods with a 1-acre parcel of marsh and is bounded
by bottomland hardwoods. The site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge
from Cuts 9 and 10.

3.279 9.40 - This 5-acre site about 3,000 feet from the main channel on the
Wisconsin side at RM 677.6 lies adjacent to the Burlington Northern Railroad
line. The site is bottomland hardwoods bounded by similar habitat. Use of this
site would very likey require mechanical dredging. The site is within hydraulic
dredge reach of Cut 9, but access via pipeline would be difficult. Site 9.15
(see above) could serve as a rehandling site for site 9.40.
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3.280 9.41 - An 8.5-acre area on tile left bank of the river at RM 652.3, this
wooded site lies landward of S.T.H. 35 in the mouth of a very small coiulee.
Use of this site would require mechanical dredging and trucking material the
site. No rehandling site has been identified.

3.281 9.42 - This is an 11-acre triangular site lying 1,000 feet from the
river and behind the Lansing Cenerating Station at RM 660.4. The site is
bounded on two sides by roads and is upland meadow with some areas of forest.
It lies within hydraulic dredge reach of Cut 2. Access for the pipeline
would pass through bottomland hardwoods and have to cross the Milwaukee Road
Railroad line. With mechanical dredging, material could be unloaded at Site
9.47 (see below) and trucked to this site.

3.282 9.45 - This site would involve the use of dredged material at the Genoa
Fish Hatchery to redesign the fish ponds. Use of this site would require
mechanically dredging the material and trucking it to the site.

3.283 9.47 - This 1-acre site at the Lansing Generating Station at RM 660.1 is
highly disturbed and would be a stockpile site. It could only be used with
mechanical dredging due to its size and location. Material would be barged
to the site and directly unloaded.

Pool 10

3.284 10.01 - An 8-acre area in an old gravel quarry on the Wisconsin side of
the river at RM 628.0, this site lies 400 feet from the river. It could be
used by hydraulic dredge from Cut 3 if access under the Burlington Northern
Railroad line and S.T.H. 35 could be developed. Mechanical dredging would use
site 10.24 (see below) as a rehandling area for this site.

3.285 10.02 - This 6-acre site in the city of Guttenberg, Iowa, is an open area
bounded by developed areas and wetlands. Use of this site woulo require _,eneral
mechanical dredging, and trucking the dredged material.

3.286 10.03 - This 10-acre site on the north end of Guttenberg, Iowa, is an
old open field bounded by a railroad and highway about 800 feet from the river.
Use of this site would require mechanical dredging and trucking of the dredged
material.

3.287 10.04 - This is an 8-acre site in a sand and gravel pit on the Iowa side
of the river at RM 618.6. The site lies aboit 4000 feet from the channel ind
can be reached by hydriulic dredge from Cut 2 if the material is double-harlcd
in the water.

3.288 10.09 - This is a 13-acre site on the southern end of St. Friole Island
in Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, at RM 634.9. The entire island is elicihle for
inclusion in the National Register of ',iistoric Places. This site is i previous]
used disposal site adjacent to developed properties and is accessible2 by hvdraul
dredge from Cut 6.

3.289 10.14 - This 16-acre site in the floodplain of DuCharme Cr.ok anod behind
S.T.H. 35 at RM 644.4 is bottomland hardwoods 1i, bounde, by bluffs and S.T.5. 5
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The site could be used by hydraulic dredging from Cut 8 if access under the
Burlington Northern Railroad and S.T.H. 35 can be developed. Mechanical
dredging would use site 10.15 (see below) as a rehandling area for this site.

3.290 10.15 - A 1.2-acre area on the left bank of the river at RM 644.5, this
site is bottomland hardwoods and could serve as a rehandling site for dredged

material.

3.291 10.16 - This 6-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 646.5
abuts against the Burlington North Railroad line and is bounded on the north
and south by open water and wetlands. The site itself is bottomland hardwoods.
It can be used by hydraulic dredge from Cut 9. Access for the pipe would be
across a small side channel.

3.292 10.17 - This 4-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 647.0.
The site is bottomland hardwoods bounded by the Burlington Northern Railroad
line and a large backwater slough. It can be used by hydraulic dredge from

Cuts 9 and 10.

3.293 10.18 - This 9-.acre island site on the right side of the channel at RM(
618.9 is about half forest, half marsh. The site is directly accessible to

use by hydraulic dredge from Cut 2.

3.294 10.20 - This 6-acre (600' X 400') site on the left bank of the river
at RM 629.1 is bottomland hardwoods with 1 acre of backwater slough (Type 3).
The site is bounded by forest and backwater sloughs. It can be reached by
hydraulic dredging from Cut 4.

3.295 10.21 - This is a 6-acre site on an 8-acre island on the left side of

the channel at RM 633.7. The island is wooded with some marsh on its off-
channel side. Disposal would encroach on these marshes and open water. The
site is directly accessible to use by hydraulic dredge from Cut 5.

3.296 10.22 - This is a 20-acre site on the right bank of the river at RM 644.8.
The area has been used for disposal previously but still retains much of its tree
cover. The site is bounded by bottomland hardwoods and is directly accessible
by hydraulic dredge from Cut 8.

3.297 10.23 - This 8-acre site on the left bank of the river at RM 646.4 is

bottonland hardwoods bounded on three sides by open water and sloughs. It
is directly accessible to use by hydraulic dredged from Cut 9.

3.298 10.24 - This 1-acre on the left bank of the river at RM 627.9 would
be a rehandling site for i0.Cl. The site is at the Wyalusing Public Access and is
somewhat disturbed.

3.299 10.30 - A 15-acre area on the left bank of the river at RM 642.8, this

site is primarily bottomland hardwoods with about a 5-acre deepwater marsh (Type
3-4) in the center. The site is bounded by forest and the Burlington Northern
Railroad line and is directly accessible 0 use by hydraulic dredge from Cut 7.

3.300 10.33 - This is a 4-acre open water site at RM 615.8. It is proposed to
create an island there to serve as a lockage waiting area for recreational craft.

The site is directly accessible by hydraulic dredge from Cut 1.

3.301 10.40 - An agricultural field bounded by forest, fields, and the Burlington
Northern Railroad line 1500 feet from the channel, this site covers 25 acres
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4.000 E.V [ROMENTAL EFFECTS

G EN ERAL

4.001 This section presents tile identifiable environmuental impacts of the,
GREAT I recommended actions and alternatives. GREAT I has developed a number
of implementable recommendations - "Action items," recommendations for policy
and funding level changes - "Policy/Funding Items," and recomnendations for fur-
ther studies - "Further Study Items." These recommendations have also been
categorized by general subject; i.e., channel maintenance, fish aid wildlife,
recreation, commercial transportation, etc.

4.002 This section first discusses the impacts of the Dredged Material Place-
ment Plan (Action Item i) which is tie major work product of the GREAT I Team.
Following that are discussions of the impacts of the other GREAT I recommenda-
tions and alternatives by subject.

4.003 This EIS uses the tiering concept (40 CFR 1502.20) because many of the
GREAT I recommendations are general in nature (see paragraphs 1.005-1.008).
State and Federal agencies implementing the recommendations must prepare addi-
tional environmental documents when specific actions are proposed. Section 5.00
of this document outlines further environmental documentation likely t, be
required.

ACTION ITEM 1 - DREDGED MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLAN (DIMPP)

4.004 The evaluation of the impacts of the DMPP centers around the aiLernative
dredged material placement sites considered in the final development of the
DMPP. The initial discussion of the impacts of dredged material disposal that
are common throughout the study area is followed by a pool-by-pool discussion
of the impacts of the alternative placement sites.

Impacts Throughout the Study Area

Fish and Wildlife

4.005 The following is a general discussion of the impacts of dredged material
disposal on fish and wildlife and their habitat.

4.006 Impact of Using Existing Disposal Sites or Previously Used Emergent Sand-
bars for Dredged Material Disposal - Existing dredged material and emergent sand-
bar areas do provide some habitat for wildlife. The value of the habitat depends
upon the degree of revegetation which has occurred. Small furbearing r .nunals,
fox, upland game birds, and turtles are examples of the wildlife species which
would use this type of area. Using these areas for further dredged material dis-
posal disturbs the areas substantially for several years and displaces most wild-
life until suitable vegetation can regain a foothold in the areas. In cases
where large containment sites are constructed, the habitat value!; wOuld be near-
totally lost at the site for many years.
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4.007 Impact of Using Type 3 and 4 Wetlands for Disdosal Sites - Type 3 and
4 wetlands are the most valuable and productive fish aad wildlife habitat in
the river floodplain. Nearly all wildlife and fishes using the rivei depend
on this type of wetland for some portion or all of their life cycle. Use of
this type of habitat for dredged material disposal for all practical purposes
eliminates -he current habitat values of the areas and transforms them into
much less viluable sandbar habitat.

4.303 Impact of Using Type 1 and 2 Wetlands for Disposal Sites - Type I and 2
wetlands are of significant habitat value year-round to wildlife and of some
value to fishes seasonally. Due to the transitional character of the habitat,
these wetlands provide many elements necessary to the survival of furbearers,
deer, fox, upland game birds, and other wildlife. During persistent high water
periods, Type 1 and 2 wetlands provide spawning areas for northern pike and for
bowfin, gar, and carp. Use of this type of habitat for dredged material dis-
posal would displace the fish and wildlife species using the area and ultimately
result in a net loss of species diversity and abundance.

4.009 Impact of Using Openwater Areas in the Main Channel Border for Dredged
Material Disposal - The main channel border of the river provides exceptionally
good fish habitat. Predator and forage fish use the habitat for feeding, and
some fishes use the area for spawning. If a submergent wing dam exists in the
area, the habitat value is substantially greater, especially for feeding acti-
vities. As a general rule, use of an openwater area for disposal greatly reduces
the habitat value of the area by covering the substrate colonized by food organisms.
When used for disposal, such areas generally change from good fish habitat to
emergent sandbars.

4.010 Impacts of Using Type 5 Wetland Areas for Dredged Material Disposal -
Waterfowl and furbearers use shallow (water depths 3-10 feet) pond habitat
for feeding areas and areas to raise young. Depending on size, such ponds
may produce one brood or more of wood duck, mallard, or teal each year, as
well as numerous muskrats. Beaver also may colonize and produce young there
if the ponds are sufficiently large and undisturbed. Filling such ponds by
disposal destroys the area's ability to support any of these species. In the
study area, fish use of tnese ponds is generally limited due to winterkills
caused by deep ice covers and small water volume remaining to support the fish.

4.011 Impacts of Using Agricultural Lands for Dredged Material Disposal -
Many small furbearers and upland game birds use agricultural lands as sources
of food and shielter. These lands are very valuable wintering habitat if they
are not plowed in the fall after harvest. If they are "fall-plowed," their
habitat value is limited. Use of such areas for dredged material disposal
gr .atly redaces all habitit values of the land. As a geneial rule, these 1a
cannot be used for agriculture again if sand is deposited there. Fine sedi-
ments usually can support agriculture, however.
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4.012 Impacts of Dredged Material Disposal or Erosion from Disposal Sites on
Wing Dams and Riprap - Submerged riprap and wing dams provide excellent lis,
habitat. The rock substrate provides nicnes for numerous aquatic insects and
other invertebrates. Forage fishes are attracted to the area to feed on the
invertebrates and predator fish are attracted to feed on the forage fishes.
Dredged material placed on or eroded into these substrates buries the inver-
tebrates and eliminates the feeding areas.

4.013 Impact of Dredged Material Disposal or Erosiona on Side Channels - Side
channels are valuable as fish habitat and are condu :'shwater flow to
backwater habitats which are very valuable to botb no *'ildlife. Many
fishes use the channels as year-round living areas, i i- io oth food and
shelter in the vegetation and debris commonly preser-t. generally goole
water flow provides a supply of oxygen but does not I- . tle fish to expend
much energy to maintain their position. Side channels also supply ready access
to both the main cuannel and the backwaters when conditions require sucii move-
ment. Dredged material disposal and erosion of disposal sites on thiese areas
can reduce the habitat values of large areas by simply blocking a salal portion
of the side channel. If the majority of the side channel escapes burial, the
loss of water flow can render the remainder of the nabitat much less valuable to
fish and wildlife.

4.014 Impact of Using Shoreline Areas for Dredged Material Disp)osal - Shoreline
areas along the main channel are valuable to both fish and wildlife for several
life function,.. Songbirds and waterfowl use these areas to feed on aquatic in-
sects, plants, and clams which thrive in these areas. Fish feed on these same
organisms and spawn in the shallows during the spring. If the shore is riprapped,
the area is especially valuable to fish for feeding due to the stable area for
aquatic invertebrates to colonize. If the shore area is a sandbar, the value
to fish and wildlife would not be so great due to the unstable nature of the
bottom for aquatic insects or flora. Dredged material placed on such shore areas
redu,:es the habitat values existing there to lower value sandbar habitat.

Water Quality

4.015 The water quality impacts of channel maintenance operations can vary
considerably. The primary factors with the greatest influence upon the magni-
tude and severity of water quality impacts are the type (particle size) or
sediments, the degree of contamination, the oxidation state of the sediments,
the flow in the river, the type of dredging equipment, and the disposal practices.

4.016 The water quality impacts of the dredging itself are generally related
to the resuspension of sediments. Sediment resuspension may increase turbidity,
reduce light penetration for photosynthetic activity, interfere with filter-
feeding aquatic orgarisms, and, most importantly, provide for the potential and
actual releases of contaminants back into the water column. This last point is
the subject of the most concern and debate concerning the water quality effects

or dredging. The Water Quality Work Group Appendix summarizes the extent of
existing knowledge of the effects of dredging on water quality, with special
reference to the Upper Mississippi River.
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4.023 Dredged material disposal from channel maintenance oprati',ns results
either in no impa.cts upon the floodplain or adverse imiacts, dependent upon
site location. As a general rule, disposal in the floodplain does not have
an> beneficial impacts as far as the floodplain and flood flows are concerned.

4.024 Disposal sites that are located out Of the 1-percent chance (1O0-rear)
floodpla in o the Mississippi iRiver and tributary streams would have no impac t"
on floodplain management programs or on the flood-flow carrying capacity of tile
river. Sites located on floodplain islands that are above tile 1-percent flow
stage are still considered to be in the floodplain. (For a definition of the
i-percent chance flood see tile Floodplain Management Work Group Appendix.)

-4.625 If dredged rater al is placed in the floodplain, it is in either thle
- Litivc l i:> o , h. flood rio.0 . 1I tI- :.t rio] .*5 in t. -.

flow area of the L1ocdpiain, it has a potei:t ial for adverse ilmlpacts on ,he
river's capacity for conduct in,; :odvat- downiscrea:n. The effective flow
area, WiLLch in some cases is thme ai t!t floodwav, is tiht part o tile

floodplain where water is actuallv d\'ng downs trear:- during a flood. if a
sufficient volum.e of dredged nateriai is pliced in the patii of the water, it
can cause the water to back up and r ise tie uPstrea:m- floodwater stage, or
elevation. .\iiy increase in flood t, ge --in potentially cause an increat e in.
property damage and ri.k to l11if. 'ie rianitule of te . tage increase can onl.i
be determined by a series oit ,',,::ex calculations that are usually done rv co::-
puter. The cumulative of fcc_:, o0 all dredged m:terial in a given reaci of
river must he determined, not in just one site by itself.

4.026 If the material is in the flood fringe, the floodwater storage, capacity
of the floodplain is reduced. When floodwaters are rising, some water lows
laterally into backwater areas of the floodplain. As floodwaters recede, tni,
fringe area drains and the water flows downstrean. If the storage capacity of

the flood fringe is reduced by filling with dredged mater lal, the water that
would otherwise fill that area is displaced and flows downstream. ihus, tie
downstream discharge is greater and the flood stage is higher. Again, there
are the adverse impacts associated with higher flood stages. As with malrial
in the effective flow area, the magnitude of the effects must be Lalculated
by considering the cumulative volume displaced by all sites in a given reac,.

4.027 Another adverse effect of dredged material placement results fro-
providing fill to landowners along the river. Frequently, the fill is used
to provide a base for construction in the floodplain, a practice that is dis-
couraged in floodplain management. Ihe Corps of Engineers, the suppliers
of the material, do not consider local floodplain ordinance restrictions applic-
able to channel maintenance operations. Consequently, fill is provided from
dredging that would otherwise not be permitted.

Recreation

4.028 Dredged material from channel maintenance dredging las created nanyv
sand beaches along the main channel of the river. Because of their proximity
to navigable water, thc beaches are heavily utilized free' of charFc for sw inn inc
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picnicking, waterskiing, camping and "partying." These areas are essentially
undeveloped and unmanaged. Almost 88 percent of a sample of dredge spoil is-
land users, surveyed in a 1977 study conducted by the University of Wisconsin
under contract with the Recreation Work Croup (RWG), indicated that they enjoyed
using dredge disposal sites and would like to see more islands created. It is
estimated that approximately 352,000 people visited dredged material disposal
areas in 1977.

4.029 Sandbars of various sizes have historically been common along the Mis-
sissippi River, as a result of natural accretion, water level fluctuations,
and navigation channel maintenance activities. The river users generally accept
some sandbars as a part of the "river-scape," and sandbars are one of the major
attractions to the boating recreationists.

4.030 Not all dredged material disposal areas are used by recreationists, how-
ever. Large inland sites, sites with steep slopes, and those that sharply con-
trast with the "natural" surroundings with excessive height (greater than 15
feet) are not acceptable to river users.

4.031 Due to revegetation, very few disposal sites formed before 1960 are
used for recreation unless they have been periodically used for disposal and
the exposed sand areas maintained. Sites that have completely revegetated re-
ceive little or no recreation use by campers, boaters, swimmers, etc.

4.032 In order to minimize the impacts of dredged material disposal, the
Recreation Work Group undertook two major activities: (1) developing criteria
and evaluating recommended disposal sites; and (2) developing guidelines to
maintain and enhance recreation areas with dredged material. For any recommended
disposal site to nave potential recreation benefits, it must meet the minimum
standards established by the RWG.

4.033 In order to implement any of the RWG dredged material site recommendations
for beach nourishment or establishing new recreation areas, it would be neces-
sary for the Corps to obtain new legislative authority and funding allocations.

4.034 All sites identified in the following discussions as having recreation
potential are assumed to be used in such manner as to conform to RWC disposal
site recommendations.

4.035 St. Croix River - Proposed Dredged Material Disposal Sites - The Lower
St. Croix River, from the dam at Taylors Falls, Minnesota, flows in a southerly
direction for approximately 52 river miles. This free-flowing river offers
unique scenic, recreational and geologic values to the Twin Cities area and the
midwest in general. Bluffs are a distinctive feature along the entire river,
with the upper segment being relatively shallow, inclosed, narrow, and slough-
or island-studded.
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4.036 In recognition of these unique qualities and because of the limited
human intrusions, Congress designated the Lower St. Croix River as a National
Wild and Scenic River Segment via P.L. 92-560 in October 1972 (P.L. 92-560
amended P.L. 90-542). The Lower St. Croix River is jointly administered by
the National Park Service and the Departments of Natural Resources of Minne-
sota and Wisconsin.

4.037 Recent studies conducted by the University of Wisconsin (Lower St. Croix
Riverway: User and Resource Conditions, 1978) have documented that the river-
way is under stress, with various user types being displaced to other resources
and some evidence of resource deterioration caused by overcrowding. Management
agencies have recently undertaken various measures to attempt to limit increased
user pressure.

4.038 Heaviest use occurs in those portions of the river having available
sandy beaching areas. These sites have occasionally attracted users to the
point where 3-4 tiers of boats have been photographed tiering up adjacent to
these beaches. The addition of new disposal sites would have a tremendous
impact on the amount, type, and distribution of river recreation use. Detailed
environmental assessments would be necessary to identify these impacts prior
to the placement of any dredged material in sites having potential recreation
uses.

4.039 Upper Mississippi River - Proposed Dredged Material Disposal Sites -
The Upper Mississippi River is unique in that its physical attributes mak e
possible a wide range of recreational experiences within each pool or segment
of a pool. The provision of dredged material on both existing and new disposal
sites offers opportunities for a variety of recreational experiences along and
on the river. The most popular of these activities are beach camping, swimmiing,
and picnicking. For evaluating the overall public need~for additional material
placement, the RWG recreation resource needs assessment provided some guidance
for establishing priorities. On an overall rating of resource deficiencies,
Pool 3 has the greatest need. Pool 3 also has the highest deficiency for addi-
tional picnicking units, while most other pools have adequate resources. Swim-
ming facilities are mostly needed in Pools 5, 5A, 7, and 9. Although Pools 1
and 2 prtentially have the greatest pressure for beach development, water quality
problems and heavy industrialization greatly limit their public use. Pools 3
and 9 also have the greatest need for additional camping facilities.

4.040 The use of. dredged material to provide boat beaching areas (that could
serve as waiting areas for recreational craft wanting to use navigational locks)
should help alleviate safety problems related to queuing activities. Naviga-
tional lock capacity studies have indicated that Locks 1 and 2, and to some
extent Lock 3, will come under the greatest pressure in the future from both
future comrcial and recreational river craft users. The relationship between
dredged material placement and recreation craft use will need to be carefully
defined within future assessments, especially within these three pools.
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4.041 Other related recreation resource concerns that should be emphasized
within future site-specific environmental assessments include:

1. Economic impact to riverside communities when and if existing dredged
material disposal sites currently receiving substantial use are no longer
maintained.

2. Expected shifts in river-recreation user patterns and its resulting
resource impacts when previously used sites are not maintained or are re-
shaped and/or modified with shoreline protection or containment structures.

Commerce and Transportation

4.042 Maintenance of the 9-foot navigation channel is for the specific purpose
of providing for expanded commercial traffic. Thus, as a general rule, dredg-
ing and disposal to the extent necessary to keep the channel open to safe
navigation have a beneficial impact upon commercial transportation.

4.043 Disposal of dredged material generally has no physical impact upon
commercial transportation as the disposal sites are placed such that they would
not interfere with barge traffic. In this light, the alternative disposal
sites considered for the various channel maintenance would have no adverse
impact and would in all cases work towards benefiting commercial transportation
by facilitating maintenance of the channel.

4.044 From an economic and political viewpoint, the more costly a disposal
site, the less favorable it is to commercial transportation interests. As
channel maintenance costs rise, the potential for increasing or instituting
new user fees to offset these costs increases. While commercial waterway
transportation interests could pass any increased costs from user fees on to thei
customers, there would be a reduction in their competive edge over land trans-
portation modes.

4.045 Also, each year the Corps works with a finite channel maintenance budget.
Increased maintenance costs at any particular site reduce the money available
for maintaining the remainder of the system. This, in turn, could result in
less efficient maintenance and increased potential for groundings during peak
dredging years.

4.046 Therefore, any channel maintenance plans that raise maintenance costs
would be considered unfavorable to commercial transportation interests; i.e.,
the EQ plan sites. Conversely, the less costly sites (NED) would be more favor-
able to commercial transportation interests.

Cultural Resources

4.047 Cultural resources are defined as sites, structures, objects, or build-
ings which have prehistoric or historic significance because of their innate
uniqueness, research value, or association with important individuals or groups.
Cultural resources are a nonrenewable resource. Once an archaeological site is
severely disturbed or a fistoric building is structurally altered (as opposed
to "renovated"), the historic integrity of the item is lost.
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4.048 Dredging, by itself, usually has little or no effect on cultural re-
sources on land, except during the construction of fleeting areas for barges.
It can be highly destructive to underwater sites, however, particularly to
inundated archaeological sites and boatwrecks. Moreover, the disposal of
dredged material on land can be destructive to cultural resources In a number
of ways. Disposal areas are cleared of structures and buildings (even moving
a building intact can result in a loss of "integrity"), and placement of mater-
ial obscures sites which remain undiscovered and unrecorded. Artifacts in
archaeological sites can be destroyed by the compaction of earth under disposal
piles. The removal of disposal material from an area can result in the total des-
truction of an archaeological site which may have been obscured by the initial
placement. The use of dredged material to establish public beaches on river-
banks and islands has an indirect adverse effect on cultural resources. In-
creased public use of an area means more exposure of sites and buildings which
may be nearby. This often results in vandalism, artifact collecting, and
other forms of small-scale destruction.

Social Environment

4.049 Individuals, comunities, commerce, and government compose the social
environment. The interrelated activities of citizens' interests, their jobs
in business and government, and their family and personal activities in their
communities all create a dynamic social framework that changes with their needs.

4.050 Changing the physical environment can have both direct and indirect
social impacts. Social behavior, attitudes, community groups, businesses, and
local government can all be affected by changes related to channel maintenance.
River-related projects can temporarily increase populations for employment, in-
crease needs for health care and community services, and remove families from
floodplain areas.

4.051 Maintenance dredging of the 9-foot navigation channel does not neces-
sarily involve the types of changes described above. Instead, the short-term
social impacts of dredging are usually limited to reduced aesthetic values and
short-term water quality degradation problems. The impacts of dredged material
disposal have long-term social impacts, however.

4.052 By law, the Corps of Engineers is responsibla for maintaining the navi-
gation channel. Thus, under all of the alternative channel-plans, maintenance
dredging would continue, albeit with some variations in equipment. The channel
maintenance plans differ primarily in their designation of dredged material
disposal sites.
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4.053 Channel maintenance operations have negative impacts upon both indi-
viduals and institutions,* including impacts on individual health, aesthetic
values, and recreational expectations. In some instances (especially in Pools
1 and 2),* dredging can make the water unsafe for body contact activities.
Aesthetic values are affected by the disposal sites because disposal alters
the shape of riparian areas - a matter of concern for those who prefer pre-
servation of the natural wilderness.

4.054 Recreational expectations generally involve the desire for an acces-
sible, clean river that provides aesthetic as well as outdoor activity enjoy-
ment. These broad social effects are the concern of all levels of government
and private organizations that represent public concerns. This concern has
resulted in legal and community efforts to promote change in current channel
maintenance practices.

4.055 Dredged material disposal has its greatest impacts on land uses. Dis-
posal of dredged material usually provides only minor .aocial benefits. Nega-
tive impacts include loss of farmland, aesthetic degradation, and the potential
for beaching of contaminants onto adjacent lands.

4.056 Disposal of material can have adverse and beneficial social impacts in
urban areas. Its benefits can include converting lands into residential
or commercial/industrial areas, as well as providing urban development uses
such as fill for scarred areas and for street and highway uses. Adverse imi-
pacts include the potential for creating inequitable competition with privately
owned sand and gravel companies by giving away dredged sand.

4.057 Impacts upon individuals vary and at times have opposite effects on
different people. Certain individuals appreciate sandy beaches along the
river while others prefer densely vegetated areas. Same find dredging and
disposal operations noisy, aesthetically displeasing, and restrictive for
their activities, while others are not affected by these operations.

4.058 Disposal of dredged material can have beneficial recreational benefits
such as creation of parks and primitive island camping areas.* Park develop-
ment requires maintenance which can be an economic burden on local managing
authorities. Recreation development is generally beneficial but no clear infor-
mation is available on what constitutes overdevelopment.
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Pool-Specif ic Impacts

4.059 The following pages contain the impact evaluations for the alternative
disposal sites considered in the final development of the Dredged Material
Placement Plan (DIPP). In essence, these are the mpacts upon which the
GREAT I team based their decisions in selecting the recommended sites in
the DMPP. Because of the number of different sites involved, these site-
specific impacts are outlined in tabular form (Table 4 ) to make this sec-
tion easier to use.

4.060 The impacts that were considered in the decision-making process were,
for the most part, long-term impacts or general short-term impacts. Specific
short-term impacts that would occur only during a particular dredging job
are impossible to predict over a 40-year period.

4.061 The types of impacts that were considered in the decision-making pro-

cesses were as follows:

a. Loss of fish and wildlife from use of the total site.

b. Potential impacts from erosion of the sites.

c. Generic water quality impacts.

d. Generic floodplain impacts.

e. Impacts on river recreation values.

f. Cultural resource impacts at some sites; potential cultural resource
impacts at most sites.

g. General social impacts.

h. General beneficial uses of and demands for the dredged material.

i. Point of excessive economical costs of site use.

J. Costs for the recommended sites.

4.062 The types of impacts that are generally unknown at this time and that
were not considered in the decision-making process are listed below:

a. Fish and-wildlife habitat impacts at the sites by dredging job.

b. Specific water quality impacts by dredging job.

c. Specific floodplain impacts by dredging job.

d. Recreation impacts on non-river recreationists.

e. Cultural resource impacts at most sites.
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7 i f. Specific social impacts by dredging job.

g. Specific locations and uses of the dredged material for beneficial
* i use.

h. Costs of using non-recommended alternative sites.

i. Actual coat by dredging Job.

4.063 The types of impacts listed above are those that the Corps, in consul-
tation with the affected States and Federal agencies, will have to address at
the time of dredging. Section 6.000, pages 203-216 discuss the further environ-
mental documents that need to be prepared on the dredged material placement
sites.

4.064 Following the discussions of sites for each pool is a brief summary of
the site selection rationale. A more detailed discussion of the site selection
process and rationale can be found in the Channel Maintenance Appendix.
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TABLE 4

IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL SITES

Table 4.1

UPPER ST. ANTHONY FALLS POOL

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Above and Below Broadway/Plymouth U.01; U.02; U.03
Ave. Bridge

2. Above and Below Lowry Ave. Bridge U.01; U.02; U.03
3. Below Soo Line RR Bridge U.01; U.02; U.03

Impacts of Site Use

U.01 (NED)

a. Little or no impacts on fish and wildlife.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential floodplain impacts if material is not removed prior to

seasonal high water.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Very low potential for cultural resource impacts.
f. City of Minneapolis proposes this site for future development.
g. Material used for beneficial usej*

U.02 (EQ)-Selected Site for Cuts 1-3

a. Little or no impacts on fish and wildlife.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential floodplain impacts if the material is not removed prior

to seasonal high water.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resources impact; the site would re-

quire a survey before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material used for beneficial use.

U.03 - Secondary Site for Cuts 1-3

a. Little or no impacts upon fish and wildlife.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Very low potential for cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material used for beneficial use.

• A detailed discussion of beneficial uses can be found in the Dredged Material
Work Group Appendix for this pool and all others.
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Sumary of Site Selection -Upper St. Anthony Falls Pool

4.065 The City of Minneapolis is responsible for providing disposal sites
for dredging in Upper St. Anthony Falls Pool. Site U.0l is the historic
disposal site for this pool. Hlowever, the city proposes to develop this
site. The remaining two sites considered were U.02, an industrial site
proposed by the city, and U.03, a privately owned sand and gravel stockpile
site. Both sites are considered acceptable by GREAT I for disposal. Site
U.02 is recommended as the preferred site, subject to the condition that
the material be removed before seasonal high water, because it is the site
recomended by the City of Minneapolis and because the material would be put to
beneficial use by public agencies.
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TABLE 4.2

POOL "

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Upper Approach to Locks and Dam (L/D) 1 1.01, 1.10
2. Below St. Paul Daymark 1.01, 1.10
3. Below Lake St. Bridge 1.01, 1.10
4. Above Lake St. Bridge 1.01, 1.10
5. Below Franklin Ave. Bridge 1.01, 1.10
6. Above Franklin Ave. Bridge 1.01, 1.10
7. Below Lower St. Anthony Falls 1.01, 1.10

Impacts of Site Use

1.01 (EQ, NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 1-7

a. Little or no impacts on fish and wildlife.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential for adverse floodplain impacts if the material is not

removed before seasonal high water.
• ,d. No recreational impacts.

e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

1.10

a. Construction of an island at this site would render the main channel
in this area unsuitable for wintering fish.

b. Assuming the use of only uncontaminated material, State standards
for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated during dis-
posal operations.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts by providing a site for boat beaching,

camping, picnicking, and swimming.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Safety benefit by providing a lockage waiting area for small craft.

1.02 - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 1

a. Little or no fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Negligible water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
a. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before use.
f. Adverse social impacts as site attracts recreational use creating a

localized traffic hazard.
g. Material available for beneficial use.
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1.03 -Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cuts 3 and 4

a. Little or no fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Negligible water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintenance of an open sandy

area adjacent to the river.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before use.
f. Adverse social impacts because site may attract recreational uses that

i*ould be objectionable to adjacent residents, suchi as dirt-bike use
and late night parties.

g. Material available for beneficial use.

1.07 -Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 5

a. Little or no fish and wildlife impact.
b. Negligible water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact, survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

Summary of Site Selection - Pool 1

4.066 Site 1.01 has been the site historically used for much of past disposal
in Pool 1. It was selected because it has the capacity to handle all of the
material from Pool 1 and the impacts of using this site are negligible.
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TABLE 4.3

MINNESOTA RIVER

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Mouth M.27; 2.18
2. Four Mile M.25; M.27; M.28
3. Peterson's Bar M.06; M.30
4. Cargill M.03
5. Sewage Bridge M.03; M.26

Impacts of Site Use

M.27 (EQ, NED)

a. Loss of 19 acres of bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion con-
trol would impact upon additional bottomland hardwood habitat and
fishery habitat.

b. Site configuration would make it difficult to meet State effluent
standards if hydraulic dredging were used.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

2.18 (EQ)- Selected Site for Cut 1

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.

c. No floodplain impacts.
d. Norecreation impacts.

e. Very low potential for cultural resource impacts; should be surveyed
before use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material used for beneficial use.

M.25 (NED)

a. Little impact upon wildlife habitat. Failure of erosion control
would have impacts on bottomland hardwood habitat and fishery habitat.

b. Size and location of site would make it difficult to meet State
effluent standards for turbidity and suspended solids if hydraulic
dredging were used.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Potential recreation benefits from use of the site by river recrea-

tionists. Conflicts with Fort Snelling State Park plans.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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M.28 - Selected Site for Cut 2

a. Loss of 18 acres of upland meadow habitat. Failure of erosion con-
trol would impact upon bottomland hardwood habitat.

b. Minor water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Potential recreation benefits from use of the site by river recrea-

tionists.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

M.06 (NED) - Secondary Site for Cut 3

a. Minor fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

M.30 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cut 3

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

M.03 (EQ, NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 4-5

a. Loss of 7 acres Type 1-2 wet meadow.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

M.26 (NED)

a. Loss of 3 acres meadow and shrub habitat. Failure of erosion con-
trol would impact upon fishery habitat.

b. Size and location of site would make it impossible to meet State
effluent standards if hydraulic dredging is used.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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Summary of Site Selection -Minnesota River

4.067 For Cut 14 site 2.18 was selected over M.27 because of lesser impacts
and because the material would be readily used for beneficial use at 2.18.

4.068 Cut 2 has been dredged only once historically and the GREAT I team
believes it may never be dredged again. Site 11.28 was selected beca~use it
was used in the past for this cut, is readily accessible from the cut, and
its use would have impacts comparable to or less than those at the two primary
alternatives M.25 and M.27.

4.069 For Cut 3,site M4.30 was selected over M.06 because of lesser impacts.
Site M.06 is considerable acceptable by GREAT I and is recommended as a second-
ary site should the use of site 14.30 be unavailable.

4.070 Site M.03 was selected for Cuts 4 and 5 because of only minor impacts
at the site, accessibility, and capacity for both cuts.
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TABLE 4.4

POOL 2

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Upper Approach to LID 2 2.30
2. Boulanger Bend Lower Light 2.24; 2.35
3. Boulanger Bend 2.24; 2.35
4. Pine Bend Foot Light 2.10; 2.24; 2.25
5. Grey Cloud Slough 2.05; 2.10
6. Below Cudahy 2.05; 2.10
7. St. Paul Barge Terminal 2.02; 2.13; 2.14; 2.15; 2.40
8. Hlarriet Island 2.16
9. Above and Below Smith Ave. Bridge 2.16; 2.37
10. Lower Approach to L/D 1 2.18

Impacts of Site Use

2.30 (EQ. NED) - Selected Site for Cut 1

a. Disturbance of 3.5 acres Type 1 bottomland hardwoods.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of site

would make it unlikely State effluent standards could be met.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy riparian area.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. Social benefit through improved safety from use of the site as a

lockage waiting area.

2.35 (EQ. NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 2-3

a. Loss of 25 acres of crop and grazing land habitat.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation enhancement.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. Loss of agricultural productivity.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.24 (NED)

a. Disturbance of 15 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of
erosion control would impact on downstream wetlands and aquatic habitat.

b. Considerable water quality impacts probable. Size of site would make it
unlikely State effluent standards could be met.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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2.25 (NED)

a. Disturbance of 9 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of
erosion control would impact on downstream wetlands and aquatic
habitat.

b. Considerable water quality impacts probable. Size of site would make
it unlikely that State effluent standards could be met.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

2.10 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cuts 4-6

a. Loss of 25 acres of a revegetated manure disposal pit of low wildlife
value.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.05 (NED)

a. Disturbance of 43 acres of upland meadow interspersed with Type 1-2
wet meadow habitat.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreational impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.02 (EQ) - Tertiary Site for Cut 7

a. Disturbance of 69 acres of disturbed upland meadow habitat.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.13 (NED) - Tertiary Site for Cut 7

a. Disturb 18 acres of previously disturbed Type 1 bottomland hardwoods.
Failure of erosion control would impact upon adjacent Type 3-4 wetlands.

b. Substantial water quality impacts probable. Size of site would make it
unlikely State effluent standards could be met.
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c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.14 (NED) - SeleCted Site for Cut 7

a. Loss of 110 acres of wetlands; primarily Type 1-2 wet meadows with
approximately 30 acres of Type 3-4 shallow and deepwater marshes.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Cultural resources survey required before use.
f. Socio-economic benefits would accrue from expansion of the Holman

Field airport.

2.15 (NED) - Secondary Site for Cut 7

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Size of site would make it nearly impossible to meet State effluent

standards. Potential for substantial water quality impact.
c. No floodplain impact.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.40 - Tertiary Site for Cut 7

a. Loss of marginal aquatic habitat.
b. Size potential of the site would make it very difficult to meet State

effluent standards. Potential for substantial water quality impact.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Long-range potential for industrial development.

2.16 (EQ, NED) - Selected Site for Cut 8

a. No appreciable impact upon fish and wildlife.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. Potential floodplain impact if material is not removed prior to

seasonal high water.
d. No recreational impacts.
e. No cultural resource impact.
f. No appreciable social impact.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.
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2.37 (EQ, NED) Selected Site for Cut 9

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of

site would make it impossible to meet State effluent standards.
c. Potential floodplain impact.
d. No recreational impact.
e. Cultural resource survey should be conducted prior to use.
f. No appreciable social impact.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

2.18 (EQ. NED) - Selected Site for Cut 10

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Should be surveyed for cultura. resources prior to use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material used for beneficial use.

Summary of Site Selection - Pool 2

4.071 Site 2.30 was selected for Cut 1 because of ease of access and the rec-
reational and safety benefits from eventual use of this area as a lockage
waiting area.

4.072 Site 2.35 was selected for Cuts 2 and 3 because of lesser impacts than
at site 2.24 and the ease of diking at this site to meet water quality regula-
tions.

4.073 Site 2.10 was selected for Cuts 4, 5, and 6 because of lesser impacts than
at 2.05 and 2.10, ease of diking at the site, and a known demand for the
material by Dakota County.

4.07A4 Selection of a site for Cut 7 was difficult because this area of St. Paul
is developmentally volatile. Finding a long-term disposal site with sufficient
volume was nearly impossible. Site 2.14 was selected as the primary site or
Cut 7 on the condition that the airport expansion project receives approval.
If not, site 2.14 would not be used. Site 2.15 is recommended as the secondary
site because of historic use and limited impacts. However, site 2.15 has
limited capacity and uncertain future availability. Site 2.13 was given next
preference because of known availability despite having some impacts associated
with its use. Site 2.40 was given lower preference because of unproven feasi-
bility. Site 2.02 was given fifth priority because of very difficult access
problem despite having only minor impacts associated with its use.

4.075 Sites 2.16, 2.37, and 2.18 were selected for Cuts 8, 9, and 10, respectively,
because use of these sites would have only negligible impacts and the material
would be removed for beneficial use.
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TABLE 4.5

ST. CROIX RIVER

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Kinnikinnic Bar SC.12; SC.13; SC.14; SC.15; SC.16; SC.21;
SC.26; 2.10; 3.34

2. Catfish Bar SC.11; SC.21; SC.27; 2.10
3. Hudson SC.01; SC.03; SC.04; SC.05; SC.06; SC.07;

SC.18; SC.22; SC.24; SC.25; SC.28; 2.10

Impacts of Site Use

SC.12 - Selected Site for Cut 1

a. Loss of 17 acres of revegetating disposal site habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreational impacts from creation of open sandy areas

on the river.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Site is in the new Kinnikinnic State Park. Use of the site will

have to conform to park management plans.

SC.13 (NED) - Secondary Site for Cut 1

a. Loss of 9 acres of revegetated disposal site.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of

site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Site is in the new Kinnikinnic State Park. Use of the site would

have to conform to park management plans.

SC.14 (NED)

a. Minimal wildlife impacts on the island. Loss of aquatic habitat from
expansion of the island.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No public recreational benefits due to private ownership of island.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Adverse public reaction to the development of a private island when

public beaches and beaching areas need the sandy material.
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SC.15

a. Loss of 4 acres of aquatic habitat.
b.' Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No public recreation benefits due to private ownership of land

created. .
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Adverse public reactions to creation of private lands when public

beaches and beaching areas need the sand.

SC.16 (NED) - Tertiary Site for Cut 1

a. Loss of 02.5 acres of aquatic habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Violation

of State turbidity and suspended solids standards during disposal.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of additional public

swimming, beaching, and camping area.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

SC.26 - Tertiary Site for Cut 1

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. State

standards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated dur-
ing disposal on a very localized basis.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining public beach.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

SC.21 (NED) - Selected Site for Cut 2

a. Minimal fish and wildlife mpacts.
b. Water quality--#mpact expected to be temporary and minor. State

standards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated dur-
ing disposal on a very localized basis.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining public beach.
e. No cultural resource mpacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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SC.18 - Tertiary Site for Cut 3

a. Loss of 4 acres of open water habitat. Erosion impacts on additional
aquatic habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. State stand-

ards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated during disposal
operations.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy bar.
e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

S0.22 - Secondary Site for Cut 3

a. Fisn and wildlife impacts expected to be minimal.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Potential beneficial recreational impacts from use of the material

for beach nourishment and other park improvements.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

usp,
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

SC,24 - Tertiary Site for Cut 3

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before

use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

SC.28 - Tertiary Site for Cut 3

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts on site. Loss of aquatic habitat
if the island is enlarged.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining the island in an open

sandy condition.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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SC.11

a. No fish and wildlife impacts on site. Potential erosion impacts

on aquatic habitat downstream of site.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

SC.27 - Secondary Site for Cut 2

a. Potential adverse wildlife impacts if material is used in the park
to fill in wetlands.

b. Water quality impacts temporary and minor if the material is used for
beach nourishment. No impacts if material is used as fill in the
park.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts if the material is used for beach nourishment.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from use of the material to enhance park

. feati.res.

e. Potencial cultural resource impacts; survey of use areas required.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

SC.0!. .03. 04. .05, .06 - Selected and Tertiary Sites for Cut 3

a. D 3-osal on these islands would have minimal wildlife impacts. If
tne islands are enlarged in size, there would be adverse impacts from
loss of additional aquatic habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining these islands Ln an

open sandy condition.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Maintaining these islands as areas of high recreational use probably

has an impact on the character and economy of Hudson, Wisconsin.

SC.07 (EQ)

a. Loss of 4.5 acres of open water habitat. Purpose would be to convert
approximately 25-30 acres of open water habitat into a backwater-like
area and improve its value of fish and wildlife habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor during deposi-
tion. Water in the created backwater would become somewhat more stagnant.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Adverse recreation impacts -because the area currently is heavily used for

boating, water skiing, and swimming.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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Summary of Site Selection - St. Croix River

4.076 The Lower St. Croix River is part of the National Wild and Scenic River
System. It is managed by the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin and the Nat-
ional Park Service through the Lower St. Croix Management Commission.

4.077 The primary factor used by GREAT I in selecting sites on the St. Croix
was to use the material to safely enhance the recreational opportunities on
the river. Also, the GREAT I team placed heavy weight upon the recommendatfons
of the Lower St. Croix Management Commission.

4.078 For Cut ],five sites are recommended in order of preference. SC.12 is
the preferred site as it is immediately adjacent to the dredge cut. SC.13
is also adjacent to the dredge cut but is less preferred than SC.12 be..ause
of the higher quality wildlife habitat on it. Sites SC.16 and SC.26 are less
preferred than SC.12 and SC.13, because of their distance from the dredge cut.
SC.16 is preferred over SC.26 because it would expand beach facilities on the
St. Croix River in an area where they are in short supply. Site 3.34 is recom-
mended primarily as a place to put the material should the other sites be
unavailable.

4.079 SC.21 was selected instead of SC.ll for Cut 2 as it would involve placing
the material on a public beach versus a private sandbar. SC.27 is recommended
as a secondary site primarily as a site of opportugity (i.e., if the Afton State
Park needs the material, it should be provided to them).

4.080 For Cut 3, nine sites are recommended in preferential order. The first
seven sites are listed in priority of need for dredged material to enhance or
maintain recreational opportunities. These are sites SC.Ol, SC.22, SC.18,
SC.03, SC.04, SC.05, and SC.06. The eighth site in preference, SC.28 cur-
rently does not need material but may in the future. Also, this site would be
available for use if needed. Site SC.24 is identified finally as a place to
take the material with minimal impact should none of the recreational enhance-
ment sites be available, an unlikely occurrence.
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TABLE 4.6

POOL 3

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Below Diamond Bluff 3.07; 3.09; 3.10; 3.43
2. Coulter's Island 3.09; 3.12;
3. Morgan's Coulee 3.09; 3.14; 3.16
4. 4ig River 3.21; 3.27; 3.44
5. 4-mile Island/Truedale Slough 3.27; 3.28; 3.40
6. Pine Coulee 3.27; 3.30
7. Prescott 3.33; 3.34; 3.46
8. Vermillion River 3.46
9. Lower Approach to L/D 2 3.42; 3.46; 3.47; 3.48

Impacts of Site Use

3.07

a. Disturbance of 9 acres of revegetating disposal island and loss
of 6 acres of open water habitat. Failure of erosion control
would impact on main channel border habitat, including wing dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor. State standards for
turbidity and suspended solids would be violated during disposal.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining and enlarging an

open sandy island adjacent to the channel.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impact.

3.09 (E)-Selected Site for Cuts 1-3; Secondary Site for Cuts 4-6

a. Disturbance of 35 acres of seasonally wet meadow (22 acres) and bottom-
land hardwoods (13 acres).

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. 'o appreciable recreation impacts
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. Wo appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

a. Disturbance of 14 acres of riparian habitat including wing dams and
riprap. Erosion of material from the site would impact on approximately
2 miles of wing dam and riprap habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of the
site would make it unlikely that State effluent standards could be
met.

c. Adverse floodplain imparti.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy beach-like area.
C. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. 'o appreciable social impacts.
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3.43 (NED) - Secondary Site for Cut 1

a. Disturbance of I acre if bottomland hardwoous and 700 feet of shoreline
habitat. Erosion impacts on downstream wetland and aquatic habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. State
standards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from beach nourishment.
e. Cultural resource survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

3.12 OE) - aecoaaeuded as Suitaoia tor Tedo~arc Disposal ±or Cut 

a. Disturbarce of 6 acres of old dredged material area and 6 acres of bottom-
land hardwoods. Use of this site would have severe erosion/sedimentation
impacts upon fish and wildlife nabitat in the backwaters and in the main
channel border. Eroding material would damage the habitat value of two
wing dams and several acres of Type 3 and 4 wetlands.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of site
would make it unlikely that State effluent standards could be met.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of additional sandy island

area.
e. Low potential for cultural resources; survey required before use.
f. So appreciable social impacts.

3.14(NED) - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 3

a. Destruction of 2 acres Type 5 deep open slough, 2 acres of Type 3
shallow marsh, 3 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and disturbance
of 3 acres of old disposal site. Failure of erosion control would have
severe impacts on downstream wing dams, sloughs, and backwaters.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of site
would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy shoreline area.
e. Low cultural resource potential, survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

3.16 (O )

a. Loss of 11 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on wing dams and side channel habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor; size of site
would maKe it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy shoreline area.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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3.21 (NED)

a. Destruction of a 15-acre Type 5 deep open marsh.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resources impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

3.44 (-NED)

a. Severe disturbance of 1,050 feet of shoreline habita including
wing dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor and temporary; State
standards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from beach nourishment.
e. Low potential for cultural resources; survey required before use.
f. Site is under control of Prairie Island Indian Community; use would

require consultation with and approval from this community.

3.27 .E_) - Selected Site for Cuts 4-b

a. Loss of 31 acres of Type 1 wetlands, approximately one-half bottomland
hardwoods, one-half wet meadow. Shoreline disturbance from the need
for a rehandling site.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts at site; potential minor impacts
at rehandling site.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable recreation impacts.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

3.28 (NED)

a. Loss of 8 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would result in impacts upon aquatic habitat, particularly
wing dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make it very difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy riparian area.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.
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3.40 (LD)

a. Loss of 15 acres of bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion control
would impact on submerged riprap habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor; size of site
would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy ripariar area.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. &o appreciable social impacts.

3.30 (A LD)

a. Loss of 9 acres of old disposal site and Type 1 bottomland hardwood.
Erosion would impact upon adjacent wetland and aquatic riprap habitat.

b. Wter quality impacts expected to be minor and temporary; size of site
would maKe it unlikely State effluent standards-could be met.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy island and

riparian areas.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. :Iaterial available for beneficial use.

3.33 (NEL)

a. Loss of 14 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwood.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. i3eneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area on island.

e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

3.34.(NED) - oeiected Site for Cut 7; lertiary Site for Cuts 4-6

a. Loss of 4 acres Type 4-5 deep marsh and 6 acres Type 1 bottomland hard--

woods.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. Potential parking area for Pt. Douglas Beach on Lake St. Croix.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.
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3.46 (EQ, NED) - Selected Site for Cut d; Secondary Site for Cut 7 ;Tertiary Site

for Cuts 4-6

a. Disturbance of 1i acres of cropland with negligible fish and wildlife
impacts. Failure of erosion control would impact upon aquatic habitat
and adjacent bottomland hardwoods.

b. Water quality impacts expected tc be negligible.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts if material is not removed prior to seasonal
high water as proposed.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required prior to use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material used for beneficial use.

3.42 Tertiary Site for Cut 9

a. Disposal of 4,000 feet of shoreline habitat. Erosion impacts upon
submerged riprap habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. State stand-
ards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from beach nourishment.
e. Low potential for cultural resources; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

3.47 - Selected Site for Cut 9

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Negligible water quality impacts expected.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resources; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

3.48 - Secondary Site for Cut 9

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Negligible water quality impacts expected.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. Use of material to enhance park features if ever developed.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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Suixnary of Site Selection - Pool 3

4.081 Site 3.09 was selected for Cuts 1, 2, and 3 because it has the volume
to contain the material from these three cuts with less impact than any com-
bination of sites 3.07, 3.10, 3.12, 3.14, 3.16, and 3.43. Also,material
placed at 3.09 would be readily available for beneficial uses while material
placed at the other sites would not be readily available for beneficial uses.

4.082 Site 3.27 was selected for Cuts 4, 5, and 6 because it has the volume
to contain the material from all three cuts, the impacts of using that site
would be less than any combinations of sites 3.21, 3.28, 3.30, 3.40, and 3.44,
and the material would be readily available for beneficial uses.

4.083 Site 3.34 was selected for Cut 7 despite the adverse wetland impacts at
this site. GREAT I believes the beneficial impacts associated with providing
additional parking at the Point Douglas Beach offset this loss.

4.084 Site 3.46 was selected for Cut 8 because of ease of access, beneficial
use of the materialand relatively minor impacts at this site.

4.085 Site 3.47 was selected for Cut 9 for basically the same reasons site
3.46 was selected for Cut 8. Lake Rebecca Park was recommended as a secondary
site in case-park development there ever needs material for fill. Site
3.42 was recommended as a beach nourishment site on the condition that the mater-
ial is shown to be clean.

4.086 Sites 3.09, 3.34, and 3.46 are recommended as secondary and tertiary sites
for various cuts to insure the material is taken to an acceptable site should
the primary site be unavailable at any time.
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TABLE 4.7

POOL 4

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Beef Slough 4.02; 4.04; 4.20; 4.69
2. Grand Encampment 4.02; 4.04; 4.20; 4.69
3. Above Teepeeota 4.02; 4.04; 4.13; 4.20; 4.69
4. Above Crat's Island 4.16; 4.18; 4.19; 4.20; 4.24; 4.25
5. Reads Landing 4.24; 4.25; 4.29
6. Wacouta 4.37; 4.38; 4.39; 4.68; 4.69b
7. Below Red Wing High Bridge 4.47; 4.48; 4.49; 4.54; 4.57
8. Above Red Wing High Bridge 4.54; 4.55; 4.56; 4.57
9. Cannon River 4.52; 4.54; 4.57; 4.58; 4.59
10. Trenton 4.57; 4.60; 4.63
11. Above Trenton 4.57; 4.67

Impacts of Site Use

4.02 - Selected Site for Cuts 1-3

a. Loss of 10 acres of open water habitat along with 900 feet of riprapped
shoreline habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor and temporary.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Ao cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material used for beneficial use.

4.04

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impact.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Adverse recreational impacts from conflicts with City of Alma recrea-

tional development plans for the site.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Adverse social impacts from conflicts with local community plans.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

4.69

a. Loss of 6 acres of open water habitat and 1,500 feet of excellent riprapped
shoreline habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Ao appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

4.10 - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 2

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts on site. Failure of erosion
control would impact on main channel border and deepwater marsh habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining an open sandy area adjacent

to river.

e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts. 114
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4.13 (NED) - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary uisposal for Cut 3

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts if site is not enlarged.

Expansion or failure of erosion control would impact on addi-

tional Type 3-4 shallow and deep marshes, Type 1 bottomland

hardwoods, and main channel border habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining site in an open sandy

condition.

e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.20 (EQ) - Secondary Site for Cuts i-3; Tertiary Site for Cut 4

a. Loss of 10 acres of disturbed bottomland hardwood habitat. Failure

of exosion control would impact on wing dam habitat.
b. Water quality impacts are expected to be minor and temporary.

c. No floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.

f. Potential aesthetic and noise impacts upon local residents.

g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.16 (NED)

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts if site is not enlarged.

Expansion or failure of erosion control measures would impact upon rvpe

3-4 deep marshes, Type I bottomland hardwoods, and main channel border
habitat.

b. Water quality impacts are expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining site in an open sandy

c pdition.

e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.18 (EQ) - Tertiary Site for Cut 4

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.

c. No floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

g. Material available for beneficial use.
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4.19 - Tertiary Site for Cut 8

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.

c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.25 - Selqcted Site for Cut 4; Secondary Site for Cut 5

a. Loss of 18 acres of revegetating sand pit. Pioeline access to site would
disturb main channel border and Type 3-4 deep marsh habitat.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.24 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cut 5; Secondary Site for Cut 4

a. Loss of 60 acres of revegetatirgsand pit. Access to site would dis-

turb bottomland hardwood habitat.
b. Nb water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.29 (NED)-. Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 5

a. No appreciable fisn and wildlife impacts if the site is not expanded.

Expansion or failure of erosion control measures would impact upon addi-
tional Type 3-4 shallow and deep marshes and Type 1 bottomland hardwoods.

b. Water quality impacts would be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts. ,
f. No appreciable social impacts-.
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4.37 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cut 6

a. Loss of 8 acres of revegetated gravel pit.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impact; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.38 - Secondary Site for Cut 6

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.39

a. Loss of 37 acres of bottomland hardwood habitat. Failure of erosion

control could result in impacts on shallow water habitat in Lake Pepin.
b. Potential water quality problems due to contamination in the sediments

in the lower portions of the cut.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable recreation impacts.

4.68 (NED)

a. Loss of 21 acres of bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion control
would result in adverse impacts upon adjacent open water habitat and Type
4 deep marshes.

b. Potential for adverse water quality impacts. Size of site would make
it difficult to meet State effluent standards. Contaminated sediments
in lower end of the cut.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Potential recreation benefits from creation of a sandy peninsula.

Handling of contaminated sediments from lower end of the ut would have
an influence on the extent of recreational use of the tte.

e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey requirea before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.69b

a. Loss of 20 acres of bottomland hardwoods (Type 1) and 30 acres of Type
3-4 deep marsh. Erosion from site would impact on additional open
water and deep marsh habitat.

b. Potential for adverse water quality impacts. Sediments in the lower
end of the cut are contaminated although it is highly unlikely that they
would ever be deposited at this site.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of large sandy island.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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4.47(NED) - Secondary Site for Cut 7

a. Disturbance of 11 acres of bottomland hardwoods.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of site

would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from expansion of developed areas in

Colville Park.
e. High potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.48 (NED)

a. Loss of 11.5 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and Type 2 wet meadow
habitat. Failure of erosion control would impact on main channel border
habitat.

b. Water quality impacts are expected to be minor and temporary. Size of
site would make it very difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy shoreline area.
e. Low cultural resource potential; survey required prior to use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.49 (NED) - Selected Site for Cut 7

a. Loss of 8 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on downstream side channels.

b. Water quality impacts anticipated to be minor and temporary. Size
of site would make it highly unlikely State effluent standards could
be met.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy island area.
e. Moderate cultural resource potential; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.54 (EQ, NED) - Tertiary Site for Cut 7

a. Loss of a disturbed 3-acre Type 1-3 wetland and 5 acres of open
field.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Known cultural resources in the immediate area with National Register

eligibility potential; survey required before use.
f. Site is projected for industrial expansion by City of Red Wing.
g. Material available for beneficial use.
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4.57 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cuts 8, 9, & 11; Tertiary Site for Cut 7

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Potential groundwater impact from leaching of land fill material.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Known cultural resources in immediate area with National Register

eligibility potential; survey required before use.

f. Potential for industrial development on this site by City of Red Wing.

g. Material available for beneficial use.

4.55 (NED)

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.

e. Known cultural resources in immediate area with National Register

eligibility potential; survey required before use.

f. Potential for industrial development on this site by city of Red
Wing.

4.56. (NED)

a. Loss of 10 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control could impact upon Type 3 marsh and main channel border habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor and temporary. Size of

site would make-it difficult to meet State effluent standards.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Potential beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy open

area near river.
e. Known cultural resources in immediate area with National Register

eaJ,4Uiility potential; survey required prior to use.

f. No appreciable social impact.

4.52 (NED)

a. Disturbance of 35 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of

erosion control measures would impact on main channel border habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary ana minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area

near river.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
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4.58 (NED)

a. Degradation of 16 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods disturbed
by past disposal and 1,500 feet of shoreline habitat. Failure of
erosion control would impact on riprap habitat and a large back-
water slough (Type 4 deep marsh).

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor and temporary. Size of
site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of sandy area adjacent

to the river.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts. Survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.59 (NED)

a. Serious degradation 4,000 feet of shoreline and main channel border
habitat. Erosion would cause impacts on additional aquatic habitat.

b. Water quafity impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from beach nourishment.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.60 (E)

a. Serious degradation of 5,000 feet of shoreline and main channel

border habitat. Erosion would impact further upon aquatic habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from beach nourishment.

e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

4.63 (NED) - Selected Site For Cut 10

a. Disturbance of 7 acres of revegetating disposal site. Failure of
erosion control would impact upon main channel border habitat and
a backwater slough.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make meeting State effluent standards unlikely.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining open sandy area adjacent

to the river.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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4.67 (NED)

a. Loss of 6 acres of bottomland hardwoods that includes a known bald
eagle roost.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make meeting State effluent standards unlikely.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area adjacent

to river.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

Summary of Site Selection - Pool 4

4.087 Sites 4.02 and 4.20 were selected as the primary and secondary sites for
Cuts 1, 2, and 3 over sites 4.69 and 4.13 because of lesser impacts. Site
4.04 became unavailable because of recreational development plans at the site
by the City of Alma. Site 4.02 is preferred over site 4.20 because of the
greater demand for the material on the Wisconsin side of the river, especially
by Buffalo County and the City of Alma.

4.088 Site 4.25 is recommended as the primary site for Cut 4 because of lesser
impacts than would occur at 4.16 and also becpause the material would be readily avail-
able for beneficial use. Sites 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 have too little volume
for this cut but could be used as rehandling sites for material destined for
disposal at 4.25.

4.089 Site 4.24 is recommended as the primary site for Cut 5 because of its large
capacity and lesser impacts than would occur at Site 4.29. Site 4.29 is nearing
capacity and would have to be expanded or have material removed to be used
in the long term.

4.090 Site 4.37 and 4.38 were selected as the primary and secondary sites for
Cut 6 to provide safe areas for containing contaminated dredged material from
the lower end of Cut 6 should it ever need to be dredged again, an unlikely
occurrence.

4.091 Site 4.49 is the recommended site for Cut 7 because of ready access from
the dredge cut and somewhat lesser impacts than would occur at 4.47 and 4.48. Site
4.47 is recommended as a secondary site over 4.48 because of lesser impacts and
'because the material could be used to enhance Coville Park. Site 4.57
would not have the capacity for this cut since it is also recommended for use
for otner dredge cuts in the pool.

4.092 Site 4.57 is the recommended site for Cuts 8, 9, and 11 because of its large
capacity, considerable beneficial use demand, and minimal kn-own impacts, and b'_cause th
material would be available for future industrial development by the City of
Red Wing.

4.093 Site 4.63 is recommended for Cut 10 because of the minor adverse impacts
associated with its use, the recreation benefits to be gained, and the ease of
access from the dredge cut.
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TABLE 4.8

POOL 5

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Mt. Vernon Light 5.03; 5.30
2. Somerfield Island 5.06; 5.30
3. Lower Zumbro, 5.07; 5.30
4. Fisher Island 5.12; 5.30
5. Below West Newton 5.14; 5.24; 5.26; 5.26A; 5.28
6. West Newton 5.18; 5.24; 5.26; 5.26A; 5.28
7. Mule Bend 5.21; 5.24; 5.26; 5.26)k; 5.28
8. Lower Approach to L/D 4 5.24; 5.25; 5.26; 5.26A; 5.28

Impacts of Site Use

5.30 (Eq) - Selected Site for Cuts 1-4

a. Disposal at site 5.30 would involve actual disposal of small volumes

of material at strategic locations within the Weaver Bottoms to act

as side channel closure dams. This disposal would destroy 16.3 acres

of Type 4 and 5 wetland habitat. An additional 60 acres of Type 5 wet-

land would be converted to Types 1, 3, and 4 wietland if the recommended

islands are constructed. The fish and wildlife habitat of the back-

waters in the entire bottoms (4,000 acres) would be significantly

improved. Riprap armoring of the dredged material dikes would prevent

adverse erosion impacts.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be relatively minor and short-term

in duration. State standards for turbidity and suspended solids would
be violated during disposal.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Potential beneficial recreation impacts through the creation of addi-

tional open sandy areas adjacent to the channel.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.03 (NED)

a. Loss of 2 acres of old dredged material island and 6 acres of open

water habitat. Creation of 10 acres of sheltered waters that would be

expected to become Type 3-4 deep marsh. Riprap would provide additional

fishery habitat. Failure of erosion control would impact upon valuable

downstream fishery habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor and short-term. State stand-

ards for turbidity and suspended solids would be violated during disposal.

c. Adverse tloodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from enlarging open sandy island.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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5.06 (NED)

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts associated with use of this
site as is. Expansion of the site or failure of erosion control efforts
would have adverse impacts on main channel border and Type 3, 4, and
wetland habitats.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining a sandy island zjjacent

to the channel.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.07 (NED)

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts associated with the use of the site
as is. Expansion of the site or failure of erosion control measures
would impact on main channel border and Type 3, 4, and 5 wetland habi-
tats.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining a sandy island area

adjacent to the channel.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.12 (NED)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 5

a. Disturbance of 24 acres of revegetating disposal site. Expansion of the
site or failure of erosion control would impact on main channel border
habitat, side channels, and Type 3-4 deep marshes.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impatts from creating an open sandy area adjacent

to the channel.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.14 (NED)

a. Disturbance of 16 acres of revegetating disposal site. Failure of ero-
sion control would impact upon riprap and wing dam habitat and back-
water sloughs and marshes.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area adjacent

to the river.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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3.18 (NEtD)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cuts 6 and 7

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts at present site. Expansion of the

site or failure of erosion control would impact on Type 3, 4, and

5 backwater slougns and marshes.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining an open sandy area

adjacent to tfe river.

e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.21 (NED)

a. Loss of 16 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on main channel border habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor and temporary.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area adjacent

to the channel.
e. High potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.24 (E) - Secondary Site for Cuts 5-8

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.

e. Potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before us>.
f. Loss of agricultural land.
g. Material avrguable for beneficial use.
h. Potential wind erosion impact on an adjacent proposed State scientific

use.

a. Loss of 3 acres of Type I bottom-land hardwoods.
b. vlater quality impacts temporary and minor. Size of site would make

meeting State effluent standards unlikely.

c. Adverse floodplain impact-s.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area

adjacent to river.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required prior

to use.
f. No appreciable ;ocial impacts.
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5.26 - Tertiary Site for Cuts 5-8

a. Loss of 15 acres of bottomland hardwoods, Type 3, 4, and 5 sloughs,

and open water habiLats.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Loss of important recreational fishing area.
e. Potential cultural resource impact' survey required prior to use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5.26A - Selected Site for Cuts 5-8

a. Loss of approximately 15 acres of bottomland nardwoods. Possible ad-

verse impact on bald eagle roosting.
b. Water quality impacts expectea to oe temporary ane minor.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts if material not removed prior
to seasonal nigh water.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. Potential cultural resource impact; survey required prior to use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

5.28 - Tertiary Site for Cuts 5-8

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts at site. Significant adverse im-
pacts upon side channel and deep marsh habitat gaining barge ac<:ess

to site.
b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.

e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.
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Summary of Site Selection - Pool 5

4.094 Site 5.30 was selected for Cuts 1-4 because of the overall significant
fish and wildlife habitat enhancement benefits projected to be achieved by
the Weaver Bottoms Rehabilitation Study. Continued disposal at sites 5.06,
5.07, and 5.12 would have significant adverse impacts in the long terim with
no real opportunity to put the material to beneficial use.

4.095 In the selection of a site for Cuts 5-8, GREAT recognized that the most
desirable appearing sites from the viewpoint of minimizing impacts and maxi-
mizing beneficial use of the dredged material needed additional study to prove
feasibility or further evaluate environmental impacts. Thus GREAT chose to
select sites based on existing preferences while recognizing the need for further
study. Site 5.26A was selected as the primary or most preferential site be-
cause it has the potential for maximizing beneficial use of dredged material
while minimizing impacts to the greatest extent. Further study is necessary
to evaluate the economic feasibility of this alternative.

4.096 Site 5.24 is recommended as the secondary site because of lesser impacts
than would occur at 5.26 or 5.28. Further study is needed here to evaluate
impacts on a proposed State scientific area adjacent to the site.

4.09, Site 5.26 was selected over 5.28 for third preference primarily because
of lesser impacts associated with its use.

4.098 Sites 5.14, 5.18, 5.21, and 5.25 were not considered acceptable because
the combined impacts of using these sites would be greater than use of one of
the larger capacity sites (5.26k, 5.24, 5.26, or 5.28). Alscq these sites
would not be readily available for beneficial uses of the material other
than on-site recreational uses.
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POOL 5A

Primarv Alternatives

1. Vpper Approach to L"', 5.A 5A.04; 5A.25; 5A.32; 5A.35
2.dild's bend 5A.08; 5A.25; 5A.32; 5A.35

. dead of 3etsy Slougu 5A.20; 5A.25; 5A.27/.33; 5A.32

- Fountain City 3A.20; 5A.25; 5A.27/.33; 5A.34

5. Island 58 5A.14; 5A.20; 5A.21; 5A.23; 5A.27/.33; 5A.36

o. Lower ApproacI to L/D 5 5A.20; 5A.21; 5A.23; 5A.27/.33

Impacts oZ Site Use

5A.J4 (NED)

a. Loss of 8 acres of type 1 bottomland nardwoods and open sandy island.

Failure of erosion control would impact on riprap habitat and a Type
3-4 backwater slough.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of site
would make it difficult to meet State effluent standard3.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creating an open sandy island area.

e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

5A.32 - Selected Site for Cuts 1-3

a. Loss of 5 acres of Type i bottomland hardwoods and 29 acres of Type 3-
4 deep marsh. Failure of erosion control would impact on Type 3, 4,
and 5 marsh.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.

e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

5A. 35 (EQ)

a. Loss of 52 acres of open water habitat in Polander Lake. Creation
of 52 acres of island and shallow marsh for wildlife habitat improvement.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be moderate. Violation of State
standards for turbidity and suspended solids during disposal.

c. Adverse tloodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. iNo appreciable social impacts.
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5A.08 (NED) - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 2

a. Loss of 15 acres of revegetating disposal area habitat. Failure of
erosion control would impact on Type 3, 4, and 5 deep marshes and
sloughs as well as wing dam habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Nature of
site would make compliance with State effluent standards unlikely.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
d. No appreciable social impacts.

jA.25 (NED, EQ) - Selected Site for Cut 4: Secondary t faor Jits 1 and 2

a. Continual disturbance of 6 acres of disturbed bottomland hardwoods.
Potential erosion impacts on downstream riprap and wing dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make compliance with State effluent standards highly unlikely.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.

e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

5A.27/.33 (EQ)

a. Disturbance of 8 acres of upland meadow.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

5A.34 (NED)

a. Loss of 12 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and 6 acres of Type
2, 3, and 4 marshes. Failure of erosion control would impact on
main channel border habitat and backwater sloughs and marshes.

b. Wnter quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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5A.20 (EQ)

a. Disturbance of 18 acres of cropland and upland meadow habitat.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. Loss of agricultural production on site.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

5A.21 (EQ)

a. Disturbance of 12 acres of cropland and upland meadow habitat.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. High potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before

use.
f. Loss of agricultural production on site.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

5A.14 (NED) - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cuts 4 and 5

a. Disturbance of 25 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and 7 acres
of previously used disposal site habitat. Failure of erosion con-
trol would impact on riprap and wing dam habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

5A.23 (NED, EQ) - Selected Site tor Cuts 5 & 6

a. Loss of 7 acres of disturbed Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure
of erosion control would impact on backwater habitat and w'ng dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. ize ot
site would make meeting State effluent standards unlike y.

c. Potential adverse floodpiain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.
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5A. 36 - Secondary Site for Cut 5

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

Summary of Site Selection - Pool 5A

4.099 Sites 5A.32, 5A.25, and 5A.23 are the recommended sites for Pool 5A
primarily because this combination of sites provides the needed capacity
and the maximum satisfaction to beneficial use demands with the least ad-
verse impact. Site 5A.36 is recommended as a secondary site and not a primary
site because of limited capacity at the site and somewhat more difficult
access problems than at site 5A.23.
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TABLE 4.10

POOL 6

Primary AlternativesCut

1. Homer Point 6.11; 6.17
2. Gravel Point R6.14; 6.17; 6.19/.20
3. Below Winona RR 6ridge 6.17; 6.19/.20
4. Above Winona RR Bridge 6.16; 6.17; 6.19/.20

5. Island 71 and Boat Harbor 
6.27

6. Lower Approach to L/D 5A 6.27

Impacts of Site Use

6.11 (NED, EQ) - Secondary Site for Cut 1

a. Disturbance of 7 acres of old disposal and Type 1 bottomland hardwoods.

Access road would alter additional bottomland hardwood habitat. 
Fail-

ure of erosion control would impact on wing dam and riprap habitat and

a small backwater slough.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining an open sandy area adjacent

to the river.
e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impact.

6.17 (NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 1-3; Tertiary Site for Cut 4

a. Loss of 21 acres of Type 3-4 wetlands being developed for industrial

purposes by the City of Winona.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Site is being developed by the City of Winona for industrial park.

Disposal may provide fill for this project.

g. Material removed for beneficial use.

6.14 (NED)

a. Loss of 6 acres Type 1 bottomland hardwood. Open water habitat im-

pacted by disposal on a very small island. Erosion impacts on side chan-

nels and a wing dam.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of

site would make it unlikely State effluent standards could be met.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.

d. B~eneficial recreation impacts for creation of an open sandy area
adjacent to the river.

e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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6.16 (NED)

a. Loss of 3 acres of Type 2 wet meadow and 5 acres of Type 3-4 marsh.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Use of site may make it more attractive for industrial or commercial

development.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

6.19/.20 (EQ) - Selected and SecQndarv gf

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Removal of material from these sites would increase truck traffic through

portions of Winona.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

6.27 (NED, EQ) - Selected Site for Cuts 5 and 6

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

Summary of Site Selection - Pool 6

4.100 Pool 6 is somewhat of an anomaly because the demand for dredged material
generally exceeds the supply. Thus sites 6.17, 6.19, 6.20, and 6.27 are
the recommended sites because they are either stockpile sites or actual
sites where the material will be put to beneficial use.
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TABLE 4.11

POOL 7

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Upper Approach to L/D 7 7.01; 7.20
2. Dresbach 7.01; 7.04; 7.05; 7.06; 7.13; 7.20 8.06
3. Dakota 7.04; 7.06; 7.12
4. Winter's Landing 7.04; 7.06; 7.11
5. Queen's Bluff 7.04; 7.06; 7.10
6. Richmond Island 7.04; 7.05; 7.06
7. Lower Approach to L/D 6 7.06

Impacts of Site Use

7.01 (EQ, NED) - Secondary Site for Cuts 1-2

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on nearby residences.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

7.20 - Selected Site for Cuts 1-2

a. No known fish and wildlife impacts. Potential loss of bald eagle roosting

habitat.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential fbr cultural resource impact; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material iemoved for beneficial use.

7.13

a. Loss of 39 acres of revegetated disposal site and bottomland hardwood.
The revegetated area has taken on the ciaracter of sand prairie. Fail-
ure of erosion control would impact on backwater sloughs and marshes
and open water habitat including wing dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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7.12 (NED) - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 3

a. Disturbance of 10 acres of old disposal and 5 acres of Type 1 bottom-

land hardwoods. Failure of erosion control would impact on wing dam

and side channel habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be-temporary and minor. Size and

configuration of site would make meeting State effluent standards un-

likely.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

7.04 (EQ, NED)

a. Loss of 30 acres Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and 2 acres Type 4
deep marsh. Failure of erosion control would impact on backwater
wetlands and sloughs and downstream wing dams and side channels.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary ar' minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

7.06 (EQ. NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 3-5 and 7; Tertiary Site for Cut 2

a. Loss of 14 acres of old fish ponds that reverted to Type 4-5 deep
marsh and 4 acres of Type I bottomland hardwoods.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.
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7.11 (NED)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 4

a. Loss of 20 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and degradation of
1,000 feet of shoreline habitat. Erosion would impact on downstream
wing dams and side channels.

b. Water quality impacts for both portions of the site are expected to
be temporary and minor. State standards for turbidity and suspended
solids would be violated at the beach nourishment site.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

7.10 (NED)

a. Loss of 6 acres of revegetating disposal site and one acre of Type
4 deep marsh. Failure of erosion control would result in impacts
on wing dams and side channels.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make it unlikely that State effluent standards could be
met.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

7.05 - Selected Site for Cut 6; Tertiary Site for Cut 2

a. Loss of 12 acres of old fish pond, bottomland hardwood, and disturbed
habitat.

b. Water quality impacts are expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from a Minnesota DNR proposal to create

a public access point at this site.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.
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POOL 8 TABLE 4.12

Cut Primary Alternatives

i. Warner's Landing 8.06; 8.22; 8.30; 8.31
2. Crosby Slough 8.01; 8.06; 8.22; 8.30
3. Below Raft Channel 8.06; 8.20; 8.30
4. Head of Raft Channel 8.02; 8.30
5. Brownsville 8.06; 8.30
6. Above Brownsville 8.06; 8.17; 8.30
7. Picayune Island 8.06
8. Root River 8.06
9. Sand Slough 8.06; 8.15
10. La Crosse RR Bridge 8.06; 8.28

Impacts of Site Use

8.31 (NED)

a. Loss of 3 acres of Type 4 deep marsh. Erosion irapacts on additional
deep marsh habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and moderate.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from evential creation of a sandy

island next to channel.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

8.22 - Selected Site for Cuts 1-2

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts on the site. Rehandling of material
to reach site would impact on 1-2 acres of shallow wacer habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. A known archaeological site exists at the northern end of the disposal

area. Disposal would be handled to avoid impacting on this known resoerce.
The remainder of the disposal site would nave to be surveyed prior to its
1use.

f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on adjacent residential develop-
ment. Loss of agricultural production.

g. Material available for beneficiai use.

8.01 (NED)

a. Loss of 10 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Rehandling of material
to reach the site would impact 1-2 acres of shallow water habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Potential recreation benefits from creation of an open sandv riparian

area.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before

use .
t. No appreciable social impacts.
g,. Mterial available for beneficial use.
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8.06 (EQ, NED) - Selected SiLe for Cuts 6-9; Secondary Si t- for (:Ut 10

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey reqairud

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

8.17 (NED)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 6

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts on the site. Failure ,f erosion
control would impact on main channel border and backwater marsh
habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be Lemporary and minor. Size and
configuration of site would make it difficult to meet State effluent
standards.

c. Potential adverse loodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creating an open sandy area adjacent

to the channel.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

8.15 (NED)

a. Loss of 12 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on main channel border and backwater marsh habi-
tats.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining these islands in an

open sandy condition.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

8.28 (NED) - Selected Site for Cut 10

a. Disturbance of main channel border habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. State

standards for turbidity and suspended solids violated during beach
nourishment.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from beach nourishment.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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u mmarv of Site ;,Lection - Pool

-4. 1- Site 8.22 wi-. .;elected over sites 8.01 and 8.31 for Cuts 1 and C, I::-
, Leser impacts on fish and wildlife habitat and because materiaa
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4.106 Site 8.06 is tne recommended site for Cuts 6-9 and te secondary s it or

Cut 10 because of minimal site Lhipacts, large capacity, large ;otential bentofi -ica
use demand, and ease of access by barge to the site.

4.107 Site 8.28 is tne selected sire for Cut 10 to provide material for a ;)ecif.,

need i.e., fill around foundations of local residence..
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TABLE 4.13

POOL 9

Cut Primary Alternatives

I. Crooked Slough 9.34; 9.41; 9.47
2. Above Atchafalya 9.26; 9.42; 9.47
3. Lansing Upper Light 3.06; 9.03; 9.04; 9.17; 9.26; 9.28; 9.47
4. Indian Camp Light 8.06; 9.07; 9.08; 9.18
5. DeSoto 8.06; 9.07; 9.08; 9.36
6. Head of Battle Island 8.06; 9.11; 9.33
7. Below Twin Island 8.06; 9.11; 9.15; 9.20; 9.33; 9.40; 9.45
8. Twin Island 8.06; 9.11; 9.15; 9.33; 9.38; 9.40; 9.45
9. Island 126 8.06; 9.11; 9.15; 9.21; 9.33; 9.39; 9.40
10. Lower Approach to L/D 8 8.06; 9.11; 9.15; 9.33; 9.39; 9.40

Impacts of Site Use

9.41 (EQ) - Secondary Site for Cut 1

a. Loss of 9 acres of bottomland forest.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Adverse impacts on known cultural resources
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

9.34 (NED)

a. Loss of 3 acres of Type 4 deep marsh. Erosion impacts on additional
deep marsh habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. State
standards for turbidity woal-d be violated.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining sandy island.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

9.47 (EQ. NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 1-2; Secondary Site for Cut 3

a. No fish and wildlife impacts at site. Potential erosion impacts on
riprap habitat and on main channel border habitat containing a mussel
bed in which the Higgins' eye pearly mussel, an endangered species,

has been found.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

g. Material removed for beneficial use.
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9.04 (NED)

a. Loss of 3 acres ot Type 1 bottomland aardwoods i,.d ) acres :p 2-
marsti.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be te:TI:)ararv and :nincr. - iz,
site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required befure

use.
f. No appreciable social impact.

9.28 - Tertiary Site for Cut 3

a. Potential loss of up to 33 acres Type 3, 4, and 5 marsh.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary aid ninor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.

f. Site is to be considered for development as a marina 5'; thle State
of Iowa.

9.07 - Selected Site for Cuts 4-5

a. Loss of 2 acres of disturbed upland habitat, 3 acres of bottomland hard-
woods, and 10 acres of Type 3-4 marsh. Failure of erosion control would
impact on a backwater slough.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required prior to use.
f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on nearby residential areas.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

9.08 (EQ)

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Adverse impacts upon a commercial enterprise on the site.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

9.18 (NED)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 4

a. Loss of 23 acres of Type I bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on Type 3-4 backwater sloughs. >os,; of bald eagle row>t.
area.

b. Water quality Ln10act. exiected to be temporarv and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. 3eneficial recreatio{n impacts ron c r'( JLi i , nl op n (11 sa . 'Jv ir ea i

to tihe river.
i igh potent al for oulturaL rcju-, , ijmi -t .; :rve' r ,xi red he [ore i~se

. ipprecjiAl)JC ioCial jinp;,.its.
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9.36 (NED)

a. Loss of 8 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion

control would impact on additional bottomland hardwoods and Type 3-

4 deep marsh.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of

site would make compliance with State effluent standards unlikely.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

9.11 - Selected Site for Cut 6; Secondary Site for Cuts 7-10

a. Loss of 5 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion

control would impact additional bottomland hardwoods and backwater
sloughs.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of

site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.

e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required
before use.

f. Potential noise impacts on nearby residences.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

9.33 - Secondary Site for Cut 6; Tertiary Site for Cuts 7-10

a. Loss of 12 acres of Type I bottomland hardwoods and I acre Type 3

snallow marsh.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.

e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before
use.

f. No appreciable socia-l impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

9.20 (NED)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 8

a. Minimal impacts upon fish and wildlife. Failure of erosion control
would impact on Type 3-4 marshes, side channels, and riprap habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impact from creation of an open sandy island.
e. Low potential for cultulial resource Impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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9.15 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cuts 7-10

a. No fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts if material is removed prior to seasonal high

water.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

9.38 (NED)

a. Loss of 13 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on riprap habitat and additional bottomland hard-
woods.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

9.40

a. Loss of 5 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

9.45

a. Material used to redesign fish ponds at Federal hatchery. Ultimate
benefits to fishery.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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9.42 (EQ)

a. Disturbance of 11 acres of upland meadow and forest.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

9.26 - Selected Site for Cut 3; Secondary Site for Cut 2

a. Loss of 22 acres of Type 4 deep marsh of identified high value as
northern pike spawning marsh. Potential impact an mussel beds.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be moderate. State standards
for turbidity would be violated.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Substantial recreational benefits as the material would be used in

the construction of a marina project.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Positive social benefits associated with the development of the marina.

9.03 (EQ) - Tertiary Site for Cut 3

a. Minimal fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from use of dredged material to elevate

a baseball diamond.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on nearby residences.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

9.17 - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal f or Cut 3

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts on the site. Failure of ero-
sion control would impact upon main channel border and backwater
marsh habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be negligible.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from maintaining open sandy area adjacent

to river.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impact.
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9.21 (NED)- Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 9

a. Disturbance of 10 acres of revegetating disposal site. Failure of
erosion control would impact on side channels and riprap shoreline.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d, Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. Low potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

9.39 (NED)

a. Loss of 10 acres of Type 1 wetland and 1 acre of Type 4 deep marsh.
Failure of erosion control would impact on wing dam habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy area

adjacent to the river.
e. High potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required before

use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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Summary of Site Selection - Pool 9

4.108 Site 9.47 is the recommended site for Cuts 1 and 2 because of thle minimal
impacts associated with its use and because thle material would be removed for
beneficial use. Use of 9.47 would have less impact than would occur at 9.34,
9.41, or 9.42. It also has much better access than sites 9.41 or 9.42. Site
9.41 was selected as a secondary site over 9.42 because it would place some
of thle material on the Wisconsin side of the river to meet potential beneficial
use demands there.

4.109 There is no clearly advantageous site for Cut 3 with sufficient volume
for all the material from the cut. GREAT recommends four sites in order of
priority for use for this cut. Site 9.26 is recommended as the first priority
site if a marina is developed there. This development would be a high volume
beneficial use of thle material. Site 9.47 is the site of second priority due
to minimal impacts and removal for beneficial use at this site. The only prob-
lem at 9.47 is capacity because it is the selected site for Cuts 1 and 2. Site
9.03 is the third choice, with capacity a potential problem at this site. Site
9.28 is the final choice, contingent upon development of a marina proposed by
the Iowa Conservation Commission for this location.

4 .110 Site 9.07 is the recommended site for Cuts 4 and 5 because of lesser impacts
than would occur at sites 9.08, 9.18, and 9.36. The material would be available
for beneficial use at 9.07.

4.111 Site 9.11 is the recommended site for Cut 6 and the secondary site for Guts
7-10; and site 9.33 is the secondary site for Cut 6 and tertiary site for Cuts
7-10 because these sites provide large capacity areas with moderate impacts and
where the material is readily available for beneficial use.

4.112 Site 9.15 was selected as the primary site for Guts 7-10 because of neglig-
ible on-site impacts and beneficial use demands ,in the area.
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TABLE 4.14

POOL 10

Cut Primary Alternatives

1. Upper Approach to L/D 10 10.02; 10.33; 10.03

2. McMillan Island 10.04; 10.18

3. Wyalusing 10.01; 10.24

4. Wyalusing Bend Light 10.01; 10.20; 10.24

5. McGregor 10.01; 10.o9; 10.21; 10.41

6. East Channel 10.09

7. Mississippi Gardens 10.09; 10.30; 10.40

8. Jackson Island 10.09; 10.14; 10.15; 10.40

9. Hay Point 10.09; 10.16; 10.23; 10.40

10. Lower Approach to L/D 9 10.09; 10.17

Impacts of Site Use

10.02 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cut I

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. Potential noise and disturbance to area residents from truck traft ir

to the disposal area.

g. Material removed for beneficial use.

10.03 - Secondary Site for Cut 1

a. Minimal impacts on fish and wildlife.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No appreciable social impacts.
e. Low potential for cultural resources; survey required before use.
f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on local residential arca;.

Truck traffic through Guttenburg would increase during i)eriods W11efl
material is hauled to the site from the river.

g. Material available tor beneficial use.

10.33 (NED)

a. Loss of 4 acres of main channel border habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be moderate. State standards

for turbidity would be violated.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of an open sandy island.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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10.04 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cut 2

a. Loss of 8 acres Type 4-5 wetlands in a sand and gravel pit. Rehandl-

ing of material to reach the site would adversely impact a small area
of shallow aquatic habitat.

b. No water quality impacts at the site. Minor water quality impacts
during rehandling with violation of State turbidity standards.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Elimination of local hazard of standing water in a gravel pit near

a residential area.

10.18 (NED)

a. Loss of 6 acres of bottomland hardwoods and 3 acres of Type 3-4

marsh. Failure of erosion control would impact on adjacent Type

4 deep marsh habitat.
b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of

site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

10.01 (EQ. NED) - Selected Site for Cuts 3-4

a. No appreciable impacts on fish and wildlife.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material removed for beneficial use.

10.24

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts.
b. No water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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10.20 (NED)

a. Loss of 5 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and 1 acre of Type
3 shallow marsh. Failure of erosion cont-ol would impact on back-
water sloughs, side channels, and riprap.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

10.09 (EQ, NED)

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts from habitat loss. This old
disposal site contains remnants of the endangered mussel Lampsilis
higginsi and thus is of scientific value which would be lost if covered
by new material.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of site
would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Adverse impacts upon a site (St. Friole Island) eligible for inclusion

in the National Register of Historic Places.
f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on local residents.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

10.21 (NED)

a. Loss of 5 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods and 1 acre Type 3
marsh. Continued use of the site or failure of erosion control
would impact on main channel border and Type 4 deep marsh habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor. Size of
site would make it difficult to meet State effluent standards.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.

10.41 - Selected Site for Cut 5

a. Loss of 5 acres of Type 1 wet meadow habitat. Failure of erosion
control would impact on Bioody Run Creek.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. No floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impact; survey required

before use.
f. No appreciable social impact.
g. Material available for beneficial use.
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10. 30 (NED)

a. Loss of LO acres of Type i bottomland hardwoods and 5 acres of Type
3-4 deep marsh. Failure of erosion control would impact on main
channel border habitat.

b. Water quality impacts anticipated to be temporary and minor.
c. Adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. Potential noise and disturbance impacts on nearby residential develop-

ment.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

10.40 (EQ) - Selected Site for Cuts 7-8; Secondary Site for Cuts 9-10

a. No appreciable fish and wildlife impacts at the site. Adverse impacts
on bottomland hardwoods in providing access to the site from the river.

b. No water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required

before use.
f. Loss of agricultural production.
g. Uiaterial removed for beneficial use.

10.14 (NED

a. Loss of 16 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on wing dams, riprap, and a small creek. Access
to the site from the river would impact upon additional bottomland
hardwood habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. Adverse impacts on known cultural resources at the site.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
g. Material renoved for beneficial use.

10.13

a. Minimal impacts upon fish and wildlife on the site. Rehandling mater-
ial in the water at this site could impact on mussel beds.

b. No appreciable water quality impacts.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. No recreation impacts.
e. No cultural resource impacts.
f. No appreciable social impacts.
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IJ.lb (MED) - Selected Site for Cut 9

a. Loss of 6 acres of ype I bottomland iiardwoods. }ailure iu, erus on

control would impact on an adjacent backwater I ikz anid d strLJ:; ri -

rap and wing dam habitat.
b. W4ater quality impacts expected to be moderate. Size of site would

make it unlikely that State effluent standards could be met.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.

d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandV area odjacent

to river.
e. Moderate potential for cultural resource inipacts; survey required berr

use.

f. No a,,preciabie social impacts.
g. Material available for beneficial use.

10.23 (NED)

a. Disturbance of 8 acres of revegetating old disposal site. Failure of

erosion control would impact on a backwater lake, wing dams and ri;)-
rap habitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be moderate. Size of site would

make it unlikely that State effluent st-ndards could be met.

c. Adverse floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.

e. No cultural resource impacts.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

10.17 (NED) - Selected Site for Cut 10

a. Loss of 4 acres of Type 1 bottomland hardwoods. Failure of erosion
control would impact on Type 4-5 deep open marsh and wing dams.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.

c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.

d. No recreation impacts.

e. Moderate potential for cultural resource impacts; survey required
before use.

f. No appreciable social impacts.

g. Material removed for beneficial use.

10.22 - Recommended as Suitable for Temporary Disposal for Cut 8

a. Loss of 20 acres of old disposal site habitat. Failure of erosion con-
trol would impact on bottomland hardwood and main channel border ilabitat.

b. Water quality impacts expected to be temporary and minor.
c. Potential adverse floodplain impacts.
d. Beneficial recreation impacts from creation of open sandy area adjacent

to river.

e. Low potential for cultural resource impact; survey required before use.

f. No appreciable social effects.
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Summary of Site Selection - Pool 10

4.113 Sites 10.02 and 10.03 were selected over site 10.33 for Cut 1 because of
lesser impacts associated with their use. Site 10.02 was selected as the
primary site over 10.03 because of closer access from the river.

4.114 For Cut ' ite 10.04 was selected over site 10.18 because of lesser im-

pacts. S .k I is the recommended site for Cuts 3 and 4 because of the
minimal imi±cts at this site and its considerable capacity. Site 10.24 is
considered an acceptable rehandling site by GREAT because of the negligible
impacts that would occur in using this site for that purpose.

4.115 Site 10.41 is the recommended site for Cut 5 because it is considerably
closer to the dredge cut than 10.01, and has lesser impacts than would be
associated with sites 10.09 and 10.21.

4.116 Dredge Cut 6 is the East Channel at Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. Because the
East Channel has a low volume of use by commercial traffic, a low dredging fre-
quency, and one of the two viable populations known in the St. Paul District
of the endangered Higgins' eye pearly mussel (Lampsilis higginsi), the GREAT
L team believes that future decisions regarding dredging in the East Channel
are beyond the scope of GREAT I and must ultimately be made by higher authorities.
On this basis, the GREAT I team decided to make no recommendations for this
dredge cut.

4.117 Site 10.40 is the recommended site for Cuts 7 and 8 because of lesser im-
pacts than would occur at sites 10.09, 10.14, 10.15, or 10.30.

4.118 For Cuts 9 and 10 sites 10.16 and 10.17 are the respective recommended sites

because they are within easy access of the dredge cuts, provide for beneficial
use, and their use would have relatively minor impacts if proper controls are
employed.
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Cumulative Impacts of the Environmental Quality khq), Aationai Economic Develop-
ment (NED), and Selected Sites

4.119 Table 5 below summarizes the cumulative impacts of the GREAT I selected
sites in comparison with the EQ and NED sites.

TABLE 3 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF
NED, AND SELECTED DISPOSAL SITES

EQNED SELECTED

Wetlands Impacted: a

Type 1-2 185 acres b730 acres 315 acres
Type 3-4-5 165 acres b185 acres 245 acresc

Sites with endangered species
impacts 1 2 0

Sites whose use would likely
violate State water quality
standards 9 50 16

Sites with potential adverse
floodplain impacts 23 90 42

Sites with recreational enhance-
ment 6 59 41

Sites with a high potential for
adverse impacts on cultural
resources 7 14 4

Sites with social impacts:
Adverse 8 6 9
Beneficial 2 6 6

Sites where material would be
available for beneficial use 38 35 49

a Wetland acres rounded to nearest 5.
b Includes 130 acres impacted by fish and wildlife enhancement projects.
c Includes 75 acres impacted by fish and wildlife enhancement project.
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CHAN NEL MAINTENA\NCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Ciiannel Maintenance Action Items

Action Item 2 -Interim Guidelines

4.120 Recommnendation - Until the Corps of Engineers can gear up for full imple-
mentation of the recommended material placement plan (anticipated 1986), interim
guidelines for dredge material placement have been developed. The interim guide-
lines recommended are basically the procedures GREAT I used in recommending place-
nient sites to the Corps of Engineers during the study. These guidelines are
contained in Section 2, pages 20-Z2 of this document, Exhibit 5 of the Main Re-
port, and in the Channel Maintenance Appendix

4.121 Impact of Recommendation - The interim guidelines would insure that the
impacts of channel maintenance operations, particularly dredged material dis-
posal, are minimized to the extent possible, considering limitations of equip-
ment, funding, property ownership, etc.

4.122 Impact of No Action - No action would entail the risk that lines of
communication and coordination established during the GREAT I study could
break down. Loss of coordination would likely result in increased impacts
from dredging and disposal because of the loss of broad-based input into the
decision-making process.

4.123 The risk of a breakdown in coordination is probably small because of
regulatory requirements and the successes that this process has achieved in
the past.
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Action Item 3-

4.124 "Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should continue restoring
and establishing main stem shoreline protection on a yearly basis following
the priority list prepared by GREAT I (Dredging Requirements, Sediment and
Erosion, and Fish and Wildlife Work Groups) until completion. In place
of funding and equipment capability on an as-available basis only to per-
form these tasks, the specific authority and funding should be provided
to the Corps to stabilize a minimum of 5 miles annually.

4.125 Impacts of Recommendation - Stabilizing shoreline would have the
general impacts of (1) reducing sediment impacts to the river, which in
turn reduces dredging requirements and sedimentation in the backwaters;
(2) reducing the loss of land (public and private) and fish and wildlife
habitat, and (3) creating rocky shoreline habitat that in most situations
is beneficial to the fishery.

4.126 Riprap placement generally has only minor impacts during the construc-
tion phase. In certain situations it may have adverse impacts on recrea-
tionists from aesthetic degradation and from reduced or eliminated access
to and from the river.

4.127 Impacts of No Action - The impact of no action would be continuation of
shoreline erosion with its associated impacts of contributing to dredging
requirements, contributing to backwater sedimentation, and the erosion
of lands and habitats.

Action Item 4

4.128 Recommendation - Average annual dredging quantities should be minimized
through application of technically supported reduced-depth dredging and
maintenance of minimum channel widths suitable for navigation consistent
with the following guidelines:

a. Dredging depths in approaches to rigid structure should be deter-
mined by technically supported safety criteria.

b. Dredging depths at other locations shoulid be determined based on
potential for increase in frequency of dredging, impacts on the transportation
industry, and the demand for dredged material in the area.

A literature search and necessary supplemental research should be
conducted to document the impact of channel depth on required channel width
to maintain navigational safety.

4.129 Impact of Reccmmendation - Minimizing dredging quantities would minimize
the impact of disposal of dredged material. The effort to minimize dredging
depth and subsequent disposal impacts wauld have to be weighed on a case-by-
case basis against safety factors, the potential for increasing dredging
frequency, and the demand for dredged material for beneficial use.

4.130 Impacts of No Action - The impacts of no action would be similar to
those described above, as reduced-depth dredging has been practiced for the
last several years and is likely to continue.
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Action Item 5

4.131 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should request the necessary
appropriations to purchase efficient dredging equipment to best accomplish

all the objectives of the GREAT I channel maintenance plan. Until this

equipment is available, the Corps should emphasize contract dredging to
meet those objectives.

4.132 Impacts of Recommendation - Because this action is necessary for
full implementation of the Dredged Material Placement Plan (DMPP), the im-
pacts associated with it are those generic to the DMPP, i.e., reduced adverse

impacts on fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, and the floodplain;
increased benefits from beneficial use and recreation enhancement; and
increases in the cost of maintaining the navigation channel.

4.133 Impacts of No Action - No action would mean that portions of the DMPP
would not be readily implementable. Disposal sites would be selected by the

Corps in consultation with the affected States and Federal agencies in those

cases where equipment limitations would make use of the DMPP unfeasible. The

pacts associated with it are those generic to the DMPP, i.e., re-

duced adverse impacts on fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, and the

floodplain; increased benefits from beneficial use and recreation enhance-

ment; and increases in the cost of maintaining the navigation channel.

Action Item 6

4.134 Recommendation - In every case where in-floodplain placement of dredged
material is proposed, a quantitative analysis of the effects of that placement

must be made. This analysis must include a computation of the effect of any

encroachment into the floodway by assuming an equal degree of hydraulic encroach-

ment on the other side of the river for significant hydraulic reach. Variances
to State standards requiring an equal degree of encroachment should be considered

where the Federal Government owns the land on both sides of the river within

the significant hydraulic reach. Until a quantitative analysis is conducted,

the following guidelines will be used:

a. Dredged material should be placed out of the floodplain of the Mis-
sissippi River and tributary streams.

b. In those cases where in-floodplain placement is proposed, the material
should be placed in the flood fringe rather than the floodway or effective flow

area.

c. Placement in the floodway or effective flow area may be conducted on
a temporary basis and the material removed from the floodway before the seasonal
high water in accordance with written agreements between the State or local

floodplain regulatory agencies and affected landowners.

4.135 Impacts of Recommendation - In essence, this recommendation would provide

an accurate account of the impacts of disposal on the floodplain, resulting in

better and more reliable decisions on the disposal of dredged material. In the
interim, the impacts of lisposal on the floodnlain would be minimized.

4.136 No Action - No action would result in the making of decisions on dredged
material disposal without accurate information about its fLoodplain impacts.



Action Item 7

4.137 Recommendation -Whenever reasonable, material dredged during channel
maintenance should be placed at areas accessible for removal for beneficial
purposes. Where known demand for dredged material exists, stockpile sites
should beestablished to maximize the economic and social benefits made pos-
sible by having sand available for beneficial uses. A process should be
developed and approved by an interagency management committee to quickly
identify and use new placement sites in order to satisfy new demands (either
on a one-time or recurring basis) as they occur.

4.138 Impact of Recommendation - Maximizing beneficial use of dredged material
would result in a reduction of the area required for permanent dredged material
stockpiling, which in turn would reduce the amount of fish and wildlife habitat
lost to disposal sites. Erosion impacts from long-term disposal sites would
also be minimized. Development of a mechnism to incorporate and employ new
beneficial uses would further reduce the impacts associated with long-term dis-
posal sites. Emphasizing beneficial use of dredged material would also have
beneficial, social, and economic impacts by providing a source of materifal for
public road sanding, and fill for industrial developments.

4.i39 Impacts of No Action - No action would entail not emphasizing beneficial
use of dredged material, and limiting use of the material for beneficial pur-
poses to occasions when a ready use is known. The result would be an increase
in area needed for permanent stockpiles, which in turn would increase adverse
impacts on fish and wildlife habitat from direct filling and erosion impacts.
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Action Item 8

4.140 Recommendation - Temporary material placement sites will be used
when private or Government dredging capability to reach the GREAT I
recommended channel maintenance plan sites is not expected to be avail-
able before dredging is required. These sites will also be considered
for use in emergency dredging and imminent closure situations as defined
by GREAT 1. In the selection and use of temporary sites, the following
criteria shall apply:

a. Temporary sites approved by GREAT I are listed in the rationale.

b. The annual notice will include a site plan for all temporary sites,
showing material placement and removal plans and appearance of the site after
its use.

c. Material stockpiled at these sites will be removed by the following
spring high water or as soon as possible under time and/or equipment limitations.

d. MatAerial removed will be taken to the channel maintenance plan ap-
proved sites.

e. Temporary placement sites are not endorsed by GREAT unless the
material is excavated before any additional material is placed. The additional
amount placed is not to exceed the volume removed.

4.141 Impacts of Recommendation - The impact of this recommendation would be
to minimize the impacts associated with the disposal of dredged material during
emergency dredging situations or in instances where the DMPP site is not im-
mediately available for use. The 22 sites considered acceptable by GREAT I
are previously used disposal sites. The primary impact associated with their
occasional use as temporary stockpile sites is that this occasional disturbance
would set back the process of recovery of these sites to some level of biolo-
gical productivity. This impact will vary from site to site, depending upon
how long it has been since the last previous disposal there, and the size of
the area needed for temporary use.

4.142 Impacts of No Action - The impact of no action would be continuance of
an existing problem whereby lack of a predesignated disposal site for emergency
dredging operations often leads to the use of sites with considerable adverse
impact, only because of the lack of time to find a more acceptable site.
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Action Item 9

4.143 Recommendation - Criteria for sediment and water quality as they
relate to dredging and material placement should be developed by the
Environmental Protection Agency in consultation with the appropriate
State and Federal agencies. Using these criteria, the States should
develop uniform regulations for the control of dredging and dredged material
placement activities. In the interim, the following guidelines should be
used to determine proper methods for dredged material placement.

a. An adequate bottom sediment data base at frequently dredged loca-
tions should be developed and maintained.

b. It should be determined if the material to be dredged is contaminated
using 40 CFR 230, Interim Guidance for Section 404(b) of Public Law 92-500,
Implementation Manual for Section 103 of Public Law 92-532, EPA's "Working
Guidelines for Sediment Classification" (Great Lakes Criteria), and any other
appropriate information in coordination with the affected States and agencies.

c. Contaminated dredged material shall be placed in an environmentally
safe containment area.

d. Uncontaminated material shall be placed in accordance with the GREAT
I channel maintenance plan. If the channel maintenance plan site cannot be
used, an alternative site shall be selected in coordination with the affected
States and agencies including using the On-Site Inspection Team process. Open-
water placement or beach nourishment may be considered as an alternative.

e. Water quality during dredging 3nd placement activities should be
monitored whenever dredged material or supernatant is returned to the water.
Treated effluents shall be monitored for total suspended solids, turbidity, and
other appropriate parameters of concern. Open-water placement shall be moni-
tored emphasizing the use of indicator parameters, water qual'ty standard
parameters, and toxic substance scans. Water quality and sed'ment monitoring
programs should be coordinated among affected States and agences.

f. Where contaminated material cannot be adequately contained, appro-
priate warnings to recreationists shall be posted for a distance of 2 miles
downstream of the placement site. When contaminated materials are dredged,
designated recreation areas within 1,000 feet downstream of the dredging
operation should be posted.

4.144 Impacts of Recommendation - Developing sediment and water quality
criteria and, subsequently.water quality regulations directly applicable to
dredging and disposal operations,would insure that water quality is protected
during these operations. The development of directly applicable regulations
would simplify making management decipions that call [or trade-offs between water
quality and other resource values,e.g., island creation or beach nourishment
projects using dredged material.

4.145 Use of the interim guidelines should nave the effect of protecting water

quality during dredging and disposal operations without having excessive
impacts on other resource values. This use should achieve a balance in thle
decision-making processes on channel maintenance operations.
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4.146 Impacts of. No Action - No action would have the impact of con-
tinuing the present situation whereby decisions to protect water quality
are based upon limited available data, evaluation procedures that are in
many cases developmental, and on water quality regulations not specifically
designed to deal with dredging and disposal operations. Decisions made on
these bases are at times too conservative, relative to water quality, at
the expense of other resource values. Two common examples are (1) contain-
ment areas are sometimes made excessively large in order to meet current
water quality regulations that may be too stringent, resulting in unneces-
sary losses of fish and wildlife habitat; and (2) beach nourishment is
not allowed because it technically violates water quality regulations and/or
State laws, although the adverse impacts on water quality and the environ-
ment can be negligible, and beach nourishment may produce substantial recre-
ational benefits.

4.147 Continuation of the present situation would result in continued confrontatio
between the Corps and regulatory agencies on water quality issues such as
the applicability of existing regulations, the costs and procedures necessary
to meet regulations, and the need to consider other resource values in the
decision making processes.

Action Item 10

4.148 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should prepare and implement,
after appropriate interagency evaluation, site development plans for all
historic and proposed dredged material placement sites. The following
guidelines should be used for preparation of the plans:

1. Use landscape. architecture skills.

2. Prepare plans before on-site inspection team meetings.

3. Identify proposed uses and management.

4. Consider equipment availability and mobilization.

5. Consider needs for revegetation.

6. Consider needs for erosion control.

4.149 Impact o-f Recommendation - Developing site plans for past and future
disposal sites would insure that sites are properly designed and managed to
maximize the recreation and fish and wildlife potential of the sites and to
minimize the adverse impacts associated with their use as disposal sites.

4.150 Impacts of No Action - No action would continue the practice of using
historic disposal sites for disposal, with no long-term plans for the sites
and little or no followup measures to mitigate impacts at the sites. No work
would be done to stabilize the ma'terial to prevent erosion, and no work would
be done to enhance the recreational and/or fish and wildlife qualities of the
sites.
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Action Item 11

4.151 Recommendation -Bank stabilization and establishment of sediment
traps above the Burlington Northern bridge have been identified as viable
alternatives for sediment control on the Chippewa River and should be
further evaluated and implemented as soon as possible.

4.152 Impact of Recommendation - Further studies would have no environ-
mental impacts. Implementation would reduce sediment input to the Mis-
sissippi River from the Chippewa River, which in turn should reduce dredging
requirements on the Mississippi, especially in lower Pool 4 and Pools 5
and 5A. Reducing dredging requirements would reduce the associated impacts
and costs.

4.153 The construction of sediment traps would have some environmental
impacts, especially during the processes of construction, removal of
sediment from the traps, and disposal of th s material. These impacts
would have to be weighed against the potential benefits at the time the
traps are proposed for use.

4.154 -Ipacts of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. How-
ever, an opportunity would be lost to develop possible acceptable methods
of reducing dredging requirements, impacts, and costs on the Mississippi
River.

Cumulative Impact of Channel Maintenance Action Recommendations

4.155 The cumulative impact of these recommendations should be a reduction
in the adverse impacts associated with dredged material disposal while pro-

viding for safe navigation. This would be accomplishied through the Dredged
Material Placement Plan (DMPP) (Action Item 1) as well as through other measures
such as reducing volume of material dredged, using more efficient equipment,
following guidelines designed to protect environmental quality, and planning
disposal sites to minimize impacts and to enhance site recovery and resource
values.

4.156 Table 5 summarizes the cumulative impacts of the DMPP. Some of the other
action recommendations need to be implemented to make the DMPP workable such as
Action Items 3 and 4; while others may reduce impacts below those of the DMPP1,
such as Action Items 7 and 10.
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Channel Maintenance Policy/Funding items

Policy/Funding Item 1

4.157 Recommendation - Congress should continue to authorize the maint,,n;inct-
of the navigation channel to meet current and future needs of commercial
navigation consistent with other resource requirements.

4.158 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation should have no im-
pact because there are no indications that Congress would ever curtail
maintenance of the navigation channel, considering the channel's economic importat
to the Upper Midwest and the Nation.

4.159 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would be associated with no action.
All indications are that Congress will continue to authorize maintenance of
the 9-foot navigation project.

Policy/Funding Item 2

4.160 Recommendation - The necessary funding and personnel should be pro-
vided to the Corps of Engineers for preparation of long-term plans to
implement the GREAT I channel maintenance plan. These long-term plans
should include scheduling of necessary interagency coordination, permit
applications, and land acquisition. Additional specific coordinating activi-
ties should be initiated when it becomes apparent that dredging will be
required during the dredging season.

4.161 Impact of Recommendation - The process of implementing the channel
maintenance plan would be accelerated.

4.162 Impact of No Action - Coordination and planning for implementation
of the channel maintenance plan would proceed at a pace relative to the
availability of funds, which can vary, but are currently very limited.
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Policy/Funding Item 3

4.163 Recommendation - Emergency dredging should be defined as dredging
required to free a grounded vessel or remove shoals in the channel as a
result of a vessel freeing itself. The emergency will continue only until
an adequate channel depth and width, as determined by the Corps of Engineers,
is restored to allow vessel passage.

Imminent closure should be defined as:

a. The actual water depth is projected by the District Engineer to he
10 feet or less within 14 days or less.

b. The channel width is less than 85 percent of the normally maintained
width.

4.164 Impact of Recommendation - Standardization of the definition of emergency
dredging would insure that the needs of commercial transportation are met, in
terms of maintaining an open channel while at the same time minimizing the
occurrences of emergency dredging and thereby lessening the associated impacts.

4.165 Impact of No Action - Lack of formal definition would result in con-
troversy over this issue, and fluctuations in agency policies. Increases

would occur in a number of events, such as dredging under emergency guide-
lines when no emergency exists, or the forestalling of dredging until an
actual channel closure results. Unnecessary impacts would result in the

one instance, and the endangerment of life and property in the ether; both

instances could increase the conflicts on the river between management agencies

and between different groups of river users.

Policy/Funding Item 4

4.166 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should maintain sufficient
dredging capability in the St. Paul District to perform emergency and national
defense dredging.

4.167 Impacts of Recommendation - Commercial navigation would benefit be-
cause a quick response to channel closure would be assured and costs to
commercial transportation interests that result when traffic is delayed by
channel closures would be minimized.

4.168 Impacts of No Action - With no action the St. Paul D)istrict would have
to rely on contract dredging o- equipment from other Corps Districts to perform
emergency dredging. In general, the result would be slower response time to
emergency dredging needs, increased costs to commercial transportation interests,
and potentially increased dangers to human life and property during groundings.
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Policy/Funding Item 5

4.169 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should attempt to sell dredged
material to sand and gravel companies.

4.170 Impact of Recommendation - This recommendation is likely to have no
impacts. History indicates that the Corps has been unable to give dredged
material away in many cases; sale of the material is unlikely.

4.171 Impact of No Action - No action would have no impact.

Policy/Funding Item 6

4.172 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should change its policy
and allow acquisition of private lands for stockpiling of dredged material
to implement tile channel maintenance plan and make material available for
beneficial use.

4.173 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would have substantial
beneficial impacts. Current policy requires disposal on Federal property
if a private propi,?rty owner does not give permission for use of his property.
Since most Federal property on the river is wetlands in the river floodplain,
disposal there can have substantial adverse impact. Also, sites on Federal
land tend to be inaccessible, thus making the dredged material unavailable
for beneficial use.

4.174 If the Corps could purchase private property for use, sites could be developed
where use would have minimal adverse effect and also make material available
for beneficial use. Many DMfPP sites are on private land; therefore implemen-
tation of this recommendation is imnortant to the implementation of the DMPP.

4.175 Impact of No Action - With no action, Federal lands would still have
to be used for substantial amounts of dredged material disposal. The result
would be substantial inpactz upon tie fish and wildlife habitat along with
impacts on water quality and the floodplain because most of the Federal lands
are wetlands and are in the floodplain.

4.176 To some degree, the DMPP would not be implemented, because 50 percent
of the sites in the DMPP are on private property that must be purchased
or leased to ensure availability over the long term.
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2olicy/Funding Ites 7

4.177 Recommendation - State and Federal agencies should modify their
laws and requirements to allow creation and maintenance of interagency
recommended recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement within the flood-
plain and implementation of the channel maintenance plan.

4.178 Impacts of Recommendation - The impact of this recommendation would
be to allow implementation of fish and wildlife and recreation enhancement
projects and portions of the GRFAT I dredged material placement plan that
currently would violate Federal and State laws, regulations, and policies
on water quality and the floodplain, even though the adverse impacts of these
projects are very minor.

4.179 This recommendation would provide for better management of the river
resources through habitat improvement and protection, and the provision of
recreational opportunities to satisfy public needs.

4.180 There may be some question as to the appropriateness of modifying

environmental regulations to allow the granting of variances to State and
Federal agencies and not to the private sector. This question would have
to be considered during the review process associated with any regulatory
changes.

4.181 Impact of No Action - No action would result in the non-implementation
of portions of the GRFAT I dredged material placement plan and certain fish
and wildlife and recreation enhancement projects. In those instances where
a DMtPP site could not be used because of regulatory restrictions, an alter-
nate site would have to be selected through established coordination proce-
dUres between the Corps and State and Federal agencies. ,i tholt the enhan:
projects, opportunities to enhance the fish and wildlife and recreational
resources on the river would be lost.

Policy/Funding Item 8

4.182 Recommendation - Congress should define the Mississippi River 9-foot
navigation project as that necessary to afford safe navigation for vessels
with a draft of no greater than 9 feot.

4.183 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation of this recommendation would
help to eliminate controversy surrounding dredging depths that arise with most
dredging jobs. The depth of dredgin: can nave great uinpact upon the environ-
ment and the economics of commercial transportation. The establiqhment of a
firm definition would make the decision-making proces3 :,re halan-ed for all
interests on the river. This particular recomendation should eliminate iII-
stances of excessive dredging and the attendant adverse impacts from disposal
of the excess material while insuring to a reasonable degree the continuance
of safe and efficient navigation.

4.184 Impact of No Action - No action would result in the continuation of
controversy over dredging depths. Such controversy leads to excessive admini-
strative costs to the State and Federal (;overrunents.
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Cumulative Impact of Channel Maintenance Policy/Funding Recommendations

4.185 The cumulative impact of tnis set of recoiwnendations should be a reduc-
tion of conflict associated with maintenance of the navigation channel: imple-
mentation of these recommendations would define and clarify areas open to diff-
erent interpretation, such as what constitutes emergency dredging, the authoritie
of the Corps to accomplish resource enhancement, the definition of the 9-foot
channel, etc. Agreement on these matters would allow more positive management
efforts. The resource and the public good are the ultimate losers if manage-
ment agencies spend time and effort disputing policies.

4.186 In addition, some of the se recommendations are necessary for full imple-
mentation of the DMPP because implementation of titese would provide funding
and authority to acquire non-Federal lands necessary for disposal.
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Further Study item 1

4 .1 7 Recommendation - A demonstration dredging project should be condu:t,.(
during 1980 or 1981 bv the St. Paul :-ud Rock Island Districts of the Corios
ot En, inters to determine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of accom-

pl ishing channel maintenance by:

1. Mechanical dred0 ing with a backhoe directly loading onto barges.

2. Hvdraulic dredging with direct loading onto barges.

3. Mechanical unloading at material p',cement sites.

4. Hydraulic unloading at material placement sites.

4.188 Ijact of Recommendation - '1,-e demonstration proiect would have qore

typical impacts of dredging and disposal operations which would have to be

considered in the development of the project, to m'nimize impacts. The overall

impact of te project would probablv be to provide information on dredginm

enuiDment to determine which types can ,o the job in the most economical

and environmentallv acceptable manner. In the long term, this could result

in a reduction in the impacts associated with channel maintenance operations.

4.189 Impact of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. An op-
portunity would be lost to develop information on dredging equipment that could

potentially reduce the impects associated with channel maintenance operations.

Further Study Item 2

4.19c Recommendation - A plan should be developed to use the river's

sediment transport capability to cause necessarv dredging requirements

to occur near long-term placement sites as environmentally and economically

feasible.

4 .191 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would have the impact of

reducing disposal site requirements, which in turn will reduce the impacts

of disposal. Also, the availability of material for beneficial use would

increase, which could result in beneficial economic impacts.

4.192 Impact of No Action - No action would have no d-rect impacts. How-

ever, anopportunitv would be lost to develop techniques and methods to reduce

the impacts of disposal and increase beneficial uses of dredged material.
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Further Study item 3

4.193 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should continue to develop
computerized sediment transport models of the Mississippi River 9-foot
navigation svstem. As modelF become operations, they should be used to
determine optimum depth for dredging at each dredge cut, possible changes
in the x.ing dam system, and other means for reducing dredging requirements

4.194 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would increase the level of
available knowledge concerning sediment trarsport and would result in better
management decisions relative to dredging requirements on the river.

4.195 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. An
opportunity would be lost to develop information that would enable better
management decisions relative to dredging on the river.

Further Study Item 4

4.196 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should initiate dredging at
dredge sites below the confluence of major bed load supplying tributaries
when the technical relationships indicate a high risk of potential channel
closure. The Corps of Engineers should monitor the deltas at the confluence of
such tributaries to determine the technical relationships of delta con-
ditions, hydrologic occurrences, and risk to downstream channel conditions.
The relationships should be applied to determine dredging activities. When
a high risk of potential channel closure is determined to exist, dredging
should be accomplished with full consideration of the environmental impacts
of the dredging Pnd material placement.

4.197 Impacts of Recommendation - Implementation would reduce the risk
of having to perform emergency dredging, and would allow dredging to
occur at specific locations where disposal sites can be more easily desig-
nated, in a manner that would minimize associated impacts.

4.i98 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct impacts. The
opportunity to develop techniques to reduce emergency dredging and the impacts
associated with it would be lost.

Further Study Item 5

4.199 Recommendation - The condition of all wing dams and closing dams at
all historic dredging sites in the St. Paul District should be identified
to determine the need for repair and/or modification.

4.200 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting the investigation would have
no impacts. Modifying or repairing wing dams would have beneficial impacts
by reducing dredging requirements and for costs. This fish and wildlife habitat
value of wing dam may improve or lessen with modification, depending upon the
individual wing dam. Thmporarv minor adverse water quality impacts are likel
to result from turbidity and suspended solids associated with some modifications.

4.201 Impacjtq of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. The
opportunity would be lost to gnt-her information that could lead toving dam
modification and thereby reduce dredging requirements and/or costs.
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Further Study Item 6

4.202 Recommendation - To reduce dredging requirements, operation of main
stem dams or construction of low-head tributary dams to create a more favora-
ble Mississippi River stage in relation to tributary stages should be inves-
tigated.

4.203 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting the investigation would have
no impacts. If the suggested dams proved feasible and environmentally ac-
ceptable, the amount of dredging, as well as the impacts associated with
dredging and disposal necessary on the river could be reduced.

4.204 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct impacts, but
an opportunity to develop methods to reduce dredging requirements and impacts
would be lost.

Further Study Item 7

4.205 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should investigate the possi-
bility of sand and gravel companies accomplishing the dredging required for
channel maintenance.

4.206 -Impacts of Recommendation - The investigation would have no impacts.
If successful, the long-term impacts could prove very beneficial in terms of
reducing the impacts of dredged material disposal and providing for beneficial
use of the dredged material.

4.207 -Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct impacts. However,
anopportunity to accomplish a reduction in dredged material disposal impacts
while increasing the beneficial use of dredge material that would be lost.

Further Study Item 8

4 .208 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should continue monitoring
dredgit, and material placement activities to further determine impacts
on water quality. Parameters tested, *as agreed to by an interagency co-
ordinating committee, should be use] in correlation with the existing know-
ledge base and with site-specific sediment and hydraulic characteristics
to develop a predictive capability of water quality impacts related to
dredging and material Placement. When such predictive capability is es-
tablished, water quality criteria and standards should be reviewed and
revised.

4.209 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would increase the level
of knowledge concerning the water quality impact of dredging and disposal,
resulting in better management decisions.

4.210 Impact of No Action - No action would have no direct impacts. An
opportunity would be lost to develop information that would be used to
make better 1nrnagement decisions on dredging and disposal operations.
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Farther Study Item 9

4.211 Recommendation - A follow-up to the Corps of Engineers "Strearnbink
Erosion Site Inventory" should be conducted cooperatively between the Soil

Conservation Service and the Corps of Engineers to determine and classify

streambank erosion sites not previously identified. Alternatives for bank

erosion control should be developed and analyzed for economic and environ-

mental impacts. Implementation authority and cost-sharing criteria should

be developed so that control alternatives can be implemented.

4.212 Impacts of Recommendation - The ultimate impact of such a program would

be the lessening of erosion of coarse sediments from streambanks, with a

subsequent reduction in the need for dredging on the Mississippi River. This

in turn would reduce the impacts associated with dredging and disposal operations.

Individual projects in many cases will improve local fishery habitat. Tem-
porary minor adverse water quality impacts are generally associated with

bank stabilization projects.

4.213 Impacts of No Action - Streambank erosion problems would continue at
various locations on the Mississippi River and its tributaries. Failure to
control this erosion would allow coarse sediments to continue to contribute
to the channel maintenance problems on the Mississippi River and the impacts
associated with channel maintenance operations.

Further Study Item 10

4.214 Recomaendation - Bedload sediment entrapment structures (rock gabions,
lowhead dams, etc.) should be constructed on lower reaches of intermittent
or seasonally dry tributaries on the Wisconsin side of Pool 3.

4.215 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting studies in this area would have
no impact. If solutions are implemented, they would reduce sediment input
into the Mississippi River, which in turn should reduce the need for dredg-

ing and the associated impacts.

4.216 The impacts of disturbance during installation of structural measures

are not anticipated to be significant. Further evaluations would be neces-

sary when specific actions are proposed.

4.217 Impacts of No Action - The no action alternative would have no direct

impacts. However, an opportunity would be lost to potentially develop solu-
tions to alleviate some of the high volume dredging requirements in Pool 3.
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Further Study Item Ii

4.218 Recommendation - Riverine disposal should be investigated where benL.-
ficial uses are unavailable and secondary environmental impacts of riverine

placement are less than impacts at alternate placement sites. The investi-
gations should be carried out at no more than two sites and should be subject

to the approval of the affected States. Environmental impact conclusions
should be considered site specific unless proven otherwise.

4.219 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting this investigation is likely
to have minor adverse impacts on water quality and potentially adverse
impacts on aquatic habitat. If riverine disposal proved acceptable, bene-
ficial impacts could result from the reduction of disposal impacts on other
habitats.

4.220 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would result from no action. How-
ever, the opportunity would be lost to develop disposal techniques with poten-
tially less impacts than traditional disposal methods.

Further Study Item 12

4.221 Recommendation - The feasibility of removing material from existing
placement sites in the floodway, where there is potential for flood flow

impacts, should be investigated.

4.222 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting the investigation would have
no impacts. If removing the material were proven feasiblebeneficial impacts
would result from reducing the flood-flow impacts of some existing disposal
sites, thereby reducing the impacts of erosion of material from these sites
on fish and wildlife habitat, and from the potential improvement of the
biological productivity of old disposal sites.

4.223 Impact of No Action - No direct impacts would be associated with no
action. However, the opportunity would be lost to potentially achieve the bene-

ficial impacts described in the paragraph above.

Further btudy Item 13

4.224 Recommendation - When the need for transporting dredged material

to an area of high demand has been identified at a specific site, a

feasibility study should be made to determine the best means of providing

the desired material. Sources to be considered for the material should

include historic placement sites as well as proposed dredging operations.

All potential methods of moving the material should be considered including

rail, truck, pipeline, and barge. Such studies will involve an environ-

mental assessment of impacts.

4.225 Impact of Recommendation - Conducting the various studies would have

little or no impact. The long-term result should be a reduction in disposal

impacts and an increase in beneficial use of dredged material.

4.226 Impact of No Action - No action would have no direct impacts. An

opportunity would be lost to develop methods that would reduce disposal

impacts and increase beneficial use of dredged material.
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Further Study Ltem 14

4.227 Recommendation - Private enterprise should be encouraged to explore
the economic feasibility of transporting sand from dredged material islands
to the area of demand.

4.228 Impact of Recommendation - This recommendation would probably have
no impacts. If transporting dredged material t( areas 3f demand were to
become economically feasible, private enterprise would need no encourage-
ment to make a profit.

4.229 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no impact.

Further Study Item 15

4.230 Recommendation - The feasibility of using riprap made with dredged
material and cement should be investigated.

4.231 Impact of Recommendation - No environmental impacts would result from
conducting this study. If making riprap from dredged material proved feasi-
ble, beneficial impacts would result from the beneficial use of the material
and an associated reduction in disposal impacts.

4.232 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would be associated with no action.
However, a potential opportunity to discover a use for dredged material, with
the benefits discussed above, would be lost.

Further Study Item 16

4.233 Recommendation - The potential beneficial uses of fine organic sediments
should be studied. The study should address the problems of contaminants and
dewatering, often associated with fine organic material, and the possible ef-
fects dredging may have on biological productivity at the dredging sits.

4.234 Impact of Recommendation - Little impact would result from conducting
such a study. If uses of fine sediments proved feasible, impacts would re-
sult from the beneficial use of fine sediments and from a reduction in the
impacts associated with disposal of this material.

4.235 No Action - No direct irnpqcts would be associated with no action. How-
ever, the potential opportunitv to develop beneficial uses of fine dredged
material and reduce the impacts of disposal of this material would be lost.

Cumulative Impact of Ctiannel Maintenance Further Study Recommendations

4.236 The cumulative impact of tiese studies should eventually lead to further
reductions in tie impacts of dredged material disposal. These studies should
result in methods to reduce further dredging needs, to cause dredging to occur
where the material can be u.,ed for beneficial use, and to promote increased
beneficial use of dredged material.
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Sediment and Erosion Control Action ItLens

Action Item 12

4.237 Recommend i ti on - Application of soil erosion control pra c t iCt' i ld/01
best management practices for nonpoint sources should be inc reased in th
critical sediment source area of the Mississippi River to the e:Xtnt 'lubIc,
through the use of programs administered by the U.S. Department o AYricult re
(Soil Conservation Service and Agricultural Stabilization and Conservat ion
Service) and similar State programs. Congress and the State legislaturc
should continue support of ongoing programs. The Rural Clean Water Progrmw
should be extended and funded to the level previously authorized (S400,000,00()
per year).

4.238 Impacts of Recommendation - Acceleration of existing land treatment
and erosion control techniques would reduce ipland erosion in the critical
sediment source area and reduce the rate ot , ! limentation in the backwaters
of the Mississippi River. Currently, 46 per'at of the land in the critical
source area is adeqhately protected. incroasing this to approximately 80 per-
cent (the maximum believed possible) woIld reduce upland erosion bv about one-
third. There are no estimates of the dogree to which this sediimentation in
the backwaters would be reduced. It siems reasonable to assume that it should
extend the ecological life of these areas, but the possible length of extended
life is not known. Additional benefits would accrue to tne agricultural community
from the reduction or erosion on approximately 1.45 million acres of cropland.

4.239 Impacts of No Action - No action would entail not increasing soil
erosion efforts in the critical sediment source area of the Mississippi River.
This would have the effect of allowing the backwater areas of the Mississippi
River to fill in with fine sediments and to age ecologically it approximately
the current rate. It is projected that the ecological life of these areas
at this rate is 50 to 250 years, depending upon location.
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Sediment and Erosion Control Further Study Items

Further Study Item 17

4.240 Recommendation - A concurrent two-part program should be conducted in
the GREAT I critical sediment source area to determine the feasibility of

large-scale use of conservation tillage farming systems to reduce the sediment

yield to the Mississippi River.

4.241 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting feasibility studies would have
negligible impacts. If conservation tillage on a large scale proves feasible,
significant impacts could occur in the critical sediment source area and on

the Mississippi River.

4.242 If shown feasible, this type of farming practice could have impacts

on the nature of farm operation and economics, and possibly major impacts on
soild erosion control. On the Mississippi River, the benefits would be realize
prL.iari-y ia the backwaters. Estimates on the ecological life of the backwaters
range from 50 to 250 years. Any improvements in soil erosion control techniques
should extend the life of these nighly productive areas. No estimates are
available as to how long the life of the backwaters could be extended. The

feasibility studies would provide data for such estimates.

4.243 Impacts of No Action - No direct impacts would result from no action.

However, an opportunity to develop soil erosion control techniques that could

extend the ecological life of the Mississippi River backwater areas would be

lost.

Further Study Item 18

4.244 Recommendation - Monitoring of sediment inflow from major tributaties
should be continued and additional stations established. The Corps of
Engineers should review all tributaries with a coordinating committee to
establish priorities for additional sediment samDling stations.

4.245 Impacts of Recommendation - No appreciable environmental impacts
would be associated with the monitoring program. The data collected would
be useful in making decisions that may reduce future impacts associated
with channel maintenance.

4.246 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would be associated with non-imple-

mentation of this recommendation.

Cumulative Impact of Sediment and Erosion Control Recommendations

4.247 The cumulative impact of the sediment and erosion control reconunendations
should be a reduction in sediment inflow into the Upper Mississippi River from
upland sources. This reduction in turn would slow the rate of filling the
navigation pools, especially the backwater areas, extending their ecological
Life past current projections. Because of the broad nature of the problem
of erosion and sedimentation and the large scale of the proposed solutions,
it is impossible to predict the effectiveness of such programs.

4.248 An added benefit would be the positive long-term impact that erosion
control should have upon agriculture.
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WATER QUALITY RECOMMENDATIONS

Water Quality Action Items

Action Item 13

4.249 'Recommendation - The Environmental Protection Agency should main-
tain a list of all substances that would significantly threaten the riverine
environment if a spill occurred. The U.S. Coast Guard should continue to
develop and enforce regulations on the shipment of hazardous materials in-
cluding prohibitions, where necessary.

4.250 'Impacts of Recommendation - Implementation of this recommendation
would reduce the potential for hazardous material spills in the river and
the impacts associated with those spills.

4.251 Impacts of No Action - Non-regulation of the shipment of hazardous
materials increases the chances of a spill on the river. Depending on the
nature of the material, substantial impacts would occur to water quality,
fish and wildlife, and the recreational quality of the river.

Action Item 14

4.252 'Recommendation - Sanitary pump-outs and trash pickup points should
be established in suitable areas.

4.253 'Impacts of Recommendation - Implementation would have beneficial
impacts upon water quality and aesthetics by reducing the amount of
Sanitary wastes and trash dumped in the river by boaters.

4.254 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct environmental
impact. However, the opportunity to improve conditions on the river,
relative to indiscriminate waste disposal by boaters, would be lost.

Cumulative Impact of Water Quality Recommendations_

4.255 The cumulative impact of the water quality recommendations would be to

reduce the probability of adverse water quality impacts resulting from hazardous
material shipments and recreational boater activities. Until regulations are

developed or the feasibility of individual pumpout facilities is explored, it

is not possible to make any quantitative predictions of cumulative impact.
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FISH AND WILDLIFE RECOMMENDATIONS

Fish and Wildlife Action Items

Action Item 15

4.256 Recommendation - Each State and Federal agency contributing to the
natural resource management of the Upper Mississippi River should place more
emphasis on the river by increasing staff and budget allocations to the work
on the fish and wildlife resources of the river.

4.257 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would prove beneficial to the
fish and wildlife resources of the river by providing funding for increased
management efforts.

4.258 Impact of No Action - No action would maintain a situation which limits
funding levels for fish and wildlife management efforts on the river at a time
when the demands upon the recourse are increasing but the quality of the resource
base is decreasing.

Action Item 16

4.259 Recommendation - Gate culverts should be placed at the dike of Lock
and Dam 4.

4.260 Impacts of Recommendation - Below the Lock and Dam 4 dike are a number of
backwater lakes which had their inflows cut off by aonstruction of the dike.
These lakes stiffer from chronic oxygen depletion in the winter which limits
their value for overwintering fish. Installation of culverts in the ditch
would provide freshwater flows to these lakes Pnd solve the oxygen depletion
problem, and thereby improve the habitat value of these lakes.

4.261 Impact of No Action - The lakes would continue to suffer oxygen depletion
problems and have limited value as overwintering habitat for fish.

Action item 17

4.262 Recommendation - A gated culvert should be constructed thrcugh the
dike of Lock and Dam 10 to , vide a water suppy to the waterfowl in Pool
11.

4.263 Impacts of Recommendation - Freshwater flows would be provided to a
series of old fish ponds, improving their value as waterfowl habitat.

4.264 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would result from non-implementation,
but an opportunity to improve the habitat value of these ponds would be lost
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Action Itemn 18

4.265 Recommendation - The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should continue to
upgrade and expand facilities of the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife and
Fish Refuge under the Bicentennial Land Heritage Program and other potential
funding sources.

4.266 Impacts of Recommendation - Expansion of facilities under this program
would increase recreational opportunities on the river. Depending upon the
nature of the facility, there could be some adverse impacts upon fish and
wildlife from lost habitat and increased human activity in an area.

4.267 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impacts.

Cumulative Impacts of Fish and Wildlife Action Recommendations

4.268 This particular set of recommendations would not have any appreciable
cumulative effect. The culverts at Lock and Dam 4 and Lock and Dam 10 would
enhance approximately 150 to 200 acres of fish and wildlife habitat.
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4.269 Recommendation - The Fish and W\ illif 1 servic( in coorin it i(n

the States and the Corps of Eng ncurs should dt velop :tnd i p I .ve t
prehens ive plan for the management of the 'ppk r Ii .!1 i s i ipp iRK-r *x. I
and Fish Refuge that considers all th fish and wild] i fL rL-sOur C,

area and consists of the necessary strategic an opw rati(n] ceT 'on-nl t
ma<e explicit the background, authorities, and justificatir ' it , I
and objectives, policies, coordination measures-, and probvc hy ,hi
it will be operated.

4.270 Impacts of Recommendation - implementation of thiS re'commIendation
would provide a high degree of interagency coordination in fish and ,i d-
life management, reduce conflicting practices, -nd prevent duplication of
effort, thereby increasing the efficiencv of fish and wildlife mnnagement
on the river.

4.271 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no envir,,nmental iopactu.
However, an opportunity to improve upon existing management practices; we.'slo
be lost.

Policy/Funding Item 10

4.272 Recommendation - State and Federal natural resource agencios should
cooperatively develop and implement their management programs so that th-
Upper Mississippi River is managed as an ecological unit.

4.273 Impacts of Recommendation - -mplementation would bring about impro"-d
management of the river's natural resources.

4.274 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would result from no action. Ho,.,-
ever, an opportunity to improve the management of the river's resources would
be lost.
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I ill i , t tho - t' v and ad it inLa 1111d1 i d i to a 1 ;t t h' F i s I I culd! Wi , 1

ervice and States in accnpl ishing fish and wi ldI i f tconservation ,:ino r,r.-

at ion proiCcts on tile UTpper Mississippi River.

a .27nh inpacti of Reconmendat ion - The impact of tliis recommcndiatio would

be overall improvemen t Ln tile capability of maiiagcmunt agellic; t t, r)Felt

and maintain the high quality fish and wildlife and recreational resiivr,.,

of the river. This improvement would be accompl i shed by clarif vin, ,-thorit i,

:nd by changing requirements in cost-shar ing policies that eUrrntlv mahk, it

verv diff icult to undertake proj ects to enhance the fish and wiilit i anti

rcCrCational raourees of the river.

4.277 impacts of No Action - No action would result in continued difficultv

in undertaking specific positive actions to p rotect or enhaice the r(-seurees

of the river because of vague author itit and difficulties in findting 1

sponsors to satisfy cost-sharing requirements.

Policy/funuing item 12

4.278 Recommendation - Future YississipK River i.ana.enint hudgets shiil 1

show, as separate line items, prosgrams that request funds to henefit recre-

ation or fish and wildlife and that are not required to maintain the 9-foot

navigation project.

4.279 I mpact of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no direct

impact, but would show where and for what purpose funds are ictuallv being
used.

4.280 Impact of No Action - No action would have no impacts.

Policy/Funding Item 13

4.281 Recommendation - Beneficiarv/,iser data should be ,eveloted and used

bv appropriate agencies in managing water resoure- ,mI dev opina cost Alloa-

cation programs.

4.282 Impacts of Recommendation - This reconmendation should have no t

environmental .impact. Development of this 'ata won Ild allow for ai mere ,,piit-

able assessment of costs to beneficiaries for projects on the Upper M ississipli]

River.

4.283 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no Cvirenlental iMpacts.
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Policy/Funding Item 14

4.284 Reconmmendation - Unified management objectives (recreation, fish and
wildlife, commercial, etc.) should be developed for each pool or segment
of pools. The development of unified management objectives must be con-
sistent with legislative mandates for management of National Wildlife Refuges.

4.285 Impacts of Recommendation - No direct environmental impacts would
result from this recommendation. However, the development of unifiled manage-
ment objectives should improve and make more efficient the management of the
river resourcEswhich in turn should benefit the resources.

4.286 Impacts of No Action - No direct environmental impacts would be as-
sociated with no action. However, an opportunity to improve management of
the river resources would be lost.

Policy/Funding Item 15

4.287 Recommendation - Organisms not native to the Upper Mississippi River
corridor should be cooperatively analyzed to determine compatibility with
the integrity of the native communities before they are introduced.

4.288 Impacts ~f Recommendation - Exotic organism introductions in the past
have had, for the most part, adverse impacts on the ecological balance of
the native communities. Most introductions have been undertaken by small
zrolps or individual State agencies. Implementation of this recommendation
would help insure that if future introductions are considered they will re-
ceive a thorough scientific review by the appropriate States and Federal
agencies.

4.289 Impacts of No Action - No action would maintain the status quo whereby
each state is in essence its own regulator concerning the introduction of
exotic species. This increases the potential for an exotic organism to be
introduced without proper study and evaluation of impacts associated with
that introduction.

Cumulative Impacts of Fish and Wildlife Policy/Funding Recommendations

4.290 The cumulative impact of these recommendations would be to improve
the management of the fish and wildlife resources of the Upper Mississippi.
This improvement would be accomplished through increased funding, developing
broad-based management policies that address the river system as a whole,
and increasing capabilities to accomplish a variety of management programs.

4.291 Many of the recommendations are designed to eliminate uncoordinated
and sometimes conflicting management of the river's resources by managing
agencies.
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F isli and WiId lif e Fur ther S tudy ItemIS

Further Study Item 19

4.292 Recommendation - The feasibility of protecting critical backwate~r
areas from sedimentation should be studied.

4.293 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting a study should have no environ-
mental Impacts. If feasible solutions for protecting critical backwater
areas could be found, they would be of great value in maintaining the fish
and wildlife values of these backwater areas at a high level.

4.294 Impacts of No Action - No direct impacts would be associated with
no action. However, an opportunity to develop methods to protect critical
backwater areas from sedimentation would be lost. Some estimates indicate
that within 50 to. 250 years, these areas will be filled in to a point that sub-
stantially reduces their value as fish and wildlife habitat.

Further Study Item 20

4.29a Recommendation - A program to evaluate dredging and island creation
in backwater areas for restoration purposes should be developed.

4.296 Impacts of Recommendation - The ultimate impact of this program would
be the improvement of the fish and wildlife habitat values of selected back-
waters. Individual projects could have adverse water quality and floodplain
impacts, depending upon the nature and location of the project.

4.297 impacts of No Action - N~o direct impacts would result from no'-
implementation. However, an opportunity to improve fish and wildlife habitat
values in selected backwaters would not be taken advantage of.



Furthetr Study ite 24

4.307 Recommendation - The impact of altering the cuts between the island
separating Lake Onalaska from the main channel of the Mississippi River
should be investigated. Structural measures should be built if the results
of the investigation determine that the alterations would benefit Lake Onalaska.

4.308 Impacts of Recommendation - No impacts would be associated with con-
ducting the investigation. If a feasible method of reducing sediment inflow
into Lake Onalaska were found, it would be of great benefit in maintaining
the high quality fish and waterfowl habitat that presently exists. Structural
methods would undoubtedly have some adverse impacts associated with the
constrtiction, such as loss of habitat to the structures and localized in-
creases in water turbidity. Also, reducing main channel flows into Lake
Onalaska would increase flows in the main channel, potentially reducing dredging
requirements in Lower Pool 7.

4.309 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct environmental
impacts. However, a potential opportunity to develop a method to slow or
abate the sedimentation problem in Lake Onalaska would be lost. Eventually,
sedimentation will fill in the Lake and greatly reduce its fish and wildlife
habitat value.

Further Study Ite 25

4.310 Recommendation - Congress should provide funds to the Corps of
Engineers to study the feasibility of rehabilitating the Spring Lake area
of Pool 2.

4.311 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting a feasibility study would have
no environmental impacts. If proven feasible,rehabilitation could greatly
enhance the fish and wildlife and recreational qualities of Spring Lake.
It is also expected that shoaling problems at the head of Spring Lake could
be solved.

4.312 Because the projected solution at this time is a long dike separating
Spring Lake from the main channel of the river, it is likely that substantial
water quality impacts would occur during the construction phase of such a
project.

4.313 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impact.
However, a potential opportunity to improve the resource qualities of Spring
Lake would be lost.
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Furtiier StudyV Itemi 26

4.31.4 Recommendation - The monitoring program at Kruger Slough and Island
42 should be continued to document effects of opening side channels.

4.315 Impacts of Recommendation - There would be no impacts associated with
implementation of this recommendation.

4.316 Impacts of No Action - There would be no impacts associated with non-
implementation of this recommendation.

Further Study Item 27

4.317 Recommendation - The distribution of submerged aquatic vegetation,
invertebrates (including clams), bottom types and depths, and submerged
physical features of the river should be mapped.

4.318 Impacts of Recommendation - Mapping would have no discernible environ-
mental impacts. The information gained would provide for better management
decisions which in turn should benefit the fish and wildlife resources of
the river.

4.319 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impacts.

Further Study Item 28

4.320 Recommendation - The means of controlling the pool water levels for
the benefit of fish and wildlife and recreation in harmony with the 9-foot
channel project should be inliestigated. If control is found to be feasible,
the Corps of Engineers, Fish and Wildlife Service, and the States would
pursue an agreement to implement this practice. In the interim, fish and
wildlife should be considered in pool fluctuations presently being done for
other purposes on the river.

4.321 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting the investigation would have
no environmental impacts. If controlling pool levels to benefit fish and
wildlife and recreation in consideration of other interest on the river
proved feasible, such control would be highly beneficial to the fish and
wildlife resources of the river. Maintaining stable water levels at critical
times during spawning, nesting, and lodge-building would be of significant

benefits to many species of fish and Wildlife.

4.322 The impacts upon commercial navigation and riparian property owners
would have to be carefully analyzed in the investigation.

4.323 Impacts of No Action -No action would entail the continuation of a
problem on the river whereby inopportune water level fluctuations harm fish
and wildlife resources.
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Further Study Item 29

4.324 Recommendation - Primitive or natural areas should be identified and a
follow-up designation made where appropriate.

4.325 Impacts of Recommendation - The Impact of this recommendation would
be to maintain certain areas on the river in an undeveloped state. In
general, this preservation would have a positive impact upon the resources
of the area. There may be adverse impacts upon certain groups of the recre-
ational Public if they are no longer allowed to engage in accustomed recreational
activities in these areas because of new restrictions. Undoubtedly some con-
troversy would be associated with individual designations, due to conflicting
demands on the resource.

4.326 Impacts of No Action - The opportunity to protect areas of unique
quality at an early stage would be lost. If protective measures are pro-
posed only when an area is threatened by some specific action, there is increased
likelihood of adverse Impacts upon some sector of the public and also tbe
resources itself.

Further Study Item 30

4.327 Recommendation - Forest management should be considered in the Upper
Mississippi River System Master Plan.

4.328 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no environ-
mental impact. The UMRBC Master Plan studies are underway and forest manage-
ment is not one of the topics being studied.

4.329 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impact.

Further Study Item 31

4.330 Recommendation - A study should be conducted to determine the most
effective technique for management of bottomland hardwoods for wildlife.

4.331 Impacts of Recommendation - Conducting the study should have little
environmental impact. Once developed, the techniques could greatly enhance
the fish and wildlife habitat in the Mississippi River floodplain because
a considerable amount of this type of habitat exists there.

4.332 Imnpacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impacts.
However, an opportunity to develop methods to improve fish and wildlife
habitat would be lost.
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Further Study Item 32

4.333 Recommendation - The life history of the fishes of the Upper Ii-

sippi River should be studied.

4.334 impacts of Recommendation - Life history studies themselves would have'
no environmental impact. The imformation gained would enable better manage-
ment decisions which in turn should benefit the fishing resource of the river.

4.333 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impacts.

Further Study Item 33

4.336 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers, Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and Vernon County should develop
an agreement for placing culverts and opening side channels to Blackhawk County
Park near Victory in Pool 9.

4.337 Impacts of Recommendation - This proposal would return freshwater flows
to some side channels cut off by construction of roads to the park, thereby
improving the fish and wildlife habitat values of these sloughs.

4.338 Impact of No Action - The habitat quality of the sloughs would continue
to deteriorate due to stagnation.

Cumulative Impact of Fish and Wildlife Further Study Recommendations

4.339 These recommendations center on two areas: project-specific studies and
study-area-wide studies. The five rehabilitation studies (Weaver Bottoms, Big

Slough, Lake Onalaska, Spring Lake, and Blackhawk Park) could lead to the pro-

tection and rehabilitation of as much as 15,000 acres of valuable river lake
and backwater habitat. The remainder of the recommendations have the potential
to increase greatly knowledge of the river and its fish and wildlife resources
and to develop techniques for protecting and enhancing these resources. Cumula-
tively, implementation of these recommendations should result in significant
benefits to the resource through wiser management.
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4. 340 RKco ll m'endat ion - Scenic easements/acquisitions should receive a higher
priority in conjunction with the implementation of the Great River Road and

other applicable State and Federal programs.

4.341 Impacts of Recommendation - Creater emphasis on scenic easements
shotuld result in more scenic easements obtained in conjunction with Great
River Road projects and enhanced visual aesthetics for the traveling nublic

and recreationists. Because scenic easements maintain areas in a natural state,
fish and wildlife would benefit from the preservation of these areas in
their natural condition.

4.342 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impacts.

Aesthetic Further Study Item

Further Study Item 34

4.343 Recommendation - Aesthetics of the area should be protected as part
of any management plan for the Mississippi River.

4.344 Impacts of Recommendation - Increased emphasis on the protection of
aesthetic quality would benefit all river users.

4.345 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct environmental
impact. An opportunity to increase aesthetic protection wotild be lost which
in the long term could mean a reduction in aesthetic qualities along the river.

Cumulative Impact of Aesthetic Recommendations

3.346 These recommendations would help insure that aesthetics are given full
consideration in management plans and decisions on the river. Such condisera-
tion should lead to increased protection and maintenance of the visual qualities
of the Upper Mississippi River.
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COMMIERCIAL NAVIGATION RECOMMENDlATIONS

Commercial Navigation Policy/Funding Items

Policy/Funding Item 17

4.347 Recommendation - So that operating regulations f or fixed and opening
bridges can be vigorously enforced by the U.S. Coast Guard, the Act of
August 18, 1864, Act of March 3, 1899, Bridge Act of 1906, and the General
Bridge Act of 1946 should be amended to provide for civil penalties in
certain circumstances and for other purposes as recommended by the U.S. Coast
Guard.

4.348 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation would allow the
U.S. Coast Guard to effectively enforce operating regulations, particularly
in the case of less serious violations. With amendments to provide for
administrative penalties that can be vigorously enforced, the Coast Guard
can better insure safe and reasonable navigation needs for both commercial
and recreational users.

4.4 Impacts of No Action - With no actionproblems with enforcement (es-
pecially for minor violations) will continue, and possibly jeopardize the
operational and safety procedures of navigation.

Policy/Funding Item 18

4.350 Recommendation - Obstructive bridges should be rebuilt to provide
adequate horizontal and vertical clearances. ;he Truman-Hobbs Act should
continue to be used in rebuilding bridges on the basis of navigational
needs and be amended to include:

a. Replacement or repair of bridge pier protection systems.

b. Benefits to land as well as marine In~terests. Since public money
is being spent, the total public benefit should be considered in benef it-
cost ratios.

4.351 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation would provide for
replacement of bridges that may be determined potentially unsafe and
obstructional to both bridge and navigational traffic. The amendment would
include cost-sharing for bridge pier protection systems to insure both
bridge and viessel satety.

4.352 Impact of No Action - With no action, inadequate and/or obstructive
bridges will continue to be hazards to navigation and bridge traffic. Monies
for cost-sharing for bridge pier protection would not be available.
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Commercial Navigation Further Study Items

Further Study Item 35

4.353 Recommendation - Congress should direct the Department of Transportation
or the Corps of Engineers to review Federal, State, and local regulations
pertaining to commercial navigation, terminals, and support facilities with
a view toward defining more clearly the areas of jurisdiction and proposing
the elimination of conflict areas as appropriate.

4.354 Impact of Recommendation - Conducting the review may have an end re-
sult of reducing costs and delays to commercial transportation facilities in
receiving local, State and Federal permits for their projects. Coiiducting the
review would have no impact.

4.355 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. The
opportunity to reduce unnecessary delays and costs associated with regulatory
resuirements would be lost.

Further Study Item 36

4.356 Recommendation - A study to identify acceptable fleeting areas to
meet present regional shortages and future regional needs should be conducted.

4.357 impacts of Recommendation - Conducting the study would have no impact.
The results of the study would have beneficial uses in that it would identify
those areas that could be used for fleeting with acceptable environmental and
economic impacts.

4.358 Impacts of No Action - No action would result in the continuation of
the current situation in which fleeting areas are proposed on an as-needed
basis. This procedure has proved inefficient in providing fleeting areas
with acceptable environmental and economic impacts in a timely manner.

Further Study Item 37

4.359 Recommendation - The Coast Guard should study the feasibility of
establishing a marked channel for commercial transportation vessels in
Lake Pepin.

v. 4.360 Impact of Recommendation - Conducting the study would have no im-
pact. If feasible, such a channel would improve boating safety at high-
use times on Lake Pepin.

4.361 Impact of No Action - No impact would result from no action. In
the future, the problem may become more severe, requiring action of some
type.
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Further Study Item 38

4.362 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should conduct feasibility
studies and make recommendations to Congress which address projected
capacity limitations at Locks and Dams 2 and 3 caused by demand increases
for commercial and recreational craft.

4.363 Impact of Recommendation - Feasibility studies could help predict
potential traffic congestion during peak use periods by documenting demand
increases in river crafts. By identifying growth projections and capacity
limitations, commercial and recreational river transportation safety problems
could be minimized.

4.364 Impact of No Action - Potential traffic congestion could become a
problem during periods of peak use by both commercial and recreational craft.

Further Study Item 39

4 .365 Recoimmendation - The U.S. Coast Guard should reassess its capability
to operate and maintain the navigational aid system within its currently
available resources and seek additional capability if necessary.

4.366 Impact of Recommendations - The impact of this recommendation would
be improved safety on the river for commercial traffic.

4.367 Impact of No Action - No action would result in the continued defi-
ciency in navigational aids due to lack of funds.

Cumulative Impact of Commercial Transportation Recommendations

4.368 These recommendations should reduce unnecessary constraints on commer-
cial navigation, reduce safety hazards, and facilitate satisfaction of future
needs before they become critical problems. All of these recommendations can
be accomplished with minimal environmental impact and may even lessen adverse
impacts through advance multi-agency planning.
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RECRLAT [O: C RCOKENDATIONS

Recreation Action Items

Action Item 19

4.369 Recommendation - Primitive recreational use sites should be main-

tained on an interim basis until implementation of comprehensive manage-
ment plans.

4.370 Impacts of Recommendation - Maintaining primitive recreational areas
would provide significant benefits to recreational users of the Mississippi

River. Studies have shown that open sandy areas with some tree crown

cover and sloping beaches are used extensively for camping, picnicking,
and swimming. GREAT I has identified 30 sites where maintenance of primi-

tive recreational areas should be considered in Pools 2 through 10.

4.371 Maintenance of primitive recreational areas generally requires the

maintenance of open sandy areas with some topography, scattered large trees

for shade, and gently sloping beaches for boat beaching and swimming.

Achieving such an area would have adverse impacts upon fish and wildlife
habitat and water quality.

4.372 Maintaining an open sandy area greatly reduces the site's biological

productivity and habitat value and keeps it in that condition of low pro-

ductivity. Also, erosion of material from these sites can impact on adja-

cent aquatic habitats. Maintaining the 30 sites identified by GREAT I
for consideration would result in the disturbance of about 400 acres of

revegetation disposal sites and 1100 acres of undisturbed habitats, pri-

marily bottomland hardwoods.

4.373 Shaping and sloping of beaches with heavy equipment has some water
quality impacts such as increasing turbidity and suspended solids and the

washing of oil and grease off the machinery into the water. Generally,

however, water quality impacts are minor.

4.374 The benefits and adverse impacts associated with the maintenance of

these sites will have to be carefully evaluated when the individual sites

for this action are considered.

4.375 Impacts of No Action - No action would result in the deterioration of

existing sites along the river as suitable areas for primitive recreation.

These areas revegetate and are then no longer used for that partirular

type of recreational experience. With revegetation, the habitat value of

these areas to wildlife would increase.

4.376 Dredged material disposal practices have changed over the last 5 years.

The type of operation that primarily created these areas in the past, i.e.,

hydraulic placement with little or no containment, is no longer used. It

is unlikely that this type of operation will be conducted in the future,

because of other resource impacts. Thus, in the long term, there would

* be a continuing reduction in the number of sites suitable for primitive

recreational use at a time when demand for this type of recreational ex-

* perience is expected to increase.
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Action Item 20

4.377 Rec,- .,,dation - "Lockage waiting area." should be developed wherV
sitaie to reduce hazards associated with recrentional lockages.

4.378 Impacts of Recommendation - The development of lockage waiting
areas for recreational craft would reduce the safety hazard associated
with large numbers of recreational craft congregating at the locks and
dams, waiting for lockage. Development of the areas would nave impacts on
local resources, with magnitudes varying with the nature of the waiting
area. Placing moving buoys would have little impact, while the creation
of an island could have significant impacts on water quality and fish and
wildlife habitat. The impacts would have to be carefully evaluated on a
case-by-case basis.

4.379 Impacts of No Action - No action would allow the continuance of an
existing safety problpm at some of the locks and dams on the river. With
the projected increases in river-based recreation, the problem may become
more acute at some of the more heavily used locks.

Action Item 21

4.380 Recommendation - Detailed uniform recreational facility guides in
a format which includes information unique to the Mississippi River (boating
hazards, special regulations, refuge managtment, locking procedures, etc.,)
should be provided.

4.381 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would benefit recreationists
by providing more information on recreational opportunities and other fac-
tors on the river that could impact on their use of the river.

4.382 Impact of No Action - No impacts would result from tie no action
alternative.

Action Item 22

4.383 Recommendation - Uniform and/or upgraded signing of recreation areas
should be provided.

4.384 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation would benefit recreationists
by providing more information on recreational opportunities.

4.385 Impact of No Action - There would be no impact with no action.
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Action Item 23

4.386 Recommendation - Control structures should be marked or modified
where appropriate to reduce hazards to recreational navigation.

4.387 Impacts of Recommendation - Implementation of this recommendation
would improve public safety on the river.

4.388 Impacts of No Action - Non-implementation would allow the continued
existence of unmarked navigation hazards on the river.

Action Item 24

4.389 Recommendation - States should adopt and enforce uniform noise
levels for recreation boats and other vehicles.

4.390 Impact of Recommendation - Reduction of noise from recreational
craft would improve the recreational experience for river users and re-
duce disturbances to wildlife to some degree.

4.391 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impact.

Action Item 25

4.392 Recommendation - A bikeway should be provided in conjunction with
Great River Road developments.

4.393 Impacts of Recommendation - Development of a bikeway would have
beneficial impacts by increasing recreational opportunities in the river
corridor. A bikeway would have adverse wildlife impacts primarily from
loss of habitat and increased human activity in the river corridor.

4.394 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental impacts.
An opportunity to increase recreational opportunities along the river cor-
ridor would be lost.

Action Item 26

4.395 Recommendation - A system of canoe trails should be developed through
selected backwater areas as a feature of appropriate recreation planning
efforts.

4.396 Impacts of Recommendation - Development of canoe trails would have
beneficial impacts by increasing recreational opportunities in the river
corridor. The potential exists for adverse impacts upon wildlife from
increased human activity in relatively undisturbed areas.

4.397 Impacts of No Action - No action would have no environmental imnacts.
An opportunity to increase recreational opportunities in the river corridor
would be lost.
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Action Item 27

4.398 Recommendation - The Fort Snelling back channel under the Mendota
Bridge should be opened to the picnic and swimming areas.

4.399 Impacts of Recommendation - Opening the channel would increase recre-
ational opportunities in the metropolitan area for river users. There would
be some temporary minor water quality impacts from the dredging activity.
Disposal of the material could impact a wildlife habitat, depending on
location. Increased use of the channel would create disturbances, reducing
its value on fish habitat.

4.400 Impact of No Action - No action would have no environmental impact.

Action Item 28

4.401 Recommendation - State and Federal agencies conc~erned with boating
safety should intensify efforts to educate recreational boaters on rules
of the road and lighting requirements applicable to commercial and recre-
ational vessels.

4.402 Impact of Recommendation - The impact of this recommendation would
be improved public safety on the river.

4.403 Impact of No Action - No action would have no environmental impact.

Action Item 29

4.404 Recommendation - The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, boating clubs, and
others concerned with boater education, should intensify their education
efforts on safety, navigation, and hazards peculiar to vessel operation on
the Upper Mississippi River.

4.405 Impact of Recommendation - An expanded program for boater education
would be made available to a greater number of people.

4.406 Impact of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. However,
an opportunity to improve recreational boater knowledge of satety on the river
would be lost.

Action Item 30

4.407 Recommendation - Rental agencies should be required to better brief
their patrons on how to handle their boats, river hazards, rules of the road,
courtesy, and lockage procedures.

4.408 Impact of Recommendation - This recommendation would serve to make
the public more aware of safe boating procedures and potential hazards with
an end result of fewer boating accidents on the river. The recommendation
would impose more regulation burdens upon rental agencies/small businesses.

4.409 Imact of No Action - No impact other than potential continuance of
unnecessary oating accidents and injuries.
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Policy/Funding Item 20

4.419 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers should monitor lockages to
ensure the proper application of existing lockage regulations and to identify
specific problem areas.

4.420 If problems are identified, consideration should be given to pro-
viding signage, low-power radio transmissions (AM, CB, and/or Marine) near
the locks to dispense information, and/or lockage waiting areas. Information
on designated times should be widely publicized.

4.421 Impacts of Implementation - This recommendation should have beneficial
impacts by insuring equitable treatment of various publics in lockage prior-
ities.

4.422 Impacts of No Action - No action would continue the problem of inequit-
able treatment of the various publics at certain locks. Surveys indicate
that at certain locks, commercial traffic receives preferential treatment
over recreational traffic.

Policy/Funding Item 21

4.423 Recommendation - High impact recreational development such as large
power boat accesses or marinas should be discouraged in or adjacent to areas
identified as exceptionally good for hunting, trapping, and fishing or "closed
refuge areas."

4.424 Impact of Recommendation - The result would be reduced impacts upon
fish and wildlife and their habitat of the ever encreasing recreational usage
of the Upper Mississippi River.

4.425 Impact of No Action - Heavy recreational development in close proximity
to certain areas could result in an increase in conflicting uses and potential
safety hazards. Valuable fish'and wildlife habitat could be jeopardized.

Policy/Funding Item 22

4.426 Recommendation - River management agencies should increase their
efforts to work together cooperatively in undertaking site specific inten-
sive recreation surveys and continous annual sample data collection for
input into a recreation resource monitoring program. Methods deve~loped
by the GREAT I and GREAT II Recreation Work Groups should be used in these
efforts.

4.427 Impact of Recommendation - The recreation surveys and data collection
would have no impact. The data obtained would provide management agencies
with a continuous base oi data on which to assess their management decisions
for the recreational resource which in turn should improve the quality of
recreational experiences on the river.

4.428 Impact of No Action - No action would have no direct impact. However,
the opportunity to improve management of the river's recreational qualities
would be lost.
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Policy/Funding Item 23

4.429 Recommendation - A diversity of recr,-ational opportunities should

be provided within the river corridor in developing any management plans.

4.430 impact of Recommendation - This recommendation considers the need
for a diverse range of opportunities and areas that could be provided within
the river corridor. Management plans should consider the types and degrees
of recreational opportunities available at each recreational area. User
conflicts can be reduced by providing for a diversity of experiences and
distributing various types of recreation uses within management planning.

4.431 Impact of No Action - The potential for increased conflicts between
recreational users will continue if management plans do not address the pro-
blem of distribution of various activities at recreational areas.

Policy/Funding Item 24

4.432 Recommendation - Publicly-owned recreational boat-launching accesses
should be maintained or relocated.

4.433 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation should have beneficial rec-
reational impacts by providing adequate public access to the river.

4.434 Depending upon the location of access areas, individual areas could
have adverse impacts upon water quality and fish and wildlife of these areas,
both from construction activities and increased human uses. These impacts
must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis when individual projects are con-
sidered for implementation.

4.435 Impact of No Action - No action would result in some public accesses
becoming unusable due to lack of maintenance. It is unlikely that this would
ever become a significant problem as public pressures for access are likely
to insure that some level of access to the river is maintained.
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Further Study Item 40

4.436 Recommendation - The Corps of Engineers, in coordination with the
Fish and Wildlife Service and the States, should develop and implement a
recreation master plan for the Upper Mississippi River system.

4.437 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation of this master plan would
provide for coordinated enhancement of recreational opportunities on the
river based upon consideration of the resources of the river. An updated
master plan would insure that recreational opportunities are provided where
the demand for them exists while minimizing the adverse impacts on other
river resources such as fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, and aesthetics
The development of a coordinated plan would insure that uncontrolled develop-
ment that can have substantial adverse effects is kept to the minimum possible.

4.438 Impacts of No Action - For this particular recommendation, there is not
a no action alternative. The Corps of Engineers is required to develop a rec-
reation master plan for the Upper Mississippi River and is currently in the
process of doing so in coordination with the States and Federal agencies.

Further Study Item 41

4.439 Recommendation - A determination should be based on unified resource
management objectives (Phase I of Recreation Master Planning Development) of
the feasibility and acceptability of the recreation sites listed in Exhibit 6
of the Main Report!I to determine which should be funded for implementation

to meet existing recreational demand and need. When determined appropriate,
specific recreational developments should be immediately implemented.

4.440 Impact of Recommendation - Implementation of this further study. item
would go far towards insuring that documented recreational needs are satisfied
and that the compatability of recreational developments with other resource
values and needs on the river is considered.

4.441 Individual projects may have adverse impacts upon fish and wildlife,
water quality, and other resource values that must be evaluated when those
projects are considered.

4.442 Impacts of No Action - No action would result in recreational needs
being satisfied in an incomplete and haphazard manner by government agencies
and the private sector. This type of development generally has increased
adverse impacts on other resource values because of the lack of a comprehensive
overall evaluation of resource needs and impacts of development.
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FurthrStudXItem 42

4.443 Recommnendation - Water surface use in pools or portions of pools
where conflicts exist should be identified and zoned. No wake zones or
restricted use areas should be established in constricted areas and/or
where heavy recreations use occurs.

4.444 Impact of Recommendation - Management planning would consider
identify-ing and zoning areas of conflicts of multiple uses and areas of
safety hazards. Regulations could identify problem areas and allow for
enforcement in hazardous or restricted areas posted along the river system.

4.445 Impact of No Action - Areas of conflicting and heavy recreatir'nal
uses wili continue to present potential safety hazards to commercial and
recreational navigation.

Further Study Item 43

4.446 Recommendation - Further studies which focus on the economic and
social benefits and environmental impacts of private leases on Federal
land should be conducted. Such leases should be phased out when a needed
public use can be demonstrated.

4.447 Impacts of Recomendation - A program such as this should benefit the
resources of the river and the ability of the public to use and enjoy these
resources. The program is likely to be highly controversial because private
use of public lands is a long-standing tradition on the river.

4.448 Impacts of No Action - No action would allow the continuation of the
lease system which allows private use of public lands to the exclusion of
the public.

Cumulative Impact of Recreation Recommendations

4.449 These recreation recommendations should enhance the recreational oppor-
tunities on the river and make it possible to enjoy these opportunities in a
safe and environmentally compatible manner. Conflicts between recreational
and other user groups on the river exist and will continue. Implementation
of these recommendations should greatly assist in reducing and minimizing these
conflicts compared to what conflict would be expdcted to arise without any
management efforts in this direction.

4.450 It is not yet possible to evaluate accurately the cumulative impacts
of the many site-specific projects recommended for consideration in Action
Item 19 and Further Study Item 41 because of a general lack of site-specific
information that must be acquired when the projects are considered for imple-
mentation. Generally, if these projects were all developed, considerable
impact could be expected upon fish and wildlife resources from loss of habitat
and increased human activity on the river. Also, conflicts with commercial
transportation interests would be increased if these projects stimulated
increased boater use on the river.
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FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Floodplain Management Action Items

Action Item 33

4.451 Recommendation - Detailed topographic and hydrographic maps of the
Upper Mississippi River bottomlands in the GREAT I area (at a scale no
smaller than 1:12,000; or 1 inch equals 1,000 feet; on an orthophoto base
with a contour interval of 2 feet) should be produced.

4.452 Impacts of Recommendation - No direct impacts woule be associated with
implementation. The maps produced would improve management decisions on
the river, which in turn should have beneficial effects upon the resources
of the river.

4.453 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would result if the maps were not
developed.

Wtion Item 34

4.454 Recommendation - Water resource project on tributaries of the Upper
Mississippi River in the GREAT I area should address:

a. Project-induced potential changes in tributary discharges during
floods.

b. Project-induced potential changes in the bed-load sediment transport
capability of the tributary stream.

4.455 Impacts of Recommendation - Implementation may reduce to some extent
the impacts of such projects on dredging requirements on the Mississippi River.
This in turn would reduce the impacts of dredging and disposal operations.

4,456 Impacts of No Action - It is difficult to evaluate the impacts of no
action. Agencies developing water resource projects should already be con-
sidering these potential changes in their planning processes. No action
would mean that agencies that are not aware of this problem would continue
to fail to address it in the future, resulting in water resource projects
with the potential of increasing dredging problems on the Mississippi River.

I
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Floodplain Management Policy/Fundijl Items

Policy/Funding Item 25

4.457 Recommendation - Uniform standards for floodplain management should
be developed for States and municipalities along the GREAT I portion of
the Mississippi River. Changes in enabling legislation may be necessary.

4.458 Impact of Recommendation - The recommendition would provide for
equitable and uniform standards to be developed for floodplain management
by the States and municipalities. Consistent standards for floodplain
encroachment and their uniform administration would greatly reduce incon-
sistencies among the States and municipalities.

Impact of No Action - Inconsistencies in standards and allowable
floodplain encroachment limits will continue to present problems for flood-
plain management

Further Study Item 44

4.460 Recommendation - Funds should be provided to the Upper Mississippi
River Basin Commission to study the feasibility of mathematical models for
floodplain management, including the Compound Stream Flow Model, and to
develop a model(s) based on the findings and recommendations of the study.

4.461 Impacts of Recommendation - No environmental impacts would be as-
sociated with conducting these studies. Eventual development of a workable
model would provide the means to make better management decisions on the
river pertaining to the floodplain impacts of activities in the floodplain.

4.462 Impacts of No Action - No environmental impacts would be associated
with no action. However, there would be a lost opportunity to develop A
tool with which to make wiser floodplain management decisions on the river.

Cummulative Impact of F1jpbain Management Recommendations

4.463 The cumulative impact of these recommendations should be an improvement
in the ability of managing agencies to manage the floodplain and to evaluate

impacts upon it. This improved ability should result in better management

decisions relative to the floodplain.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES RECOMMENDATIONS

Cultural Resources Further Study Item

Further Study Item 45

4.464 Recommendation - A comprehensive cultural resources inventory of
known sites in the GREAT I area should be done as input to future manage-
ment decisions.

4.465 Impact of Recommendation - This recommendation would be beneficial
to the preservation of cultural resources along the Upper Mississippi River
by allowing input from cultural resources data not only into the Federal
planning process but also into planning at the State and local levels.

4.466 Impact of No Action - The protection and consideration of cultural
resources during the planning process for any federally licensed or funded
activity is required by a number of Federal laws and Federal agency regula-
tions. Among these regulations are Executive Order 11593; the Advisory
Council's Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties
(36 CFR Part 800); the National Historic Preservation Act of 1977; Preservation
of I'istoric and Archaeological Data of 1974 (P.L. 93-291); and Identification
and Administration of Cultural Resources (33 CFR Part 305). However, these
regulations include few provisions for inventorying cultural resources at
the State and local levels. No action on this recommendation would mrean
considerably less information on cultural resources for State and local
planners to utilize and would probably result in the loss of some cultural
resources in the future.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION RECOMMENDATION

Public Participation Action Item

Action Item 35

4.467 Recommendation - The Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission should
encourage and coordinate efforts to develop information and education pro-
grams for the Upper Mississippi River. Such programs should focus on the
multiple uses and values of the resource.

4.468 Impacts of Recommendation - Implementation would have no direct
environmental impacts. improved public awareness of the river and its
resources should promote wiser uses of these resources.

4.469 Impact of No Action -No environmental impacts would be associated
with no action.
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ONGOING PLAN'NING/COORDINATIO4 RECOMMENDATIONS

Ongoing Planning/Coordination Action Items

Action Item 36

4.470 Recommendation - The agencies represented in GREAT I should, by letter
of agreement, continue to coordinate implementation of the Channel Maintenance
Plan and all other implementable recommendations through the continuation of
the ongoing inter-agency management coordination team. The Fish and Wildlife
Service and the Corps of Engineers would be the initial co-chairs. Chairmanship
should then be rotated among participating agencies. Participation in this
activity will be staffed and funded by individual agency contributions. Agencies
will request additional appropriations within existing programs where necessary
to accomplish this effort.

4.471 Impact of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no direct
environmental impact. Continuation of an established coordination effort
would insure better protection of the resources of the river.

4.472 Impact of No Action - The no action alternative would have no impact.
It is likely that, if no formal coordination procedures were recommended by
GREAT I, coordination would continue anyway under current procedures and some-
thing similar to the procedures recommended by GREAT would evolve.

Action Item 37

4.473 Recommendation - The following mechanisms should be used in the ongoing

coordination and implementation of GREAT I recommendations.

1. The inter-agency On-Site Inspection Team recommended by GREAT
should be continued to provide consultation in the site-specific
implementation of the Channel Maintenance Plan and to aid in reso-
lution of new problems which may develop during the annual dredg-
ing seasons.

2. A channel dimensions review committee should be established, con-
sisting of representatives from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
U.S. Coast Guard, the navigation industry, plus any other concerned
State or Federal agency.

3. The existing independent Upper Mississippi Conservation Committee
is encouraged to participate in the ongoing interagency management
coordination team. It is suggested that they evaluate their role
in this effort and participate in a manner that they feel appropriate.

4.474 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no direct
environmental impact. Mechanisms for ongoing coordination of management effortF
should provide better management, which in the long term would benefit the resour-
ces of the river.

4.475 Impacts of No Action - The no action alternative would have no direct
Impact. However, by not providing for mechanisms of coordination, this alter-
native would increase the likelihood of poorly coordinated management efforts.
Viis, in turn, would increase the chance for adverse impacts resulting from
thiese decisions.
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Action Item 38

4.476 Recommendation - Monitoring of GREAT I implementation from an in-
dependent citizen perspective should be continued by the Minnesota-Wisconsin
Boundary Area Commission (MWBAC). The States of Minnesota and Wisconsin
should fund this effort as a work item of the MWj3AC.

4.477 Impact of Recommendation - There would be no direct environmental im-
pact associated with this recommendation. It would provide a means for con-
tinued citizen input to management decisions above and beyond normal procedures.

4.478 Impact of No Action - The na action alternative would have no direct
environmental impacts. Citizen participation would continue under current
public notice, meeting, and hearing procedures.

4.479 Recommendation - The Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission,

through its Great River Study Committee, should develop a total river re-
source management plan. As resources for this plan, the LJMRBC should use
the products of GREAT I, II and III and the UMRBC master plan reports as
well as other relevant data.

4.480 Impact of Recommendation - In the long run, the development of an over-
all plan for resource management shiould have a beneficial impact upon the
ability of the Upper Mississippi River and its resources to provide the various
demands put upon it. Such a plan obviously would involve tradeoffs between
the various interests, and these tradeoffs would result in adverse and bene-
ficial impacts upon the resource. At the time the plan is developed and fol-
lowup actions are proposed, these impacts would have to be evaluated.

4.481 Impact of No Action - The no action alternative would have no direct
impacts. If no totally comprehensive plan were developed, various other
plans, such as the GREAT I, II, and III plans and the UMRBC master plan, would
be followed to varying degrees with impacts that cannot be evaluated here.
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Ongoing Planning/Coordination Policy/Funding Items

Policy/Funding Item 26

4.482 Recommendation - As part of the on-going monitoring of GREAT recommenda-
tions, the following guidelines of the U'I1RBC are endorsed:

1. The final team report of each GREAT shall be submitted to the
Commission through the Great River Study Committee for a 45-day
field and public review. The Commission staff will distribute
it appropriately.

2. The Chairman of the Commission shall convene at least one
public hearing at the conclusion of t~ie review of each U;KEA~±
report. The public will be provided a 33-day period following
the hearings to submit additional statements to the Chairman.

3. The results of the review - all comments, suggestions for
revision, and the transcript of hearings - shall be referred
to the Great River Study Committee for consideration and reso-
lution. The Great River Study Committee will prepare a trans-
mittal report, including results of the review, for Commission
approval and subsequent submission to the Water Resources Council.

4. Until and unless the Commission determines to include the
GREAT Products as components of the CCJP, the Commission will
not require the preparation and filing of an Environmental im-
pact Statement (EIS). However, EIS's may be required for spec-
ific major actions. Such EIS's will be prepared and filed by
the appropriate implementing agencies.

5. The GREAT reports shall be submitted forward through
appropriate channels to Washington and to the State govern-
ments by the Commission, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
the participating Federal Agencies, and the States.

6. The Commission, through its Great River Study Committee,
shall monitor progress of the States and Federal Agencies in
implementing the recommendations of the final GREAT reports
and report on this process to the public and the Congress.

4.483 Impact of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no direct
environmental impact. Providing a procedure for review of the GREAT I products
should insure that the public and agency review is expedited and that those re-
commended actions which would most benefit the resources of the river are im-
plemented as soon as possible.

4.484 Impact of No Action - The no action alternative would have no direct im-
pacts. However, without a clearly described review procedure, delays in the
review procedurf- would o--cur which ultimately would result in delays in implemien-
tation of actiUtIS to maintain and enhance the resources of the river.
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Ongoing Planning/Coordination Policy/Fundinp Items

Further Study Item 46

4.485 Recommendation - The Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission should
examine the feasibility of using the Geographic Information System (GIS) as
a land and water use management tool.

4.486 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no direct
environmental impact. If feasible, the GIS would be a tool for better and
more efficient management decisions.

4.487 Impacts of No Action - No environmental impacts would result from the no
action alternative.

Further Study Item 47

4.488 Recommendation - Land ownership and management entities within the
river should be documented and assessed.

4.489 Impacts of Recommendation - This recommendation would have no environ-
mental impacts. The information gathered would make management of public
lands easier.

4.490 Impacts of No Action - No impacts would result from the no action alternative.

Cumulative Impact of On-Going Planning/Coordination Recommendations

4.491 These recommendations should insure future interagency coordination
and planning for the implementation of GREAT recommendations and many other
management activities on the river. This should result in better management
decisions because of the broader base of input into these decisions.

4.492 These recommended coordination procedures will slow down the decision-
making processes in many cases and make them more expensive. Also, Federal
agencies and the States may find these management authorities somewhat eroded
by the coordination requirements. These are the type of tradeoffs necessary
to insure that all interests on the river are represented in the decision-
making process to achieve well-balanced management of the resources of the
Upper Mississippi River.



5.000 PUBLIC INVOLVE4ENT

5.001 One of the stated objectives of GREAT was to develop procedures to
assure an appropriate level of public participation. Since the GREAT study
began in October 1974, citizen input has been obtained in various ways. A
Public Participation and Information (PPI) Program has attempted to provide
information to the public, obtain public response, and incorporate public
viewpoints into all major planning decisions. A PPI Work Group (PPIIJG) was
formed to carry out these duties throughout the study.

5.002 From October 1974 until August 1076, the PPIWG was staffed and chaired
by the Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission (UMRBC). The PPIWG was com-
posed of about 300 citizens and was open to anyone interested in participating.
"Bridges" (people from throughout the geographic study area who volunteered
to act as local staff extensions) assisted in press releases, helped to organ-
ize meetings, and identified "local river experts." Task group meetings pre-
pared various public activities. Staff obligations were contracted out to a
private consulting firm, Dan McGuiness and Associates, Wabasha, Minnesota,
in July 1976. One of the responsibilities of the firm was to broaden the
citizen participation efforts.

5.003 In October 1976, the PPIWG endorsed a volunteer Executive Board of 8-10
people who met almost monthly to guide the PPI program. The entire PPIWG kept
informed of GREAT I activities through full membership meetings and staff acti-
vities, and were invited to all Executive Board meetings. The Executive Board
has a representative with an equal vote at the Plan Formulation Work Group
meetings. Since May 1974, public input has been obtained in several ways:
town meetings, special workshops, questionnaires, special projects, periodic
PPIWG full meetings, and various staff work.

5.004 In January 1975, GREAT held a series of 8 "town meetings" to introduce
GREAT to the public and ask them to help GREAT identify problems on the river
for study. In October and November 1975, another series of 6 town meetings
was held to review the problems selected for study and to give the public a
second, early, formal opportunity to comment on the problem identification
process. The UMRBC recorded public input for GREAT in two town meetings re-
ports for the problem identification phase of GREAT. Since October 1976, the
PPI has operated at three levels: the general public, PPIWG, and the Executive.

5.005 The Executive Board's position papers recorded modified public recom-
mendations as the study progressed. The intensive activity by this Board has
produced a well informed citizen body, capable of providing very valuable input.

5.006 The PPIWG has published an appendix to the GREAT I report documenting
public involvement.

5.007 Because tne GREAT study has been progress for 5 years, it has focused
attention on important issues concerning the river. In response to Council
on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR Part 1501.7), a scoping process
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was initiated on 14 May 1979 to involve the public and other agencies and
interested groups in determining the issues to be addressed in this draft
EIS. A letter containing a draft scope for the EIS was mailed to the 2,500
agencies, interest groups, and private citizens on the GREAT I mailing list.
Of the 2,500, only 7 responses were received, substantiating the complete-
ness of the GREAT I study in involving the public and identifying the major
issues. The scope of the EIS was modified in response to these letters and
from input provided by GREAT I team members.

5.008 The draft EIS was sent to the agencies listed in Exhibit 1. Ten letters
containing comments on the draft EIS were received; these are included in the
comment and response section of this document. In some instances, the DEIS
comments were part of a longer letter of comment on the GREAT I draft report
and appendixes. In those instances, only the DEIS comments are printed here
to reduce volume. A complete set of comments on the GREAT I draft report is
on file at the St. Paul District Office of the Corps of Engineers.
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6.000 SUPPLEMENTARY ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS

6.001 Because this EIS employs the tiering concept, the purpose of this
section is to explain what additional environmental documents probably will
be necessary to implement the various GREAT I recommendations.

DREDGED MATERIAL PLACL4ENT PLAN (DRPP) (ACXTION IT124S 1 AND 2)

6.002 GREAT I recognizes that the DMPP must be flexible to deal with the chang-es
that will occur before and during the period when the plan is to be implemented
(1985-2025). Many factors will impact upon implementation of the DMPP. Some of
the more important are:

1. Level of funding for the Corps operation and maintenance functions.

2. Changes in Federal and State laws, regulations, and policies.

3. Changes in the natural resources at the sites and along the river
as a whole.

4. Whether channel maintenance recommendations important to the implement-
ation of the D14PP are acted on.

5. Errors in projections pertaining to dredging volumes, frequencies,
and beneficial use demands.

6. Technological advances in channel maaintenance.

7. Increased knowledge of the river and its resources.

6.003 When a DMPP site is proposed for actual use, the Corps will be required
to prepare an assessment to address the impacts specific to that particular
dredging job. Also, in some cases, a Section 404(b) evaluation, as required
by Section 404(b) of the Clean Water Act of 1977, will be necessary.

CHANNEL MAINTENANCE AND RIVER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

6.004 The Channel Maintenance and River Resource Management Recommendations
proposed by GREAT I require further actions and studies by member States and
agencies. Many of these actions require preparation of additional environmental
documents in the form of assessments or impact statements at the time of imple-
mentation. The following table indicates whether or not the recommendations
are expected to require additional environmental documents. The final decision
on the need for thlese documents is up to the implementating agency or State.
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TABLE 6 ADDITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS
REQUIRED BY CHANNEL MAINTENANCE AND RIVER RESOURCE

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Probable Future

Recommendat ion Environmental Probable
Number Recommendation Documents Agfncy(ies)

Channel Maintenance

A3 Main stem shoreline protection EIA on specific Corps
stabilization
projects

A4 Reduced depth dredging None

A5 Purchase of efficient dredg- None

ing equipment

A6 Quantitative floodplain impact None

evaluation

A7 Emphasize beneficial uses of None

dredged material

A8 Temporary placement and emer- EIA prepared when Corps
gency sites site is proposed

for use

A9 Water quality impact evalua- None
tions

Ai0 Placement site development EIA prepared when Corps
plans plan developed

All Chippewa River sediment EIA prepared when Corps
control specific action

is proposed

PFI Congress continue authorization None
of maintenance of navigation
channel

PF2 Provide funds to implement CMP None

PF3 Emergency dredging definition None
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Probable Future

Recommendation Environmental Probable

Number Recommendation Documents Agency(ies)

PF4 Maintain emergency dredging None

capability

PF5 Sale of dredged material None

PF6 Acquisition of private None
land for dredged mater-
ial disposal

PF7 Modify State laws and reg- None
ulations to allow CMP
implementation, fish and
wildlife projects and
recreation projects

PF8 Depth of channel definition None

FSl Demonstration dredging EIA prepared on each Corps
projects demonstration project

FS2 Investigate river sedi- EIA prepared if action Corps
ment transport capability proposed

FS3 Development of sediment None

transport models

FS4 Monitor tributary deltas None

FS5 Wing dam repair and/or EIA prepared for speci- Corps
modification fic modification

FS6 Low-head tributary dams EIA prepared if action Corps
proposed

FS7 Dredging by sand and gravel None

companies

FS8 Monitoring water quality im- None
pacts - develop criteria

FS9 Tributary streambank ero- EIA prepared on speci- Corps
sion control fic actions SCS

FSlO Sediment control on Wis- EIA prepared on speci- Corps

consin streams entering fic actions SCS
Pool 3

FSl Riverine placement study EIA prepared on speci- Corps
fic actions

FS12 Remove material from EIA prepared on speci- Corps

floodway fic actions
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Probable Future

Recommendation Environmental Probable
Number Recommendation Documents Agency(ies)

FSI3 Transport material to areas EIA prepared on speci- Corps
of high demand fic actions

FSI4 Private enterprise removal None
of material

FS15 Make riprap with dredged None
material

FS16 Beneficial use of organic None

sediment

Sediment and Brosion Control

AL2 Increase upland soil ero- None

sion control practices

FS17 Conservation tillage EIA when specific pro- SCS
program gram elements proposed

for implementation

FS18 Monitor sediment inflow None

Water Quality

A13 Regulations on shipping None

hazardous materials

A14 Sanitary trash pickups None
and pumpout facilities

Fish and Wildlife

A15 Increase staff and budget None

allocations

A16 Culvert at L/D 4 EIA when action pro- Corps
posed for implementa-
tion

A17 Culvert at L/D 10 EIA when action pro- Corps
posed for implementa-
tion

A18 Continue Bicentennial None
Land Heritage Program

PF9 Master Plan for Upper EIA prepared in con- FWS
Mississippi Wildlife junction with plan
and Fish Refuge development

PFIO Manage river as an ecolo- None
gical unit
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Probable Future

Recommendation Environmental Probable
Number Recommendation Documents Agency ( ies)

PF11 Provide Corps with author- None
ity to assist with fish
and wildlife and recrea-
tion projects

PF12 Separate line items on None
budgets

PF13 User data for cost alloca- None
tions

PF14 Develop unified manage- None
ment objectives

PF15 Introduction of non-native EIA prepared if organ- FWS

species ism proposed for intro- States
duction

FS19 £ackwater protection study EIA prepared if speci- FWS

fic actions result from Corps
study States

FS20 Island creation in back- EIA prepared if speci- FWS
waters study fic actions result from Corps

study States

FS21 Weaver Bottoms rehabilita- EIA prepared when imp- FWS
tion (Pool 5) lementation proposed Corps

Minnesota

FS22 Finger Lakes as physical None
model

FS23 Reduce fine sediment flow EIA prepared when FWS
into Big Slough (Pool 9) implementation proposed Corps

Iowa

FS24 Lake Onalaska rehabilitation EIA prepared when imp- FWS
(Pool 7) lementation proposed Corps

Wisconsin

FS25 Spring Lake rehabilitation EIA prepared when imp- Corps
(Pool 2) lementation proposed Minnesota

FS26 Monitoring at Kruger Slough None
and Island 42

FS27 Mapping of aquatic features None

FS28 Pool level control for fish EIA prepared if sub- Corps
and wildlife stantial change in

current operation pro-
cedures proposed

FS29 Designate primitive or None
natural areas
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Probable Future
Recommendation Environmental Probable

Number Recommendation Documents Agency(ies)

FS30 Forest land management None
study

FS31 Bottomland hardwood manage- None
ment study

FS32 Life histories of fishes None

FS33 Opening side channels at EIA prepared when Corps
Blackhawk State Park implementation proposed FWS
(Pool 9) Wisconsin

Aesthetics

PF16 Scenic easements None

FS34 Consider aesthetics in None

management plans

Commercial Navigation

PF17 Amendment to Bridge Act None

PF18 Rebuild obstructive bridges EIA prepared

FS35 Regulatory requirements None
study

FS36 Fleeting area study None

FS37 Mark channel in Lake Pepin None

FS38 Capacity limitations L/D 2 EIA prepared if actions Corps
and L/D 3 proposed for implementa-

tion

FS39 Navigational Aid System Non-
assessment

Recreation

A19 Primitive recreation sites EIA prepared when site- Corps
specific actions proposed

A20 Lockage waiting areas EIA prepared when speci- Corps
fic areas proposed for
development
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Probable Future
teconmendation Environmental Probable

Number Recommendation Documents Agency(ies)

A21 Recreational facility guides None

A22 Uniform recreation signing None

A23 Marking control structures None

A24 Uniform boat noise levels None

A25 Bikeway EIA prepared when imp- FHW&
lementation proposed States

A26 Canoe trails EIA prepared when imp- Corps
lementation proposed FWS

States

A27 Ft. Snelling back channel EIA prepared when imp- Corps
lementation proposed

A28 Boater education - State None
and Federal agencies

A29 Boater education - boating None
clubs

A30 Boater education - rental None

agencies

A31 Increase water patrol None

A32 Trash packout program None

PFI9 Enforce boathouse permits EIA prepared on each Corps
permit application

PF20 Monitor application of lock- None
age regulations

PF21 Discourage high impact rec- None
reational developments

PF22 Cooperative recreation None
data surveys

PF23 Provide diversity of rec- None
reational opportunities
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Probable Future
Recommendation Environmental Probable

Number Recommendation Documents Agency~ies)

PF24 Maintain boat-launching EIA prepared for Corps
accesses site-specific FWS

actions States

FS40 Recreation master plan EIA prepared in con- Corps
junction with master
plan preparation

FS41 Feasibility of recreation EIA prepared when pro- Corps
projects ject proposed for States

implemen tat ion

FS42 Water zoning investigation None

FS43 Impact of private leases on EIA prepared on lease Corps
Federal lands applications

Floodplain Management

A33 Topo- and hydrographic None

mapping

A34 Address project-induced None

sediment and flood flow
impacts

PF25 Uniform floodplain manage- None
ment standards

FS44 Mathematical floodplain None

management models

Cultural Resources

FS45 Comprehensive cultural None

resource inventory

Public Participation

A35 Information and education None

programs

Ongoing Planning and Coordination

A36 Coordination of implementa- None
tion of GREAT I recommenda-
tions

A37 Coordination mechanism None
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A 38 Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area None

Commission monitor implementation
of GREAT I recommendations

A 39 Total river resource Tanagement plan EIS prepared UMRBC
in conjunction
with plan
preparation

PF 26 UMRBC guidelines for monitoring None

GREAT

FS 46 Geographic Information System None

FS 47 Document land ownership None

Abbreviations:

A - Action Item
DIP - Channel Maintenance Plan
EIA - Environmental Impact Assessment

EIS - Environmental Imoact Statement

FHWA - Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Denartment of Transportation

FS - Further Study Item

FWS - Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior

L/D - Lock and Dam

PF - Policy/Funding Item

SCS - Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture

U1RBC - Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission
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Main Report

Environmental (References Appendixes (Reference-
IMac t Statement Incorporated) Incorporated)

Affected Environment Section 3 Chapter Ill M C4, - Chapters VI-VIII
FPMWC - Chanter IV
WQWr - Chanter V
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Comparative Impacts Sections 1 and 3
of Alternatives

Conclusions Chapter VI R'C - Conclusions
FPM\'C - Conclusions

and Recommendations
F1WVG - Chapters III-IV
SEWC - Chanter VII
CTWC - COTl usions and

Recommendations
DRI4C - Chapters VI, VII,
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- Chapter Y

Environmental Effects

Channel Maintenance Section 4 CM - Parts I-V
Plans

Recommendations Section 4 PFW(; - Exhibit v

Further Environmental Section 6
Documentation

Need for and Objec- Section I Chapter I
tives of Action

Plans Considered in Section I CM - Volumes I-V
Detail PFI,(, - Chapters Il-Ill

Problem Identification Chapter IV

Public Involvement Section 5 Chapter V PPWG

Statement Recipients Exhibit I

Study Authority Section 1 Chapter I

*This is a preliminarv Index because all of the GREAT I documents were not printed when

the EIS went to print. A more detailed index citing page numbers will be nripa:ed and
circulated to statement recipients when all the GREAT I documents have been Printed.

Abbreviations:

0 - Channel Maintenance Appendix
CTW - Commercial Transportation Work Group Appendix
DM1 ',G - Dredged Mtaterial Uses Work Groun Appendix
DR' - Dredging Requirements Work Grou" Appendix
FPI14G - Floodplain Management Work Group Appendix
PFWG - Plan Formulation Work Group Appendix
PPWG - Public Participation Work Group Appendix
RWG - Recreation Work Group Appendix
SEWG - Sediment and Erosion Work Group Appendix
WQWG - Water Quality Work Croup Appendix
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EMdIBIT 1

I)RAFT EIS RECIPIENTS

Gov. Lee S. I)revfuss, Wisconsin
Albert Quie, Minnesota

" Robert 1. Ray, Iowa
Sen. Rudy Boschwiv -, Minnesota
" John Culve:, Iowa

Dave Durenber,er, Minnesota

Roger Jepsen, Iowa
Gaylord Nelson, 1'isconsin

William Proxmaire, isconsin
Rep. Alvin Baldus, Wisconsin
" Arlen Erdahl, Minnesota
it Bill Frenzel, Minnesota

lartin Sabo, Minnesota
Thomas Tauke, Iowa

" Bruce Vento, Minnesota

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. DOA, Forest Service

U.S. Soil Conservation Service

U.S. " , State Conservationists (Minn., Wis., Iowa)
U.S. DOC

U.S. Federal Maritime Commission

U.S. " NOAA

U.S. DOHEW
U.S. DOHUD

U.S. DOI

U.S. " , Geological Survey

U.S. , Bureau of Indian Affairs

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. , Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service

U.S. " , Interagency Archaeological Services

U.S. DOT, Federal Highway Administration

U.S. " , Coast Guard

U.S. DOA, Corps of Engineers

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundary Area Commission
Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources

if State Historic Preservation Officer
it State Archaeologist
It Dept. of Agriculture
t of " Transportation
" It " Administration
it State Board of Soil and Water

Mississippi Regional Planning Commission

West Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission
Southwestern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission
Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

to Dept. of Agriculture
it i 'coionli C Deve lolment

I, TIransport dt 01
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Iti nnes o ta ine rgv Agency
ilnvi roniaentai uali t'v Council

Senate Natural Resources and Ag riculture Coon;Ltk
S tate Planning A~ency
Dept. at Health
Water {xesources Board
State Archaeologist
S tate :ils toric P'reservation )I-ticer

iletrotpoLitan Couincil
.Soltill as tern Rc ,Jinal Planning Coimuission
IWO ow onservationl Commission

§1 tate Historic Preservation Ott icer
It Division of Environmental ualitv
If office for Planning and Programming
It State Planning Division
If Natural Resources Councill
If State Archaeologist

Upper Explorerland Regional Planning Coimiission
Public Libraries

River Falls, Wisconsin
Eau Claire, Wisconsin
Platteville, Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
La Crosse, Wisconsin
Viroqua, Wisconsin
Prairie do Chien, W isconsin
Hudson, Wisconsin
Minneapolis, Mtinnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota

University Libraries
UW-River Falls
UW-Platteville

UW-La Crosse
U!,-Eau Claire
Stout State Library
University of Wisconsin Mlemorial Library

University of Wisconsin Water Resources Cenlter
University of 'Jinnesota Library
University of Minnesota Agricultural Library
Winona State College
St. Mary's College
Manka to State C:otlege

MabelI Tainter Memorial Li hrarv
Minnesota Le ,islative Librarj
ivirrunmenta 1 Conse rva tion Lib rarv, of :Iinncso Li

Hill Refere'.re l.ibrary
le t ro po ii Lan Council. Lib rarv
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In Alternative placement site
409- Site number

_POOL I USAF

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS
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LEGEND

5

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS

POOL

ALTE RNA IVE- PACE MN N T 11 'INSD R E D G E C U T . .. . ..
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

I MN.21 MN.27 2.18/MN 27 MN II
2 MN.25 MN.25 MN.27 MN II
3 MN.07 -MN.06 MN.30 MN13
4 MN.3 - MN.03 MN.O3 MN 14
5 MN.03 MN.26 MN.03 MN.! 4

M - Mr' !i. probable future wvilhotwl l
N --Natiornal economic devel(opmen ~ t
E Environmental quality
R Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I"=4,000'
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LEGEND

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
1 AIterriaj ve plh cuern rit sit(.

4 0 9 - ~t nu lm berI

I POOL 2

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS
MPFW/OG NED EQ T RFFP

1 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.35
2 2.31 2.35 2.35 2.35
3 2.31 2.35 . 2.35 2.35
4 2.24 2.24/2.25 2.10 2.10
5 2.27 2.05 2.10 2.10
6 2.04 2.05 2.10 2.10
7 2. 13/2. 14 / 2.02 2.02
8 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.10
9 2. 16 2.*37 2.37 2. 10
10 2.29 2.,18 2. 18 2.,18

M %1rvl 1, m k h i)( t lt ) l tt t %lfl(ltil (iflk .

N Ni,/l l < T, t [,Ir t

SCALE I: 4,000'
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LEGEND

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLAN S
Alternative placement site

409- Site number

_________F POOL3

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE__PLACEMENT__PLANS
_______MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

1___ 3.07 3.07/3.10/3.43 _3.09 3.09
__2 S 3.I 3-.12 3 309 __3.0 9

3 _3.16/3.14 3.16/3.14 3.09 _31

4 3.2 1 3.21/3.44 _ __33,O- 9~ 3.17
5 3.28/3.40 3.28/3.'40 3.27 3.18
6 3.30 3.30 ___3.27 _30

7 _333 3.3-4/333- -3.46 3.39
8_3.33 3.46 3.46 3.3

__93.4 2 3.42 3.46 3.39

M =Most probable future without GRE AT
N =National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R =Removal from floodolain

SCALE: 1"--4,000'
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LEGEND

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
1 B.~ t ~ l ( - t ] (.wfe m e n t S i t ( ,.

409, Site rnumber

[-POOL Sc I

ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANSDREDGE CUT r--- --F
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

SC.12/.13/.14' TC.I I/.!3/.14 2. 10 2.10
.16/3.34 .16/3.34/SC.2

2 SC.21/SC.I I SC.2 1 2. 10 2. 10
3S6/.Q7/.l4/.22/.2 SC.OI/SC.07 SC.07/2.10 2. I 0

M =  Most probable future withoUt (R[ ,",

N = National e(,otolll(. d.v(lIopnm(:it
E Environrmental (UaJlitv
3 RerrIOva froin' tl(,)odjlall

SCALE I": 4,000'
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LEGEND

3ECOMMENDED CHANNEL MAINTENANCE PLAN
5 . -Dredge cut number

Location of dredge cut

Recommended pla-cemnt site
2.06T Sit(- iiumber

3,4,5 ~ S -:-Special conditions on usjc
T =Temporary use site

Dredge cuts for which site is used

Parentheses It Site I,; Used for placeinent
material from a cut in another pool

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
* Alternative placement site
4.09 Site number

___________ F POOL 4U

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT__PLANS
_______MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

1 4.68 4.68 4.37 4.34 /4.3 5/4.3 6
2 4.51 (s(4, 4.54/4.5 7 4.34 /4.3 5/ 4.3 6
3 4.52 4.54/4.55/~4.56 4.54/4.57 4.34 /4.3 5 /4.36
4 4.58 4.52/4.58/4.59 4,54/4.57 4.34 /4.3 5 /4.36

54.63 4.60/4.63 4.57 4.62/4.65
6 4.67 4.67 4.57 4.--6 2/ 4.6 5

M = Most probable future without GREAT
IN = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I *4,0OO'
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LEGEND

)'F C0M Kv JI- N DE D C HA NL MNJ Nh -

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEME NT PLAN S
Alter native p la~emnent ,ite

4 09- Site number

___ ___ ___POOL 4(L)I

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACE MLNT P1 '2NS _

_______MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

4.04 4.04 4.04 4.04_
_2 __ 4.04 /4. 10 4.0 4/4. 10 -- 4.04 4.04

3 4.1l3- 4. 13 4.04 4.0 4 /4..25-
4 _4. 16/4.1 7 -4. 16 4.20/4. 18 4.25/4.24

S.94-.2 9 4.24 4.24--

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N =National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I"4,000'
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LEGEND

ECOrM/IM NDED CHANNEL MA\INTFN/\NCL L /

5 - ,

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
* Alternative placement site

409 Site number

___ ___I PooL, I
DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS

MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

I 5.03 5.03 5.30/5.03 5.24
2 5.06 5.06 5.30 5.24
3 5.07 5.07 5.30 5.24
4 5.12 5.12 5.30 5.24
5 5.14 5.14 5.24 5.24
6 5.18 5.18 5.24 5.28
7 5.21 5.21 5.24 522
8 5.29 5.25 5.24 5.24

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: 1":4,000'
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LEGEND

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
Alternative placement site

4.09 Site number

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

I 5A.04 5A.04 5A.35 5A.,19

2 5A.08 5A.08 5A.35 5A. 1 9

3 5 A. 3 2 5A.25 5A.25/5A.2?/5A.33 5A.25/5A.27/SA.33
4 5A.34 5A.34 5A.20/5A.27/5A.33 5A.20
5 5 A 231 5A. 14 lim a* JA a , "A-,. '

6 5A2 5A2 A20/5A, 2 I 5A. ZO/ AZ 1-

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: "4,000'
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LEGEND

5 -

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
Alternative placement site

4.09 Site number

I POOL6 

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

I 6.10 6.11 6.11 6.17
2 6.14 6.14 6.1 9/6.20 6.1 7
3 6. 1 6/6. 1 7 6.1 7 6.19/6.20 6. 17
4 6.1 8 6. 1 6 6 ,19/6.20 6. 1 9/6.20
5 6.27 6.27 6.27 6.20
6 6.27 6.27 C.27 6.20

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I"=4,000'
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LEGEND

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
*Alternative placement site

4 09 Site number

DRDECTALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

1 7. I18 7.0 1 7.0 1 7.0 1
2 7. 1 3 7.1I8 7.04 7.04
35 - 7. 1 2 7. I12 7.04 7.06
4 7. 1 1 7. 1 1 7.04 7.06
5 7.1I0 7.1I0 7.04 7.06

6 7.04/7.09 7.04 7.04 7.06
7 7.06 7.06 7.06 7.06

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I":4,000'
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LEGEND

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
MAlternative placement site
4.09 Site number

__POOL 8 I
DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS

MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

S 8.31 8.31 8.06 8.22
2 8.01 8.01 8.06 8.2
3 8.20 8.20 8.06 8.22
4 8.02 -. o2 8.30 ----. 22
5 _ 8.02 8.30 8.06 0
6 8.17 8.17 8.06 8 06
7 8.16 8.06 A-o6
8 8.27 8.06 8.06 __ -_ 6
9 8.15 8.1_5/8.06 8.06 8.06

I10 8.07 .8.28/8.06 8.06 8.06

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I":4,000'
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LEGEND
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ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
*Alternative placement site

409- Site number

POOL 9

DREDGE CUT ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANS
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

I 9.34 9.34 9.41 9.4 1
2_9.35 9.47 9.47/9.42 9.42
3 9. I 7 9.04 9.03/9.47/8.06 9.4 I
4 9. 18 9.18 9.08/8.06 9.23
5 9.36 9.36 9.08 9.23
6 9.1 9/9.37 9.33 8.06 9.24
7 9.20 9.20 9.1 5 9,24
8 9.38 __ 9.38 8.06 9.42
9 9.2 1 9.2 ! /9.39 9.15/8.06 9.43

10 9.39 9.39 8.06 9.43

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I1=4,000
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5

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL PLACEMENT PLANS
MAiternative placement site

409- Site number

POOL 10

ALTERNATIVE PLACEMENT PLANSDREDGE CUT
MPFW/OG NED EQ RFFP

1 10.33 10.33 10.02 10.01
2 10.18 O - -.I 0.04 1 0.0 I
3 10.19 10.01 10.01 10.01
4 I10.20 10.20 10.01 10.01
5 10.32 10.21 1 0.01 10.01
6 10.01 10.09 10.09 I 10.09
7 10.30 10.30 10.40 10, 31
8 10.22 10.14 10.09 10.3 1
9 10.23 016/10,20 10.09 .. 10.31I

10 10.17 10.17 10.09 10.31

M = Most probable future without GREAT
N = National economic development
E = Environmental quality
R = Removal from floodplain

SCALE: I ".4,000'
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